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STATE OF IDAHO, LN APiD FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
Nlildred Gastorena, Individually and as
Spouse and Personal Representative of the
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PLAINTIFF, STOOR'S
RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' MASTER INTERROGATORIES
AND REQUEST FOR PKODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFFS
INTERROGATORY NO 1:

State the full name of the Exposed Person, including all

names by which Exposed Person has ever been known, the date and place of birth of Exposed
Person and the social security number of Exposed Person.
RESPONSE:

Johnnie (John) Devon Stoor
Date of Birt
Place of Birth: Wayan, Idaho
SSN:

INTERROGATORY NO: 2:*

List all addresses at which Exposed Person lived and the

dates Exposed Person lived at each.
RESPONSE: Plaintiffs object as overly broad, unduly burdensome. Subject to and

without waiving said objection, plaintiff responds as follows:
227 Stuart
Chubbuck, Idaho -1961 to 2004
Pocatello, Idaho - 1957
Wayan, Xdaho and Soda Springs, Idaho - 1930 to 1945
INTERROGATORY NO: 3:

For all marriages of Exposed Person, please state:

a.

The full name, date of birth, age, address, and social security number of each spouse;

b.

The date and place of each maniage;

c.

The name, address, telephone number'md the date and place of birth of each issue of
each marriage; and

d.

The date and nature of termination, if any, of each such marriage.

RESPONSE:

AlIene H. Stoor
DOB
SSN:
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EmOGATORY NO: 4:

List all worksites at wKch Exposed Person worked. For

each worksite, please state:
a.

When Exposed Person worked at the worksite;

b.

W o Exposed Person" eem;ployer was;

c.

W e n and for how l o ~ Exposed
g
Pason worked there;

d.

Exposed Person's j jobs and duties;

e.

Who Exposed Person's so-workers were;

f.

m e f i c r Exposed Person wore a mask; md

g.

If Exposed Person was exposed to asbestos at this worksite, id en ti^ the

I

manufaewer, brand name, model and serial numbers, and type of the mbestosconlaikg product(s) m d o r equipment to which Exposed Person was exposed.
mSPONSE: Plaintiff objects on the grounds that this interrogatory is vague,

ambiguous, over broad, and unduly burdensome. Subject to and without waiving said
objection, see work history as follows:

b. FMC Plant in Pocatello, Idaho

d. Laborer md Majntenmce

e. John H. Adamson; John D.Adamson; Robert E. Adamson; John Caston; Tony
Cates; Edward Edoe; Gerald Hargraves; Leo Huf£tnan; Roy Lewis; Edward
Monroe; Bill Moore; Gordon Packard; Jay Phillips; Ray Robinson; Gordon
Scherbel; Jan v4alters; Dallas Millard; Leo Huf%man; Gordon Packard; John D.
Stoor; Gerald A. Margraves; E. Ray Robinson; Bill Moore; Al Crockett; Leroy
Wilson; Neils Christenson; John R. Buzzard; Jack Crosley; Howard Sorter; John
William Moore; Paul Kuhr, Ted Castorena; Robert Hronek; Robert Branch, Jr.;
Norman L. Day and William Frasure.
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f. Plaintiff objects on the g o m d s that this interrogatory is vague, ambiguous, overly
broad aad burdensome. Subject to and vvitbiout waiving said objection, Plaintiff
states that no respiratory equipment was provided. Plaintiff reserves the right to
supplement this answer at a later date as discovery progresses.
g. PlaLntiffobjecfs on the grounds that this hterrogatory is vague, mbisous, overly
broad and mduly bwdensome.
PlaintiEwas exposed to asbestos dust. from Garlock.
Anchor Packing's products when gaskets were cut &om sheets, when the gaskets
and p$cking were installed and removed, Plainties exposure was both direct and
indirect. Witnesses include, but are not limited to, John Adamson, Edward
Monroe, Gordon Scherbel and Bill Moore.
Plaintiff was exposed lo asbestos dust when Union Carbide Bakelite panels were
cut, drilled or removed. P l h t i f f s exposure was both direct aad indirect.
Wikesses include, but are not limited to, Howard Sortor, John Adamson, Cordon
Scherbel, Bill Moore and Jon Walkers.
Plaintiff was exposed to Viacom/Westinghousebrakes, cable, turbines, gaskets,
packing, wire, Micdapmels, paper and furnaces. PlaintiEwas exposed to
asbestos dust by the installation, use, repair and maintenance of such products.
Witnesses include, but are not limited to, Howard Sortor, Paul K h , Gordon
Scherbel and Bill Moore. Plaintiff's exposure was both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust from boilers manufactured by Foster
Wheeler during their instdation, use, repair and maintenance. Wihesses include,
but are not limited to Bill Moore. Plaintiffs exposure was both direct and
indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust fromGeneral Electric Company cable,
h a m s , turbines md wire through the installation, use, repair or mainlenmce of
such products. Witnesses include, but are not limited to S o h Adamson, Wowad
Sortor, Cordon Scberbel, Paul Kuhn, Bill Moore, Jbn Welters and Edwitrd
Monroe. PlaintifT's exposure was both direct and indirect,
industrial Holdings/Carbomdum grinding wheels and fiiction products Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos by the use of auehprodu~ts.Wibessw include,
but are not limited to, Bill Moore. PlaintifPs exposure was both direct and
indirect.
Plaintiffwas exposed to asbestos dust through the use, repair and maintenance of
Ingersoll Rand compressors. Witnesses include, but are not limited to, Howard
Sortor, Gordon Scherbel, and Edward Monroe. Plaintiff's exposure was both
direct and indirect.
Warren P u p s ' pumps.--Plaintiff was exposed to zsbestos dust &om the repair
and maintaineace of Warren pumps. Witnesses include, but are not Ihited to,
Howard Sortor. Plaintiffs exposure was both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust from suppIies furnished by Buflough
Asbestos Supply. Witnesses include, but are not limited to, Paul Kdm.PIaintifYs
exposure was both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use, repair and removal of
Certainteed Corporation cement, pipe and joint compound. Witnesses include, but
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are not limited to, Ray Robinson. Plaktifls exposme was both direct aad
i n k e c t.
Pl&tiEwas exposed by the use, instatlation, repair and maintenmce of Cleaver
Brooks boilers. Witnesses hclude, but me not IMted to, Paul K ~PlaEntas
.
exposure was both direct and kdkect.
PIaintiE was expmed to asbestos dust as a result of the use, repair and
maintenance of F & b W Morse Pump Corporation" p m p s and comprasors.
Witnesses include, but are not limited to, Howad Sortor. P1htiEf"s exposure was
both direct and hdirect.
Plahtiff was exposed to asbestos dust thou& &e use, installatioa, repair and
mahtename of Rocbell Automation gaskets, packing, valves, meters, gauges,
conkols, motors, pumps and other electric& products. Witness@ include, but are
not Iirnited to, Paul Kuh.PlGntiff s exposwe was both direct md indirect.
Witnesses include, but are not I A t e d to, Ray Robinson . PlaintiEs exposure was
both direct and indirect.
PlahtiEww exposed to mbestos dust created by the use, hstallation repair and
maitltenance of Kelly-Moore cement, joint compomd, paint and wall texture.
Wihzesses include, but me not limited to, Ray Robhon, Plaintiffs exposure was
both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the installation, repair and
mahtenmce of Crane Co. pump, valves, gaskets and packing. P l h t i P s exposure
was both direct: and indirect.
Plaintiff was exgosed to asbestos dust created by the use, installation, repair and
maintenance of Crown Cork and Seal ceqent, pipe covering and lnstder of
asbestos insulation. Plaintiffs exposure was both direct and indirect.
Pltiintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use repair and mainteamce
of Emerson Electric rnotcjrs valves anf:controls. Witnesses include, but are not
limited to, Howard Sortor. Plaintiffs exposure was both direct md
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use, L7stallaticr,, repair,
m h t e n m e e md removal of F'MG pumps, valves and overhead cranes. P!G,?tifirs
exposure was both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust fk-ough the use, repair and maintenance of
Gould, Inc. motors, generators and wiring. Witnesses include, but ace not limited
to, Woward Sortor. PlaintifPs exposure was both direct a n d indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use, installation and removal
of Honeywell, Inc. Bendix brakes. Plainties exposure wasboth direct arid
indirect,
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the installation, repair and
maintenance of IT?' pumps and valves. Plaintiffs exposure was both direct and
indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use, instaflation, repair and
maintenance of Gould Pumps. PIaintiEs exposure was both direct md indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use of Guard-Line gloves,
aprons and hoods. Plaintiff's exposure was both direct and indirect.
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PXaintiEwas exposed to asbestos dust created by the use, btallation, repair and
m&tamce of EUl Bro&ers C h d c a l supplier of asbestos products. Plaintips
exposme was both direct and inditect,
Plaintiffwas exposed to @asbestosdust created by the use, installation, repair and
maintenance of XMO Industries turbines. PlhtiET s exposure was both dlrect and
indirect.
Plaintiff"was exposed to asbestos dust created by the instatlation, repair and
maintenace of Nibco pumps and valves. Plaintiffs exposwe was both direct and
indirect,
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the installation, repair and
maintenmce of Parker M d & t n p u p s and valves. PlahtiRs exposure was both
direct a d indirect
PlaktiR was exposed to asbestos dust through the use, installation, repair and
maintenance of Z w hdustrieslErie City Boilers. Witnesses include but are not
limited to Howard Sortor, IPIahtifPs exposure was both direct and indirect.

-

XNTEmOGATORY NO: 5:

For each and every product identified in your answer to

Interrogatory No. 5(g), please identify the purpose for which the product was used at the h e of
Exposed Person's exposure, and the task(s) performed by Exposed Person at tbe time of each
such exposure.
NSPONSE: Plaintiff objects cts overly broad, unddy burdensome md designed to harms.
Plaintiff fUrther objects to the extent that this discovery request requires an expert opkion.
Subject to and without waiving said objection, Plaintiff responds as f~llows:See respo*LASCt~
hte~ogatoryKo. 4 and 6. See previously taken deposition of the fisted C O - W O ~ i
~n~the
~ S cases
of Sorter and Adamson. John Stoor was exposed to the products in Interrogatory No 5(g) at

FIVEPlant in Pocatello, Idaho where he was a laborer from 1958 until 1972 and a m ~ t e n m c e

.

person &om 1972 until 1996.
Please identify and state the full name, home and business
addresses, telephone number and relationship to Exposed Person (e.g., relative, friend, coworker, supervisor, etc), of all persons having knowledge of any facts relevant to this case andfor
on whose testimony Exposed Person may rely at trial and summarize the facts to which each
PlaintiE, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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such person. may testie, including but not limited to what, if any, asbestos-containing products
they will testify that Exposed Person used or to which Exposed Person was exposed.

WSPONSE: PXhtiff objects as this discovery request is o v d y broad, onerous and mdufy

burdensome. Subject to and wihout waiving said objection, PlahtiE responds as follov~s:See
responses to Interrogatories Nos. 4 md 5.
Lncluding, but not limited to the following. Plaintiff resemes tbe right to supplement at a later
date.
Co-Workers:

Paul Kuhn
303 l South 800 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
Jon Wafters
1716 1oh venue
Tuscaloosa, AL 3540 1

Edward Monroe
739 Hemlack
Pocntello, 3t) 83202

Dallas Millard
14595 West Chubbuck R o d
Pocatello, Idaho 83202
See deposition of Dallas Millard; Sorter v. Asbestos Defendants, et si; Third Judicial District,
Salt Lake City, Utah; Docket No: 040909899; 12/6/05

Leo H e a n
265 W. Chubbuck Road
Chubbuck, Idaha
See deposition of Leo Huffmm; Adarmon v. General Efectric, et al; Supmior C o w of Fulton
County, Georgia; Docket No: 2003W73560; 1/21/04.
Gordon Packard
915 Taney Lane
Pocateilo, Idaho 83202
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See deposition of Cordon Packard; Sorter v. Asbestos Defendants, et al; Third Judicial Disttict,
fatt Lake City, Utah; Docket No: 040909899; 3/3/05.
GerafdA. Wargraves
578 M c W e y
Pocatello, Idaho 8320 1
See deposition of Gerald A. EZsgaves; Sorter v. Asbestos Defendants, et al; Third Judicial
District, Salt M e City, Utah; Docket No: 040909899; 3/9/05.

E. Ray Robhson
5 167 Rapid Creek Road
Inkom, Idaho 83245
See deposition of Leo Huffr-nan; Adamson v. General Electric; et al; Supskor Court of Fulton
County, Georgia; Docket No: 2003CV73560; 1/23/04.
Bill Moore
745 South lgthAvenue

Pomtello, Idaho 83201
See deposition of Bill Moore; Adamson v. General Electric, et al; Superior Corn of Fulton
County, Georgia; Docket No: 2003CV73560; 5/24/04.
A1 Crockett

1879 Taghee Lane
Pocatello, Xdaho 83204
See deposition of Al Crockett; Sorter v. Asbestos Defendants, et al; Third Judicial bistrict, Salt
Lake City, Utah; Docket No: 040909899; 12/6/05 and 3/8/05.
Leroy Wilson
14771 West Chubbock Road
Chubbuck, Xdaho 83202
See deposition of Leroy Wilson; Sorter v. Asbestos Defendants, et al; Third Judicial District, Salt
Lake City, Utah; Docket No: 040909899; 3/4/05 and 3/9/05.
Neils Christenson
1045 Concord
Chubbock, Idaho 83202
See deposition of Neils Christenson; Sorter v. Asbestos Defendants, et al; Third Judicial
District, Salt Lake City, Utah; Docket No: 040909899; 3/9/05.
John R. Buzzard
P.O. Box 3541
Quartz Site, AZ 85359
See deposition of John R. Buzzard; Sorter v. Asbestos Defendants, et al; Tkird Judicial District,
Salt Lake City, Utah? Docket No: 040909899; 3/9/05.
Jack Crosley
Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Xnterrogatories and Request for
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Route One Box 72 C
Morgaa Road
&ubbuck, W 83202
See deposi~onof Jack Crosley; Sorter v, hbestos Defendants, et at; Third Judicial D i s ~ c tSalt
,
Lake City, Utah, Docket No: 040909899; 3/3/05
Gordon Scherbel
75 Valleyview Drive
Pocatello, ld&o
See deposition of Gordon Scherbel; Admson v. GeneraI. Electric, et al; Superior Court of Fulton
Comity*Georgia; Docket No: 2003CV73560; 1/22/04,

Howard Sorter, Deceased
See Deposition of Howacd Sorter - 3/3/05
In the Third Judicial District
Salt Lake City, LIT
Judge Glenn IS.Iwasaki
Case No: 040909899
Master Case No: 010900863
John H. Adamson, Deceased
See IJeposition of 9/16/03
Superior Court of Fulton County, GA
Case No: 2003CV73560

Ralph Barber
1039 Sterling Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah 841I6
See deposition of Ralph Barber; Sorter v. Asbestos Defendants, et a;: Third Judicial Distkt, Salt
Lake City, Utah; Docket No: 040909899; 4/8/04.
John D.Stoor
227 Stuart
Chubbuck, 1D 83202
See deposition of John D. Stoor, Adamson v. General Electric, et at; Superior Court oEFulton
County, Georgia; Docket No: 2003CV73560; 3-1 5-0
lD?TTEJXROGATORUNO: 7:

If Exposed Person ever purchased any asbestos-conta~ng

products, for each. product please identify the product and when and where it was pmchaseb.

RESPONSE:
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Plain~Efobjects on the growd that this intenogatory is vague, mbipous, overly broad and
bwdensome. Subject to and without w ' a i h g said objection, Pl&tiff stales that J o b Stoor
didn't purchase any asbestos conkining products to her howledge.
JNI'JEmOGATOEY NO: 8:

Please i d ~ a ~ fbyy f ~ l lname and addsess, all persors

Exposed Person expects to call as expert witness at trial, state the subject matter oa which each
expert is expected to testitify, state the substance of the facts and opinions to which each expert is
expected to testify, provide a summary of the gro-mds for each opinion, and idedify all
documenis and other things provided to those experts.
RIESPONSE: Plaintiff objects as this discovery request is overly broad, onerous, and unduly

burdensome. Plaintiff fbrther objects that this request is premature. Plaintiffs will designate
experfs witnesses according to case management order and the state rules.

INTEmOGATQRY NO: 9:

Please identify all claims andlor notices filed by or on

behalf of Exposed Person or Plaintiff in any bankruptcy proceeding filed by an manufacturer,
dis~butor,suppl.ier or user of any mbestos-containing product, including the identity of the
mantlfacturer, distributor, supplier, or user, the date on wkich the notice or claim wa filed, md
all documents filed in such proceeding.
RESPONSE:

Plaintiff objects as onerous and unduly burdensome, designed to harass and

overly broad. Subject to and without waiving said objection, Plaintiff will provide the above
idormation pursuant to a case management order.

IZ\;ITERROGATORYNO: 10:

If Exposed Person was ever a member of any labor union

or collective bargaining unit,please state:
\

a.

The full name and address of such union or collective bargaining unit;
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b.

The inclusive date(s) during which pxposed Person was a member of such

on

or collective b a t g a i ~ n gunit;
c.

Each position hdd by Exposed Person in such union or collective b m g a n g unit
and Ule dates such posi~onwas held; and

d.

Tfie n m e of each publicat-ion Exposed Fersori received eom. such union or
collective bargaining unit.

WSBONSE: Plaintiff objects as this discovery request is not relevant and is not desimed to
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and without w G ~ n gsaid objection,
Pl&tiffresponds as follows: Machinest, 456 N. Author, Pocatello, Idaho.

IIVTERROGATORY NO: f1:

If Exposed Person ever smoked, state when Exposed

Person started smoking, what type of tobacco product Exposed Person smoked, when Exposed
Person smoked it and for how long, how much Exposed Person has smoked o f each type o f
tobacco product, whether a physician. ever advised Exposed person to stop smoking, and if so,
who a ~ &en,
d
and state if applicable, the reason(s) Exposed Person stopped s m o b g .

mSPBNSE: PlaintiiT objects as this discovery request is overly broad, onerous 2nd unduly
bwdensome. Plaintiff also objects as not relevant to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence
because mesothelioma is not caused by tobacco products. Subject to and without waiving said
objection, Plaintiff states John Stoor smoked &om approximately 1957 or 1960 until 1992; 2
packs per day; he quit in 1992. Plaintiff does not know what brand of cigarettes John Stoor
'

smoked.

INTERROGATORY NO: 12:

When was Exposed person diagnosed with any asbestos

related disease? For each such diagnosis, please state the month and year of such diagnosis and

the name and address of the physician making such diagnosis.
Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to DefendantsyMaster Interrogatories and Request for
Production of ~oc&ents to Plaintiffs
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Septeniber 28,2001
Dr. Carl Vmce
2220 east 2~'~~treet:
Idaho Palls, Idaho 83404

m E m O G A T 8 R Y NO; 13:

Identify all of medical providers and doctors who have

treated Exposed Person's for any asbestos related disease, including their name aad address a~qd

when ax-id f i ) what
~
condition they treated Exposed Person.
mSPONSE;

Carey Jacksoa, M.D.
SO0 South 1I& Avenue
Suite 305
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
Bannock County Memorial Hospital
65 1 Mmorial Drive
Pocatello, Idaho 8320 1
208-239- 1000
X-rays; heart and pneumonia
Portneuf Medical Center
777 Hospital Way
PocateUo, Idaho 83201
208-239-2020
ER
Eastem Idaho Regional Medicat Hospital
3 100 C h d a g Way
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
208-529-61 11
Dr. Carl Vance
2220 Bast 25' Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
208-523-1 122

Dr. John E. Liljenquist
2220 East 25' Street
Idaho FalIs, Idaho 83404
208-523- 1122

Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
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Identi@ all Exposed Person's o h r medical providers mci
doctors, hcludhg their name and address and when and for what condition they treated Exposed
Person.

WSPONSE:
Plaintiff objects to this Lnte~ogatoryas it is overly broad, onerous and unduly burdensome.
Subject to and without waiving said objection, Plaintiff states that she recalls at this h e the
following, but reserves the right to supplement her answer in the future.
~TE~OGATORYNO
15;
:

Was the Exposed

Person

actively employed

for

compensation at the time any asbestos related disease was first diagnosed? If so, state:
a.

The name, address and business of the employer;

b.

The dates of employmmt;

c.

The rate of pay or the method by which Exposed Person's compensation was
determined;

d.

Gross compensation per month; and

e.

Net take-home pay per month.

rnSPONSE:

No. Plaintiff was retired at time of diagnosis.
mTEmQGATORY NO: 16:

Is the Plaintiff asserting a claim for lost wages aIlegedly

sustained by reason of the matters stated inthe Complaint? If so, please state:
a.

The amount claimed as damages and the method of computing this amount; md

b.

The facts upon which such claim is based.

RESPONSE:
Plaintiff has made no claim for lost wages.

Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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XNTEmOGATQRY NO: 17:

If the Exposed Person is deceased, pfease state the date

I

\"

Exposed Person died, cause of death, wfiet-h.eran autopsy was p e d o m d , and idatify the names,
addesses, telephone n u b e r s , aad dates of birth of all w o n a death "heirs" as that tern is
defined in rdltbo Code 6 5-311.

Cause of Death: acute bronchopnemo~a.
An autopsy was performed.

AUem Stoor, wife
227 Stuart
Chubbuck, Idaho 83202
208-237-3688
Date of Birth:
Gerrie Kae Trammel1
5916 Eden
Chubbuck, Idaho 83202
208-237-554
Date of B f i
Matt Leon Stoor, son
St. Anthony, Idaho
208-624-3518
Date of Birth
Deceased.
Carohe E. Binggeli, dauhter
580 Linda
Pocatello, Idaho
208-233-7434
Date of Birth
John Darren Stoor, son
227 Stuart
Chubbuck, Idaho 83202
208-237-3688
Date of Birth:
Plaintiff,Stoor's Responses to DefendantsWaster Interrogatories and Request for
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Willim Kyl
Date of B f i

n

Kelcie Wall, daul;hter
Date of Birt

mTEmOGATORJI NO: 18:

Identify each ex&bit which Plaintiff or bisiher cornsel

&ends to use at trial.

Plaintiff objects that this request is premature as additional discovery is required regarding
Defendm's products to give complete and accurate answers. Subject to and without waiving
said objection, an exhibit list a d exhibits will be produced according to the CMO. Plaintiff
reserves the right to supplement at a later date if necessary.

WOVESTS FOR PRODUCTION
mOmST FOR PRODUCTION NO:1: Please produce all documents, samples, exhlsits or
other things which Plaintiff contends support and/or prove the claims made in Plaintiff's
complaint.
WSPONSE:
Plaintiff objects to this request on the ground that it is vague, ambiguous, unduly budertsome

and, overly broad. Subject to and without waiving said objection, Plaintiff will produce all
documents in the form of exhibits in accordance with a case management order.

REOUEST FOR PRODUCTLON NO: 2: Produce all documents which supports your cIaim

that Exposed Person was exposed to asbestos fiom any asbestos containing produce
manufactured, soId or distributed by any defendant or its predecessors or successors.

Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories
and Request for
Production of Docu-ents to Plaintiffs
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PlaintiE objects to this request on the g o m d that it. is vague, m b i s o u s , unduly busdensome
rutd overly broad. Subject to and without waiving said objection, PlaintiE will producc all
documents in the form of efiibits in accorhce with a case mmagment order.
Please produce all docmen&, pleadkgs, reports,
deposit-ions, &%davits,andlor records (including, but not IFmited to medical and mployrzlent
records) produced, taken or signed in any and all other lawsuits filed by or on behalf of Exposed
Person or Plaintiff.
RESPONSE:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the ground that it is vague, mbiguous, unduly bwdensame
and overly broad. Subject to and without waiving said objection, Plaidiff wit1 produce all

dommeats in the f o m of exlubits in accordance with a case management order.

REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 4: Please produce all claims and/or notices filed by
Plaintiff or Exposed Person or on Plaintiff or Exposed Person's behaIf in any b h p t c y
proceeding filed by any mmufacturer, distributor, supplier or user of any asbestos-cont&jag
product,

.WSPONSE:

Plaintiff objects on the ground this interrogatory calls for information that is protected from
disclosure by the attorney client and work product privileges. Plaiutiff will not disclose
confidential claims andlor notices absent a court order to do so.

REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO:5: Please produce all documents,

records and

photographs relating to the Exposed Person's employment and/or exposure to asbestos.

RESPONSE:
Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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Wefher exposwe to respirable asbestos is claimed with respect to each worksi:e

m a o r period of employment.
Atso, please sign the attached auChorization to release m p l o m e n t records.

mSPONSIE:
PlaLnliE objects to this request on the ground that it is vague, mbiguous, and overly broad.
Subject to auci without waiving said objection, see Social Security Release provided. Plaintiff

will supplement with the release for employment records. Plaintift-will produce all docaments in
tbe f o m of exhibits in accordance with a case management order.

-WOWST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 9: Please produce the United States Social Security
Administration Itemized Statement of Earnings covering Exposed Person's entire work life.

Also, please sign the attached release.
mSPONSE :
Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, and overly broad. Subject to and
without waiving said objection, Plaintiff will supplement with the Socirri Security releases.
mQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: PO: Please produce Exposed Person's Federd slid State

income tax returns, including W-2 forms, for each of the years during which exposure to
asbestos or asbestos containing products is claimed and Federal and State income tax returns for
the last ten years. Also, please sign the attached release.

RESPONSE:
Plaintiff objects to this request on Che grounds that it is vague, and overly broad. Silbject to a d
without waiving said objection, Plaintiff will supplement the income tax releases.

REX3UlEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 12: Please produce Exposed Person's personal diaries,
calendars, notebooks, payroll check stubs or vouchers, check registries or logs, ledgers, expense
Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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sheets, travel logs, notes or other ddoments regadkg Exposed Person's emploment,
worksites, and lor other idomation regardkg Exposed Person's ,exposure to sbeaos.
mSPONSE:
PlaintiR objects to this request on the g o m d &at it is vague, ambisous, unduly bur;densorne

and overly broad. Subject to asld without waivhg said abjection, PlaintiB will produce all
docments ia the form of exhibits in acwrdance with a case managment order.
WOUEST POR PRODUCTIQH NO: 12: Please prodice any pamphlets, hanbauts, &ides,
books, publications, manuals, or other such documents whch Exposed Person received over the
years regarding safety, asbestos, the handling or use of materials c o n t ~ n g
asbestos, asbestos

related health problems or diseases, pnemoco~osisor other diseases of the lung, cancer, dust in

the work place, use of respiratory protection, or srnokmg.
RESPONSE:
PlaintiE objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambisous, and overly broad.
Subject to and without waiving said objection, Plaintiff does not have my documantation in her

possession.
RIEOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 13:Please provide all documents relating to any Social
Security disability claim or claims ever filed by Exposed Person seeking benefits for any health

problem suffered by Exposed Person. Also, please sign the attached release.
RlESPONSE:
Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, and overly broad.
Subject to and without waiving said objection, Plaintiff does not have any docmentation in hcr
possession. Plaintiff will supplement the Social Security and release for medical records.

Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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Please provide all docume~lts relating to m y
workers' compensation claim or claims ever filed by Exposed Person. Also, please sign the
attached release.
WSPONSE :
Pt&tiE objects to this request cm the &rounds that it is v a s e , mbiguous, and overly broad.
Subject to and without w a i ~ said
g objection. Plaintiff will supplement with this release.
WOWST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 15:Please provide all docments relating to any

Veteran's A k s l r a t i o n disability clairn or claims ever filed by Exposed Person. Also, please
sign the attached release.
mSPBNSE:

P1aktiE objects to h s request on tbe gmmds that it is vague, abiguous, and ovedy broad.
Subject to and without waiving said objection* PlaFntiEwill supplement with tlus release.

mOUEST 330R PRODUCTION NO: 16: Please produce all Exposed Person's medical
records, radiogaphs, x-rays and x-ray reports, CT scans, all laboratory tests and iaboratrzry test
reports, puhonary h c t i o n tests aild test records, respiratory tests md tests records azld
pathology. Also, please sign the attached authorization to release medical records.

RESPONSE:
PlaintiEobjects to t l s request on the grounds that it is vague and overly broad. Subject to and
without waiving said objection, Plaintiff will supplement with the medical releases.
m O m S T FOR PRODUCTION NO: 17: Please produce copies of all medical reports,

diagnoses, s m a r i e s or other medical records of any medical and hospital treatment relating to
Exposed Person's physical condition, including, without limitation, such reports, diagnoses or

summaries which relate to conditions which are claimed to be caused by exposure to asbestos.
Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' h?aster Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs / 28 $
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WSPOTVSE:
Plaintiff objects to tlxs request on tht; sounds that it is vague a . overly broad. Subject to md
wi&out waiving said objection, Plaintiff will supplment with the medical releases.

Please provide all records of any physical or
psychological examiaations of Exposed Pcrson for any purpose at any time which have not
already been produced in this matter.
WSPONSE:
PlaintifEobjects to this interrogatory as unduly burdensome, not relevant and will not lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence. Plaintiff objects to this interrogatory as it is ovmIy broad and
onerous. PlaintiE also objects and hereby asserts the physician-patient privilege and/or mental
health therapist-patient pri-vilege andlos professionals working with social or psychologjcd

problms-patient privilege. Subject to and &thout waiving said objection, Plaintiff states there
is none to her bowledge.
mOmST

FOR PRODUCTION NO: 19: Please produce all docu.clzerib ccncet~hgor

relating to m y term of service or employment of Exposed Person in any of the m e d forces of
the United States of America or any other country, inoluding all orders, citations, awards,

commendations, disciplinary actions or proceedings, medical or health records, injuries or
wounds, and discharge from such service. Also, please sign the attached release.
RESPONSE:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague and overly broad. Subject to and
without waiving said objection, Plaintiff will supplement with the military release.

Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
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Please produce all photogaphs, videotap=, f i b s ,
or other such items which show or depict Exposed Person's work, worhites, working area,
products or working conditions.

MSPONSE:
Plain~N-objectsto this request on the ground that it is vame, m b i w u s , d u l y burdenso~e
and overly broad. Subject to and without waiving said objection, Plain~ffwill produce all

docments in the form of exhibits in accordance with a case management order.
~O~STFORPRODUGTIONNO
21:Please
:

produce

work

histories

and

other

employment related records pertahkg to Exposed Person provided by, or obtain from, any union
o f which Exposed Person has ever been a m b e r . Also, please sign the attached release.

RESPONSE:
PlaintifE objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, and overly broad.
Without waiving said objection, Plaintiff will supplment the release.

=QUEST

FOR PRBDUGTIION NO: 22: Please produce all documents md tmgible items

sent, given or furnished to Exposed Person by any defendant, employer or supplier relating to
Exposed Person's exposure to asbestos.
RESPONSE :

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambigclous, and overly broad.
Subject to and without waiving said objection, Plaintiff does not have any documentation in her
possession.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 23: Please produce all documents and tangible items
relating to asbestos from any of the Exposed Person's worksites, including materials, samples of

Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request: for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffi
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materials, labels, pmpuets, notices, notes, bullet-Ins, newsleem, iosmctions, wanings,
devices, components, parts, agpliances.

Plaintiff objects to this request on the gounds that it is vague, mbih;uous, and overly broad.
Subject to a d without w a i ~ said
g objection, Plaintiff does not have any documentation in her
possession.

mOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 24: Please produce copies of each and every statement
recorded by any medium, by any person stating that Exposed Person was exposed to asbestos
fiom any asbestos-containing product.
XIESPOXYSE:
Plhtiff objects to this request on the ground that it is vague, abiguous, and overly broad.
Plaintiff fixther objects that thts request is not designed t o lead to the discovery of admissible
evidence. Subject to and without waving said objection, Plaintiff does not have any in her
possession. at this time.

REOUEST FOR BRBDUCTION NO: 25:IDlease produce copics of dl bills, iilvoices,
statements, insurance claims, and any other documents relating to the expenses, including

medical e,xpenses, which Plaintiff claims to have incurred as a result of the disease or illness
described in the Complaint in this action. Also, please sign the attached release.
RESPONSE:
Plaintiff objects to thrs request on the ground that it is vague, ambiguous, unduly burdensome

and overly broad. Subject to and without waiving said objection, please see medical release
attached.

Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
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Please produce a11 releases, seelemcnt ageements,
or other documents memorializing or c o n s m a t i n g any settlements reached by or on behalf of
Exposed Person or Plain~ffwith any entity concerning claims for asbestos-related disease or
injury, whether in this case or another case.

Plaktiff objects on the ground that this intmogatory calls for infomation that is protected from
disclosure by the attorney client and work product privileges. Plaintiff v d l not disclose
confidentid seglernent agreements without: a court order to do so. At the time of the trial,
Plaintiff wilt disclose fhe aggregate mount of settlement.

WQUEST FOR PRODUmION NO: 27: Please produce a copy of all claims, other than the
Complaint filed in this matter, that contain allegations of exposures to asbestos filed by or on
behalf of Exposed Person or Plaintiff.
RESPONSE:
Plaintiff objects on the ground that this interrogatory calls for infomation that is protected j%om
disclosure by the attorney client and work product privileges.
RECOmST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 28: Please produce a copy of any other Complaints filed

by or on behalf of Exposed Person or Plaintiff alleging personal injury of any kind.
RESPONSE:

Plaintiff objects as this discovery is overly broad, onerous and unduly burdensome. Subject to
and without waiving said objection, Plaintiffreserves the right to supplment.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 29: Please produce all documents relating to each
product or component which P!aintiEis claiming exposed the Exposed Person to asbestos.

Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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Plaintiff objects to this request on the ground that it is vaFe, arnbipous, unddy burdensome

and overly broad. Subject to and Mthout wrtivkg said objection, PlstintiR will produce ali
documents in the form of e a b i t s in accordance with the case managment order. See aeaclred
docments and attached depositions.
-For each product or component which Pl&GE has
identified as asbestos-cont-aining, please produce all docwents which support PlaintiFs
contention that such product or component contained asbestos.

PlaintiE objects to thts request on. the ground that it is vague, m b i e o u s , vnduly burdensome
and overly broad. Subject to and without waiving said objection, Plainti@ will produce ail

documents in the form of e h b i t s in accordance with the case management order.

REOtJEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 31: Please produce all documents pertaining to the sale,
shpment, distribution andlor use of any asbestos-contafig products by any defendants to or at
any jobsite at which Exposed Person allegedly sustained exposure to asbestos-contaiGng
products.
RESPONSE:
Plaintiff objects to this request on the ground that it is vague, ambiguous, unduly burdensome
and overly broad. Subject to and without waiving said objection, Plaintiff will produce all
documents in the form of exhibits in accordance with the case management order

REOUEST FOR. PRODUCTION NO: 32iPlease produce copies of each and every kmscript
of testimony which Plaintiff andlor hisfher attorneys expect or intend to offer into evidence at the

trial of this matter.

Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
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PlahtiE objects to this request on the g o w d that it is vague, m b i ~ o u s unduly
,
bmdemome

and overly broad, Subject to and without waiving said objection, PlaintE will produce all
docments in the form of exbibits in aocordance with the case management order.
Please produce a copy of each ageement reflecting
settlement b e m e n Plaintiff andlor Exposed Person and any defendant in this lawsuit with
respect to the claitns for which hjury or damage is asserted inthis lawsuit.

mSPONSE:
PlajntiE objects on the ground that this intenogtory calls for infomation that is protected from
disclosure by the attorney client and work product privileges.

Plaintiff will not disclose

confidential settlement agreements without a court order to do so, At the time of the trial,
Slain~ffwill disclose the aggegate amount of settlement.

_mOmSTFOR PRODUCTZON NO: 34: Please produce aII documents used to

or

that support your answers to Interrogatories.

WSPOXVSE:
Plaintiff objects to this request on the ground that it is vague, ambiguous, w.duly burdemome
and overly broad. Subject to and without waiving said objection, PlaintiE will prodwe all
documents in the form of exhibits in accordance with the case management order.

REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 35: If the Exposed Person is deceased, please produce
the following:
a.

The Exposed Person's death certificate;

b.

Any documents appointing a personal representative for the Exposed Person's

estate; and

Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
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c.

All rc$orts of any autopsy p d o m e d on 'che Exposed Pason and

related thereto.

a.

See attached copy of the death. ce~ififtcateof John D. Stoor.

b.

See attached Limited Power of Aaonrey for Asbestos Litigation.

c,

See attached autopsy report of John I).Stoor.

Plaintiff, Stoor's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
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STATE OF

COUNTY OF

AEIIGEIP 'AFFIDAVIT
Comes now the Affiant, Brrie Kae Trammell, and being duly sworn, makes oath as folIows:
1.

My name i

I reside at 5916 Eden Street Chubbuck,

m 83202.

2.

I am the$au~htegofdobn D. Stoor, Deceased, who died June W, 2004, and who st the time
of hls death resided at 227 Stuart Avenue. Chubbuck ID 83202.

3,

John D,Stoor left survlvlng him the'fouowing heirs-at-law and next of kia.
Allene Stoor (wifek
--

Name and ReIatlon
Date of Birth
SocIal Security Number

Bin~ceUfdauebterl Name and Relation
Date of Birth
Social Security Number

r (so01

Name and Relntion
ate of Birth
cia1 Security Number

~Ulam
Kvlt Stoor (son)Name and Relation
ate of Blrth
clal Security Number

1 - K

Name and Relation
Date of Birth
social ~ e c u r i tumber
~

af no ather spouse or Ehtldren of the deceased:

4.

Amaat k&s

5,

Let it be known, each legal heir of John D.Stoor will share apd share a I t b any proceeds
recelved from the ongolng asbestos litigation, Each legal helr will be required to partlcfpate
In the execution. of documents by a m n g their respective slgnattlres.
Amant is over the age of efghteen (18) years, is of sound mind and has not been convicted of
a felony.
B

SWORN TO AND

My Commission Exp

I

1292

L M m D P O m R OF AT1"C)B-Y
FOR ASBESTOS LITKCATION

ALL MEN BY THESE P E S E m S , w?hich are intended to constitute a Limited
the unders'l~edheir-at-law o
do hereby
Power of Attorney, that I,
of Baanock County, S
make, constitute and appo
y true and
lawful &Attorney-la-Pact, for me and tny name, piace and stead and oa my behalf and for out use and
beneats, to do, perform end execute all and every act that L may legdty do through an anoraey-atfact and every proper power necessaty to carry out the purgpo~esfar which this power Is granted &ih
full power of subsatutiou and revoattlon, hereby ratlfylng aad affirming that which the said Grrle,
Tramme8 shall Iawfutly do or cause to be done by vlrtue of tke power hereby eonfeited npon her for
the sole purpose of recelvtng and executing claims and disbursing funds from the on going asbestos
Litigatioa on behalf of my deceased husband, J9hn X). Stoor.

The rights, power and authority of my said attorney-In-fact hereln granted shall comence
upoa the execution of thls Instemeat and shall be in full force and effect upon the executfon of this
B1
Instrtimsnt.
1, the undersigned, bereby @ve notice that L do hereby revoke all previous power of
attorneys, tf any; that may have beea given by me for the purposes k t e d herein and above, and I
declare that alI power arid authority granted ukder'said power of attorney is hereby revoked and
withdraws.

.

11'9 W'E?YESS W R E B N , as prbcipal, I have sfgned the Limited Power of Attorney
this the
at
day of
,2006,
and I have dlrctcted that pbotographlc copies of this power be made which shall have the game force

,

. 3.4 .(783

Sao

Sock1 Security Number
I, m ' W E R S I G N E D Notary Public in and for said County anbstate, hereby certify that
the Indiddual whose name is signed on the foregokg Limited Power of Attorney and who are known
to me, acknowledge before me on this day, that, being informed of the contents of said Limited Power
of Attorniy, does execute the same vofuntarlly on the day and the same bears date.

.

'

t.

My Commi6slon Expires:

3'.

-

James G.Arnold ISB No. 3688
PETERSEN, P A W N S O N
&
OLD, PLLC
390 N. Capita1 Avenue
P.0. Box 1645
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1645
Telephone (208) 522-5200
F a c s i d e (208) 522-8547
C. Patterson Keahey

6.Patterson Keahey, P.C.
One Independence Plaza, Suite 612
Bir&gham, Alabama 35209
Telephone; 205-871-0707
Facsimile; 205-871-0801

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRXCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B m O C K
Mildred Castorena, individually and as
Spouse and Personal Representative of the
Estate of Ted Castorena;
Alene Stoor, hdividually and as Spouse
and Personal Representative of the Estate
of John D.Stoor;
Stephanie Branch, hdividually and as
Personal Representative of the Estate of
Robert Branch, Jr.;
Robert L. Hronek;
Marlene K l s h g , Individually and as
Personal Representative of the Estate of
William D. Frasure;
Norman L. Day.

)
)
)
)

Case No.: CV-2006-2474-PI

1
)
)

1

PLAINTIFF STOOR9S
SUPPLEMENT& RESPONSE
TO DEmNDANTS MASTER
INTEmOGATORIES

1
1
)

1
1
)

Plaintiffs,
VS.

GENERAL ELECTRIC, et.al;
Defendants.
.

.C*<.,?

/La 9 Y
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PLAINTIFF, STOOR'S
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' MASTER
INTERROGATORIES

Pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff John Stoor, hereinafter
"Plaintiff," hereby enters this suppiement to Responses to Defendants? Master
Interrogatories as follows:

INTERROGATORY NO: 2;

List all addresses at which Fxposed Person lived and the

dates Exposed Person lived at each.
RESPONSE: Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted all prior
objections and responses to this discovery request:
227 Stuart
Chubbuck, Idaho 83202 -1961 to 2004

Pocatello, Idaho - 1957
Wayan, Idaho and Soda Springs, Idaho - 1930 to 1945

INTERROGATORY NO: 3:

For all marriages of Exposed Person, please state:

a

The full name, date of birth, age, address, and social security number of each spouse;

b.

The date and place of each marriage;

c.

The name, address, telephone number and the date and place of birth,of each issue of
each marriage; and

d.

The date and nature of termination, if any, of each such marriage.

RESPONSE:

Allene H. Stoor
DOB
SSN
Date
4/56
There are no other marriages.
Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement this Interrogatory.

mTERROGATORY NO: 4;

List all worksites at which Exposed Person worked. For

each worksite, please state:

Plaintiff, Stoor's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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g. If Exposed Person was exposed to asbestos at this worksite, iden~tifythe mmufaclurer,

brand name, model and serial numbers, and type of the abestos-containing produet(s)
andlor equipment to which Exposed Person was exposed.
MSPONSE :

PlaintiElncorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted ail prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
g. Hill Brothers Chemical supplied the following produds that the Plaintie, John
Stoor was exposed to at the FMC plant: Diato; Hiola; Desert Brand; Hill Brothers
Asbestos No. 20; Hi11 Brothers Asbestos No. 35; Hill Brothers Asbestos No. 50;
Hill Brothers Asbestos No. 900; Hill Brothers Asbestos No. 961; Hill Brothers
Asbestos No. 954; and Hill Brothers Asbestos No. 963.
Plaintiff's exposure was both direct and indirect.
m E m O G A T O R Y NO:9:

Please identify all claims andlor notices filed by or on

behalf of Exposed Person or Plaintiff in any baakruptcy proceeding filed by an manufacber,
distributor, supplier or user of any asbestos-containing product, including the identity o f the
manufacturer, distributor, supplier, or user, the date on which the notice or clajn was frlcd, and
all documents filed in such proceeding.
RESPONSE:

Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted dl prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
See attached copies of all claims filed at this tine on behalf of John Stoor. Plaintie
reserves the night to supplement this Interrogatory.

.JNTERROGATORY NO: 11:

If Exposed Person ever smoked, state when Exposed

Person started smoking, what type of tobacco product Exposed Person smoked, when Exposed
Person smoked it and for how long, how much Exposed Person has smoked of each type of
Plaintiff, Stoor's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories a d
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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/a

tobacco produc'r, whether a physicim ever advised Exposed person to stop s m u b g , and if so,

who and when, and state if applicable, the reason(s) Exposed Person stopped smoking.

Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted dl1 prior objectioas and
responses to this discovery request:
Plaintiff does not h o w whether a physician advised John Stoor to quit smoking.

LNTEmOGATORY NO: 14:

Identi& all Exposed Person's other medical providers x t d

doctors, including their name and address and when and for what condition they treated Exposed
Person.

Plaintiff incorporates herein by refaence as if fully asserted all prior objections aad
responses to this discovery request:
Carey Jackson, h4.D.
500 South 11' Avenue
Suite 305
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
Bannock County Memorial Mospital
651 Mmorial Drive
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
208-239-1000
X-rays; heart and pneumonia
Portneuf Medical Center
777 Hospital Way
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
208-239-2020

ER
Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Hospital
3 100 Chmning Way
Idaho Fdls, Idaho 83404
208-529-61 11
Plaintiff, Stoor's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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Dr. Carl Vance
2220 East 25' Street
Idaha Falls, Idaho 83404
208-523-1 122
Dr, John E. Liljenquist
2220 East 25' Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
208-523-1122
See attached Release. Plahtiff does not know any other medical providers John Stoor has seen.
at this time. PlaintiEresewes the right to supplement this htmogatory.

lREOrJEST FOR PRODUCTION NO:l: Please produce all documents, sap2es, exhibits or
other things which Plaintiff contends support andlor prove the claims m d e in PlaintiFs

Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted 611 prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
See attached disk.

m O U E S T FOR PRODUCTION NO: 2: Produce all documents which supports your claim
that Exposed Person was exposed to asbestos h m any asbestos containing produce
manufactured, sold or distributed by any defendant or its predecessors or succmsors,
mSPONSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fitlly asserted a 1 prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
See attached disk.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 3: Please produce all documents, pleadings, reports,
depositions, affidavits, andlor records (including, but not limited to m e d i d and m p l o m e n t
Plaintiff, Stoor's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatoriesand
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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records) produced, taken or simed in any and all other Iawsuits filed by or on behalf of Exposed
Person or PlaitntiE

mSPONSE:
PlaintiRhrporates herein by reference as if fblly asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
See attached copy of prior complaint filed on behalf of John Stoor.

WOUEST FOR PXIODUCTPOW NO: 4: Please produce all claims d o r notices filed by
Plaintiff or Exposed Person or on Plaintiff or Exposed Person's behalf in any b a r h p t c y
proceeding filed by any mmufactwm, dishbutor, supplier or user of any asbestos-conbinh~g
product.

RESPONSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted dl prior objections and
responses to tihis discovery request:
See attached claims filed on behalf of John Stoor at this time. Plaintiff reserves the right to
supplement this Request.

-QUEST

FOR PRODUCTION NO:5: Please produce all documents,

records and

photographs relating to the Exposed Person's employment and/or exposure to asbestos.

rnSPONSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
Please see attached Notice of Injury and Claim for Benefits. Also see attached Releases.

REXJUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 7: Please produce all documents identified or
described in your answers to Interrogatories Nos. 1-18.
Pfaintiff, Stoor's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master htenogatories and
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
6

mSPONSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if hity asserted all prior objections and
responss to this discovery request:
See atlached disk.
Please produce my chonoloaes, e m p l o ~ e n t
records, work histories, or o k docments regarding Exposed Person that set forth or
$ m a s i z e all or part of the f o l l o ~ infomation
g
regarding the Exposed Person's employment:

a.

Dates of each period of employment;

b.

Worksite where Exposed Person was employed;

c.

Nature of work engaged in by Exposed Person;

d.

Names and addresses o f Exposed Person's employers;

e.

Names and addresses of Exposed Person's co-workers and supervisors; and

E.

Whether exposure to respirable asbestos is claimed with respect to each worksite
and/or period of employment.

Also, please sign the attached authorizatian to release mployment records.

EtESPONSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
Please see attached Notice of Injury and Claim for Benefits. AIso see attached Releases.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 9: Please produce the United Stales Social Secuily
Administration Itemized Statanent of Earnings covering Exposed Person's entire work life.

Also, please sign the attached release.
RESPONSE:,
Plaintiff, Stoor's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs 13 06
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PlainljEincorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted ail prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
See attached Releases.
Please produce Exposed Person's Federal and State

income tax returns, kcluding W-2 foms, for each of the years during which exposure to
asbestos or asbestos conLaining producb is claimed and Federal and State income tax returns for
the last ten years. Also, please s i p the ahchcd release.

mSFONSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fully asseded all prior objeclions and
responses to this discovery request:
Plahtiffhas no docments at this time responsive to this Request. PlaintiRreser~esthe
right to supplement this Request. See attached Releases.

E O U E $ T FOR PRODUCTION NO: 13: Please provide dl d o c u ~ n t relilting
s
to

q

r

Social

Secwity disability claim or claims ever filed by Exposed Person seeking benefits fm my health
problem suffered by Exposed Person. Also, please sim Lhe attac-hedrelease.
rnSPONSE:
PlaintiEinwporates herein by reference as if filly asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
Plaintiff has no documents at this time responsive to this Request. Plaintiffreserves the
right to supplement this Xequest. See attached Releases.
MOUESTFORPRODUCTIONNO: 14:Please provide all documents relating to any

workers' compensation claim or claims ever fried by Exposed Person. Also, please sign the
attached release.

Plaintiff, Stoor's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Intenogatories and
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs / 3 0 /
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mSPONSIE:

Plaintiff incorporates herein by refermce as if fixlly asserted a11 prior objections and
reqonses to this discovery request:
See attached copy of Flotia of Injury and Claim for Benefits. AIso see attached Release.
Please provide all docmenis relating to any
cIaims ever filed by Exposed Person. Also, please
sign the anached release.

mSPBNSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted all prior objections anci
responses to this discovery request:
John Stoor did not have a Veteran's disability claim that Plaintiff knows of at this time. Please
see attached Release. Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement fkis Request.
W O n $ T FOR PRODUCTION NO: 16: Please produce a11 Exposed Person's medical
records, radiographs, x-rays and x-ray reports, CT scans, 41 1abo~cato.q~
tests md laboratory test
reports, pulmonw h c t i o n tests and test records, respitatcay tests a ~ dtests records md
pathology. Also, please sign the attached authorization to relezlse medical records.

mSPONSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
Plaintiffhas no documents responsive to this Request at this time. Plaintiff reserves the
right to supplement this Request. See attached Releases.

,

REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 17: Please produce copies of all medical reports,
diagnoses, summaries or other medical records of any medical and hospital treatment relating to
Plaintiff, Stoor's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master hterrogatories and
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs f 3 r3 $?,
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Exposed Person's physical condilion, including, do out lhibtion, such reports, diaposcs or
s m r u i which
~
relate to conditions which are clahned to be caused by exposure to asbestos.

WSPONSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by refaence as if fully a s s e ~ e dall prior objections and
responses to this discovery requmt:
Plaintiff bas no docments responsive to this Request at this time. Plaintiff reserves the
right to supplment this Request. See attached Releases,

mOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 19: Please produce d l documen& concerning or
relating to any term of service or emploment of Exposed Person in any of the m e d forces of
the United States of America or any other counQ, including all orders, citations, awards,
commendations, disciplinary actions or proceedings, medical or health records, injuries or
wounds, and discharge &om such service. Also, please sign the attached release.

Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if hIly asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
Flaintiff J o b D. Stoor was in the U.S. Amy &om 1948 until J3eccrr;Si:r23, 1951 >vh::z
he was discharged. His service number was 19334800. See attached Release.

REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 21: Please

produce

work

histories

and

other

employment related records pertaining to Exposed Person provided by, or obtain from, any union
of which Exposed Person has ever been a member. Also, please sign the attached release.

RESPONSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if filly asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
Plaintiff, Stoor's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs / 3 & 3
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See attached Releases.

m O U E S T FOR PRODUCTION NO: 25: Please produce copies of all bills, invoices,
statements, insurance claims, a,~dany other documents relating to the expmses, including
medical expenses, which Plaintiff claim to have i ~ ~ as~a result
e d of the disease or illness
desc~bedin the Complaint in this action. Also, please sign the attached release.

rnSPONSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if m y asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
P l h t i E h a s no documents at this time responsive to this Request. Plaintiff reserves the
right to supplement this Request. See attached Releases.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 26:.Please produce d l releases, seftlment agreements,
or other documents memorializing or c o n s m a t i n g any settlements reached by or on behalf of
Exposed Person or Plaintiff with any entity concerning claims for Eisbestos-relztd disease or
injury, whether in this case or another case.

RESPONSE:
Plaktircf incorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:

No settlements have been reached on behalf of John Stoor at this time. Plaintiff reserves the
right to suppIexnent this Request.

REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 27:Please produce a copy of at1 claims, other than the
Complaint filed in this matter, that contain allegations of exposures to asbestos filed by or on
behalf of Exposed Person or Plaintiff.

RESPONSE:
Plaintiff, Stoor's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs / S
JD7
II

PlaintiEincorporates herein by reference as if Eully cc;s&d a11 prior object"lons
responses to this discovery rquest:
See attached copies of cldms filed on behalf of S o h Stoor,

mO%JESr
FOR PRODUCTION NO: 28: Please produce a copy of any other Complaints filed
by or on. behalf of Exposed Person or PlamtiR alleging personal injury of any kind.

WSPONSE:
Plaintiff incorpomtes herein by reference as if klly asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovsry request:
See attached copy of prior filed Complaint on behalf of John Stoor.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 29:Please produce dl documents relating to each
product or component which Plaintiff' is claiming exposed the Exposed Person to asbestos.
RESPONSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if h!ly asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
See attached disk.
m O U E S T FOR PRODUCTION NO: 30: For each product or component ~;r~Ech
Plaintiff has
identified as asbestos-containing, please produce all documents which support Plaintiffs
contention that such product or component contained asbestos.
RESPONSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted all prior objections
responses to this discovery request:
See attached disk.

Plaintiff, Stoor's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs /344"
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Please produce all docments pe
slupment, d i s ~ b u t i o nancflor use of any asbestos-containing products by any defendants to or at
any jobsite at which Exposed Person dlegedly sustained exposure to asbestos-contaiaing
products.

mSPONSE:
PlaintiEincorporates herein by reference as if hlly asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
See attached disk.
,ZPEOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 33: Please produce a copy of each agreement reflecting
settlement between Plaintiff andlor Bxposed Person and any defendant in this lawsuit with
respect to the claims for which injury or damage is asserted in this lawsuit.

rnSPONSE:
PlaintifiFincorporates herein by reference as if filly asserted all. prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
No settlments have been made on behalf of John Stoor at this t h e . PlaintiEresewes
the right to supplement.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 35: If the Exposed Person is deceased, please produce
the following:
a.

The Exposed Person's death certificate;

b.

Any documents appointing a personal representative for the Exposed Person's

estate; and
c.

All reports of any autopsy performed on the Exposed Person and all documents
related thereto.

Plaintiff, Stoor's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs J3 &l&
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e aftached autopsy report of John D. Stoor.
This the

ril, 2007,

Plaintiff,Stoor's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs / 3 & 7
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I, G. PaEerson Kehey, do he
has been placed in the U. S.
of April, 2007 as follows

/

C. Timolhy f-fopkim

Austin. TX 78701-4043
KeNy-Moore Psht Company, Iuc.
Ala~kraCopper Works
P.O. Box 1725
Pocatello, 03 83204.1725
Crmn, Cnrk, & Seal Company, Inc.
ChristopherC. Burka
Oracacr Banducci S h w & ~PA
,
nte Came& Building
815 W a t Wesbttgtm Street
Boise, ID 83702
IngeraoU-Rand Company;

4
Pepple, lawn, Can& & Schmidt
1900 Seanle Tow= Bldg.
1218 Third Avenue
Seattle. WA 98 101
Owens-IUlnokr, Inc.

P.O.Box 13911Center Pleza

Pwlrtlellc, ID 83204-1 391

Advanced Industrial Supply, Inc. W a
Pocatelio Supply, Inc.
Munay Jim Sorcnsen
Blaser, Sotensen,& O l s o n
285 N.W. ?+fain

Pocateilo, a> 83204
Entnn E l e e ~Inc.
~ l
Cutler Hammer

Blackfaot, a3 83221

Pocatellq fD 832054229
Libby Oweas Ford
Vlucom, line.

Steven V. E m ,PC
1620 SE Taylor St., Suite 350
Portlartd, OR 97205
Paramount Supply Company;
Zuni Xndustrler, Knc

Gary T. Dance
Lee; Radbrd

P.O.Box 817
Pocatello. lIJ 83204
FMC Corporaffon;
Wanen Pumpi, lac.;
Beary Vogt Mactttae Co.
Donald Carey
Roberl W i t l i w
Quana Smith LLP
2325 West Broadway, Suite B
Idaho Falls, ID 83402.2913
BabbIt Sttam Specialty's Co.;
Rehace Eiectrfc Motors;
Rockwell Automaeon, lac.

Michael W. Moore
Man C. Goadman
Goodman Law Office

Moore & Baskin, LLP

280 South 400 West, #250
Salt Lake City, UT 8410 1
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Verification
I hereby state that I have read the foregokg Plaintiff Stoor" Suppla m t a l
Responses To Defendants Master 1nt&ogatories and Request for Production of

DomenW to Pl&ti& and know that conten& &meof ase true and correct to the best o f
.

my bowledge.
'

.

'

.

This the

.)

.

9'ky

,2007,

State of ldlho
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
317 Main S t r ~ l t 80
Idaho a3720

NOTICE OF lNJURY AND &lhf

,v
\

Yj

tRIPLICAlE

M a l l to Surcb

FOR BENEFITS

Every work injury to an emplo ee (Including diseaae or intectlon in rejpect of aueh injury) Which requires medfcal services other t h a n first.
TEN days after the enployel haa knowledge of the Injury.
EMPLOYER
aid treatment, must be reporte%uiihln

W J ~- - 6C
* u aY ~

1. Name

2. Phone No

\

\

3. T

e of Buslnesa ( S t a b major a c t f ~ i t ygood8
,
handled,
no% done. type of mlne & ore extracted, productr ,
manufactured, a t a )
,

2-7229'

4. Address

5 Locatlon if different from mall addraas
6. Name of Insurance ~ & l e r

. '
~dkcd*Jf9 kc~d

/I

_
_
_
_
_
_
I
-

8. 900. Sec No.

I

d?fl~a,
Phone No.

PI

15. Hours worked per day

Saied
1
1 6 Number of day* worked per week

1 4 No. %C
17. B n g e ~$

c

18. If board, lodging, or other advantages furnishad In addition to wages, give csttmnkd value:

per

:, '

he,k,

par wee
$.X!!Q~-0 P 45-.r
per wee
21. Eow long employed by yo
q e 8 _ 7 - -30
In t h h ocoapatlon 7

19 If gratuities (tips, eta.) were recclved In tha course of employment, glve estimated value:

20 Occupation
22. Department regularly employed in

$
$

@&

T

23 Place of Accid

mand/or

MONTHS)

mw
a.m.

26.
27
28.
30
32.

Date of accident, exposure, or lnltlal diagnoala
Date employer learned of accident
/ 3 ->+/
Did injury result In disablllty beyond date of acciisntt f l a s 0 No
Was injured paid In full for this day ?
o~ea*
W
Lf yes, give date

26. If accldent, give time
29. If yea, plve data last workad
31. Has employee returned to work? 0 Yee
-93. A t what wage? $
Par

p.m

0 No

C A U S E OF ACCIDENT

38. Were mechan'icat guards, or other safeguards provldadt H Y s a 0 No.

89. Wos Injured uslnp them?

& Yes

0 No.

I N J U R Y O R OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESS
40. Describe.the lnjur or Illness In detall and indlcate the part of body dfectcd. (For example: amputation of right index finger a t second
joint, fracture of rfbs, lead polsonfng, dennatttlr of lait hand, atc.)

42. Kame and address of hospital

43 I n Patient [3 Out P a t i e n t N 44. Did employee die? C) Yes C) No.
46. I n case of death, give name and address of nearest relative

I

Signature
of Employer

a

46. Lf yes, give data

-

d
D a b of Report /.? -// d /
e v l d e n ~ crhted
t
herain in m y proccedinr in respect

MANVILLE PERSONAL INJURY
SETTLEMENT TRUST

Submit Completed Claims to:

Claims Resolution Management Corporation
P.O. Box 10411
Fairfax, VA 22031
(703) 204-9300
(800) 536-2722

Law Firm Administrative Contact
Regarding this Claim:

Telephone Number:

LSPr

Name:

LO%

Title:

U JA C
f"Ir?)7r~b,t
~

Law Firm:

bC

S:\C&CtC\POCVl.DOC

Created August 2031

A . PG#VW

E-mail address:
i!oi~
h~
J

IS//

( h s j 671. c

7 ~ 7

?I

L
LRS~

D.

NAME:

First

Middle

Jr/Sr

SOCIAL, SECURITY NUMBER:

GENDER: (check box)

DATE'OF BIRTH:

Mailing Address:

3a'7 ~ h n r h
Street Address

n

33;~oa

ti Y-,

City, State (Proonce), Zip Code (Postal Code)

Daytime Telephone: la_*s1
2 3.7
Area Code

-

3 c 5b

E-mair Address:

CountnJ
'

Date of Death:

(IMM/D~/YYYY)
Personal Representative Name @injured p a t y is deceased m is living and has a person,
other thanjling a t l o m y , filing on )ris/her Wf):

Name:
First

Middle

Last

k/Sr

Mailing Address:

,Street Address
City, Skte (Province), Zip Code (Postal Code)

Daytime Telephone:
Area 6 d e

S\CRMC\PONI.DOC
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E-mail Address:

/a

Co~ntn~

E previously supplied by

-

#

Atty Code:

m
Tax

##: b3

Telephone:

- la1649 F

Internet Adkess:

S;t
Arm Code

of 07

tm)

Facsimile:

_d ? 1 .- 0 6 5 i

Area Code

rk?

049 % (iqua&jfB C)/r7ita<h

Street Address
For Claim-Relat-ed
Correspondence';'

1

A L 393.04

afy,State (Province),Zip Code (Posh1 Code)

0 $4

Cqunw

E THERE IS CC-CCWSmL, COMPLETE THIS SECTIOM
E previously supplied by *c,

Law Firm Code:

-Atty Code:

m
Tax ID #:

Internet Address:

Law Finn Name:
I

Attorney Assigned:

-7

-

Telephone:

Aren 6 d e
Mailing Address
For Claim-Related
Correspondence:

S:\CZ&tC\~OCVI.DOC

-

Facsimile:

Area Code

I Streef Address
City, State (Prozrince),Zip Code ('Postnl Cock]

Created August ;mn

14/33

Counhj

Has any asbestos-rdated Jawsuit been filed on b e M of this injured party?
(rrheck one)

d

(give earliest date filed and state)

Month

Year

NO

Sta& offurisdiction

Describe emplopent p&a&
duxing .r446chthe injured party w a exposed to
Manville asbestos. Use ocmpation and industry codes Uisted on Page 5.
1, Prom

19 58
Year

To:
'

lci93.

Year

Occupation Code: .\ 0

Indmtry Code:

P!l

Exposure Site Code, i£ previomly supplied by CRMC:
Company or Union: Wrl c

Exposure Site: Psro, .kIln
Plant, Site or Ciiy

so

CI 5*

Cotcnhj

State

2

From

To:
Year

Occupation Code:-

Year

Industry Code:

Exposure Site Code, if previously supplied by CRMC:

Company or Union:
Exposure Site:
Phnt, Site or Cify

A ftach ndditiottal pages if necessm~.

S:\CRMC\POCVl.DOC
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kzil

OcmpaLion Codes
01, Air conditiohg and h e a ~ g

02. h d t o r l w b e s t o s
25. Laborer ( c o ~ c ~ o n / d m o f i ~ t i o n /
"pyad)
53. Longshorm/dock-worker
26. & W t
27. Wmi&t
28. Painter
29. Pipecoverer asbestos
30. F'ipe£ifter/ste
31. Plastclrer/she
32. P l h e
11.W o a d en@eer/br
cmmm/conductor / fireman
34. ]Rigger
35. Sandblaster
33. S
m - engine room only
36. Seaman - ofher than engine .room
37.Sheet-metalworker
39. Shipfitter
38.Shipwright
54. S t e d w o r k a / f o u n d r y / d d m
40. Warehouse Workw
08. W d d e r / b l a & ~ &

hum/
03. &bes&s m a / p h t worker
04, Asbestos xmaval/ abatement

06. Auto me
/b o d p o r k
09. Boiler workerld-er/bpector/

-

g/inst.alldrep&
. 13. Brick mm/laytrr/ho$ carrier
10. Bd&g & t m c e / b ~ & g
50. B d h g ocmpant/o&e workex (clerical,
p r o f e ~ ~ s i oe.g.
d accountant, physirian)
15.C ~ t a / w o o d w o r k a cabinetmaker
/

16. appeJlmder
28. C m b h / j & t o r
19. a e & a / e l e & c d
worker
20.h&eer (&emid, mechhcal ek.)
h e ) non asbestas
05. Factory worker (assexnb~~
51. Famiiy member/ bystander
21. Firefighter
22. Furnace worker/ repair i ~ ~ t a I l e r
52, (I;tassa worker
23. Heavy ewpment operator (in&truck,
forklift and crane)

Industry Codes
101. Aexospace/ aviation
102 Asbestos abatement
103. Auto ~ u f a ~ g
104. Aukarnabile repair
002. Building occupant/ envixonrnental
. bystander
106. C3xmica.I
107. Construction trades
112 GIass mandaduzing
115, Insulation
108.lron/sted/ dtuni~um/foundry
(manztfac~g}
109. Longshore
124.MmviUe asbestos products
mfacturing/mining

.

S:\UZMC\POCVX.DOC
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110. Maritime
111. m q
116.Munitim plant
113. Nan-asbestos products manufacturing
125. Non-Manville asbestos products

mda&g/mg
118. Paper/puIp manufacturing
114.Petrachemical
117,W o a d
120. Shipyard construction/repair
121. Textile
122 TFre/rubber rnanufacixring
123. Utilities

/3/5

Place a check next to aU injuies bdow that have been, or were, &posed for this *wed
Party AJVR for which rnedid dommtat-ion i
sam&ed.
Pleural Disease (Category 1)

&ilateral

&andieabling
Bilateral ~nteratitial
Lung Disease (Category 2)

aL m g

Cancer

- One (Category 5)

5 Lung Cancer - Two.(Category 6)

13Disabling Bilateral Interstitid Lung

Mesot-heliama(Categor

Disease (Cakgory 3)

0 ather Cancer category 4)

0Other Asbestos-Related Injury:

I

Select be ow:

0

. Laryngeal

a

Esophageal

0

.
'.:: .:
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.
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This section is to be completed ONLY when ~ o have
u alleged a Catego? 6.
Has the injured party ever smoked cigarettes? (circle one)

If Yes, is the injured party a current smoker?
I£ No, what year did the injured parfy qait smoking?

S:\CRMC\POCVI.DOC

Created A u p t 2001

/;5 /8

YES

NO =OWN

YES

NO

,

Year

e must be &wedby the Snjured party or the pmm
behaif (suchas the persand representa~veor attorney).
I have reviewed the infomtion submitted onthis proof a£claim
form and d documents eilb~Mediri support of
claim To the
best of my knowledge, the infomiion isacmate and complete.

my

(.

l?IXASE PRINT THENAME AND
OF TEE EjXCNATORY ABOm

Created August U)OI

TO "EKE INJURED PARTY

/3/7

MQIC~
you
o m ~ will
a d&y
n the procm&g of yF

UnE Iast time

,or conflicting ~

*

Check to emme your mppo-g
d o m m & t i o n b for the same pmm sated on the
Erqamay, we f.;ntd medeal reparts d m a e d with

4

h r L e & d and otha s ~ p o r t i n d
g-mh
m a t be reawle. Xf poor photcx3opies are
a~ched,
we will cmsider the claim hcomplete,

6

Be sure we know whom to contact:if we have a questian about y m
is m%&g the c h h , complete the cover page M w b g the pms
nsibllefor a m w a g filixlg qtx&om and coUecting the needed
most cases, this is not the amrney of record.

+

If you are new to claim filing or not m e of the accepted way

'

+

complete
caII uc; or send us a copy to preview before you submit y m rlaim. ~
~if you e
have created your own aubmkd ver~ionof our fom (for&g on paper), and have
not yet submitted it to CRMC,please allow us to review it before you begin the
submission process.

When in doubt, d us; we are happy to hdp. The mare assismce we can provide
before you fiZe your cIaim, the less time and hstrafion we'll both expdmce in the
pracessing af yom dab.

,

RELEASE AND INDEMNXTU

STATE OF

~~//r'o

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

THAT WE,
if helshe is married, his/her spouse,

as husband and wife, on behalf of themselves, their heirs, administrators, executors,
personal representatives, and assigns (hereinafter collcctivaly referred to as 'Releasors"),
in consideration of the payments to be made to CIairnant in accordance with the
Settlement Agreement betwecn ACandS, Inc., and Various Asbestos Claimants (the
"Settlement Agreement") and the Collateral Trust Agreement, and of other good and
valuable consideration, do hereby forever release and discharge: ACandS, Inc., all of its
present and former shareholders, directors, officers, employees, agents and servants, and
all of its present and former divisions and subsidiary corporations, and any md all

predecessors (exclusive of h s t r o n g Word Industries, Inc., and its predecessors),
successors, affiliates, and assigns, and their insurance carriers to the extent of coverage
provided to any of tho foregoing (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Releasees"),
from any and all claims, causes or rights of action, demands and damages of every kmd
and nature whatsoever, includtng, but not lunited to, any and all present claims relating to

asbestos-related dseases, injuries, cancers, andlor malignancies, including, but not
limited to, loss of consdrtium, companionship, service, support, pain and suffering, injury
and damage of any kind, including the wrongful death of Claimant, which any of the

Releasors now has that is in any way related to the.possible exposure of Claimant to
asbestos or asbestos-containing products installed, sold, sup$ied,
--

manufactured, handled, or removed by any

distributed,

of 'ge Releasees, which may have caused

injuries or damages to any of the Releasors and for which Releasees may bear legal
responsibility. The undersigned reserve all rights to proceed at law andor in equity

eqoswe to mbr;stos or asbema-con'cwg products.
The parties to tbis Release md h d d Q intend not to release, md the Rcleasors
sps.ilic&y do not release, claims for lmg cancer, mmo&aEoma, p h a r y colon-reera1

I ~ g e a Zesophagcal or &maah cancer, or death resulting b m lung cancer,
mesofieiornq primary colon-rectd, lawgeai, esophageai or stoma& c&er,

not

sed as of the date hereof md allegedly resulkb or alleged to r d t from
.'4
C l a m t ' s eqosuse ta mb&os or asbestos-con-g
pmducb.
The parties to tbis ~ e l e a &and Indemnity Mm.understand and agree that

nothing in.this %lease and Indenmi@ is intended to settle, waive, or r e h q ~ any
h claim
that Spouse iedividnally may have today or in the future ag&t

Releasees or my other

entity for an asbestos-related injury or disease f h t results &om h i s l h ~
p m o n d exposure

to asbestos fibers d o r products insinstalled,
sold, supplied, .fiandled, rnmdwwed, or
U b u t e d by Releasees, or any other mufactura; supplier or dis~butorof asbestosmn-g

products. The parties to this Release and.hde&Q

agree But the Spouse's

execution of this Release md h & d @
shallnot be mmtnrd as releasing any present or

Euture claims that such Spouse may have for injuries arising out of ,hjs ar her o m
0xposure or asbestos-conlabing products.

Releasers. further: agree that this j8 a

compromise of doubtful and disputed ciains and W the payment of the wnsideration
for this Release and Indemnity i s not to be considered as an admission oilia7oiiit.y on the
part of any person or entity released hereby.
. . It is MermdarsterrtdW this Reiease and

hdcmnity is not intended to relinquish any claim of the Pleleasees may have against any
part that is not a Releaee. The parties fufJler agree that. this Agreement s h d l not be

admissible $ any ~ u i or
t proceeding whatsoever as evidence or admission of any liability,
As a M e r inducment of the stforesaid considoration, the Releaso=, joiutly and
severalfy, do covenant and agree to defend, hold harmless and hde-

all Releasees
&om any and all claims, &tiom and suits, keluding any and all claims of a& Worker's
- -Compensation carrier, aqi employer who is ' s e l ~ - G Xfor Worker's Compensation
purposes, any go'verimental Worker's Compensation funds, and/or arising under any
state Worker's Compensation law, (u) arising under h e Federal Longsharemsn's aod
,

Harbor ~ o r k e r ' sAct, (iii) of any health care provider (including all medical, hospital,

.

ambulance andlor drug bills or related expenses), and (iv) of any immmce canier or
other party who bss,or'claims to have, a lien agai6st the afomaid consideration, and all

such claims as may.now be pending or which may heretofore have been made, against
any or all of the Releasern, which may be brought andlor made on account of any
claimed injuries and/or damam arising from or relating to the exposure of Claimant- to
asbestos or asbestos-contw products, and to indemnity them in legal t&der andfor by
offset, ~rpto the Ml extent of the compensation paid or to be paid pursuant to the
Settlement Agreement.
It is further agreed that tbis Release and Indemnity and the Sattlement Agreement,
in ivhich Releason have joined, set forth the entire agreement between the parties k d
that there is no other promise, agreement or inducement other than that as expressed
herein and in the Settlement Agreement.
The Releasom fUrfher state:

i

1. That each of them is of legalage;.& no mental disability of any Icind, and is
fully and completely competent to execute this Release and Itldomnity on his or
her ownbefxalf;
'

2. That this Release and Indemnity h been explained to each of -themand each
knows the contents as well as the effect thereof;and

3. Claimant. verijiea that, between January 1, 1958 and De~~mber
3 1, 1974, hdshe
worked with or in proximity to asbestos or asbestos-containing
attributable to ACandS, and for which Claimant alleges ACandS, b6.is legally
liable.
. Releabors further acknowledge that they exemted'this imtmnent &er con&ltation

with their &tomey or being afforded tho opportunity to c o e t with an attorney.

Each of the undersignid hereby declares under penalty of perjury, pu$umt to 28
U.S.C.§ 1746, that the foregoing is tnre and correct.
. .

.- .

Name:

7 ~&
.
(rP

/

Social Security Number:
Date:

7

3 1 - 04

.- -.

.

--CLCC.

ALVUY

JO&S k o o k
'

ij-

ONFELD,D.O.,F,C.C, A.A.D.E.P.
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In~&z~ctions
for the Claim Form

Pr I
h

Complete this claim form as thorau&ly and accurateiy as possible. Please type or print neatly.
Should there be insufficient space to list all relevant infomation, please attach additional h eets.

Rep resentation
If Claimant is represented by counsel, please print or type the follotvinp information:

kerhe~

.-ttrorn~yName:

Grover

LXI ~srnf.

PA&d
Middle Inlrial

Flrst Name

Paralesal or Contact Name:

Luwi E , -3

Sui'fiu ( i r . 5 r . i1. 2::

(Full nmc)

Name of Law Firm:
Firm Address:

35274
(City, State and Zip)

Law Firm's Taupayer lD X

Artorney Phone:

(205

j

6 3 - 12164 95
$7 1 0707

(Area Code md Number)

ConractPhone:

(Z(35) 7.71 - 0 7 0 7
(&c3 Code and Number)

E-mail Address

k (ALLLC( @

'

Fm:w5

)

(Area Codc and Number)

g7'l

-

QBOI

F&X:(J.O~ 1 871O ~ Q [
(.be3

Code and Numbcr)

"

rr

f

Chim Type Election:

@escribed in Asbestos Claims Procedures Section 5.)

h

d;;xpedited

Payment

(5.2)

i / Non-Expedited Payment

U Exigent Health Claim

(5s)

(5.4)

An Exigent Health Claim must provide the following additional documentntian:
(i)

documentation that a physician has diamosed the Claimant as having an
asbestos-related ikess;
. - and

(ii)

a declaration or affidavit made under penalty of perjury by a physician

who has cxKnined the Claimant within one hundred twenty (120) days of
the date of the decIaration or affidavit in which the physician states, that
due to an asbestos disease, ffietq is substantial medical likelihood that the
Claimant will not survive beyond six (6) months &om the date of the
decImtion or a,fl?davit.

Claims electing either expedited or non-expedited processinp may also elect to
defer final processing of the claim until the claimant or hisher representative
notifies CVCSC to change the status ii-om deferred to active. All claim
intbmtion is still to be submitted now and CVCSC will still review it for
compmpleteness. Only final processing will be deferred.

.

Defer fmal processing of claim

om

claim'

Page 3

b

+?

\

Parf I: Injured Party Information

11

5 h ) r %hn

b:

Sociql Security $

(Last n d , First name, Middlc Inirial, Suffix)

a27 5iuwf'

mailing Address:

(Stnel,

'

Telephone i$

C&f

) 337

'

PO Box)

u hb~ck-.& o

I

-

I

F ~ L O ~

(City, Stare and Zip)

Date of Birth:
I
I

!
A

I.

Living

d

Deceased

a

If deceased, was death asbestos rehted?
Date of Death:

/
(blonth)

LT.

Yes C]

No

0

-(

(Day)

(Ycar)

Einjmed party has a personal representative other than, or in addition to hisher attorney,
complete the following for the representative:
Name:

-

Social Security i?
(Last nme, First name, MiddIe Initial, Suffur)

Address:

Telephone9 (
(Streek PO Bax)

___)

-

-

(Ciry. Start and Zip)

Relationship to injured party:

m.

. (Guardian, Administrator, Brother. Sister, ctc.)

If the injured party is deceased, a copy of the Death Certificate must be enclosed for Non-Expedited
claims. m d a t o r y only for Non-Expedited claims.)

Part 2: Diagnosed Asbestos-Related Injuries
i,

Place an X next to all injuries that have been diamosed for the injured party
for which medical
document;ltion is available. The Trust maintains the right to request medical documentation for allindividual .
claims.

Date of D i a ~ o s i s

/
(Day)

(bfanth)

'

~ u n Cancer
p

Date of Diagnosis

/

P

(Monrh]

'

i
I

Date of Diagosis
(c.g. Colon, Rectal, L-eai,

I

(specif))

(PIcwl Disease, Interstitial Lung D i s e ~ e O&er
,
Asbesras Reiated Disc;rse)

i
I

(Day)

f'icslr)

~~
(Yecir)

~~
(Ycx)

Esophageal, Pharyngeal)

d~ o n - h i r i i ~ m6,c ~ ~I

I

/
(Month)

(Specify)

(Day)

~~

Date ofDiagasis
f%k%llil

09
Qlonth)

/ 2-g / &a
(Day)

(L'ear)

In order to expedite the pmcessing of claims and minimize the expense of claims pracessiq, the
H. K. Poner Asbestos Trust intends to use the results of previous reviews of medical records for other a i b e ~ i o s
defendants by Connecticut Valley Claim Service Company, Inc., (CVCSC)far the vcrificarion of theclaimed
medical condition.
If'CVCSC has not previously received medical records for this claimant for the disease claimed, youa-ill be
notified and asked to submit appropriate medical records. Select A or B.

A.

B.

Use results of previous medical reviews if available. (Default if neither is selected.)
d

~ not use
o results of previous rnedicai reviews. Required medical records are enclosed

Par2.3: Asbestos Claims and Lifi,ation
A Does C l ~ m a ncontend
t
that he / she was exposed to asbestos throu* H. K. Porter products?
Yes d

~

a

o

B. Does Claimant contend'that H. K. Porter w u negligent and/or nepligently hiled t~ inform and / or w m of
the risk of exposun: to asbestos?
I
Yes

NO

C. Has Claimant ever received settlement money &om H.K Porter or &om WeDingon on behaif o i ~K..
Porter?
. . Yes
No
If yes, you must include a copy of a limited release that shows that this claimant is still eligible far
additional cfairns.

D. Has an asbestos-related lawsuit been filed on behalf of the injured parry a~airrstH K. Porter?

E. If Yes, dete fatvgttit filed:

/(Day)
(Y~y.1

/
(Monrh)

Part 4: Smoking History (Opfiuional)
Has the injured penon ever smoked cigarettes? Yes

No

13

If yes, enter the time period and quantity used:
From:

/
(Month) ecru)

To:

/
(Month) C
YW

Packs per day:

r

-

rG

$

'

Part 5: Exposzlre to an OccupationallyExposed Person
Is the claimant alle@g in,. anasbertos-related disease resuliing solely from exposure to an occupationally exposed
penon, such ar a family member (spouse, parent, brother, sister, etc.)?

Yes

No

If No,go on to Part 4.

I f Yes. complete the following:
Date Exposure &om Other Person Began:
(illlonthf

Ci=)

(Month)

<ywl

Date Exposwe from O h r Person Ended:

ReIationsfiip to occupationally exposed individual:

i

. (Spouse, Parent, Brorher, Sister, crc)

OccupationalIy exposed person:
( h t

Name)

Pim Name)

- --(I.)
(Social Security

@art 6 must be completed for the occupationally exposed pasan.)

l)

Part 6: Exposure to Asbestos Prodrlcts
If there were multiple instances of occupational exposure, you may list on a separate page
., each site or

occuprddn in wkrh occupatiuna! exposu-e to ;~ibubs
is alleged (you may photocopy Bk paoe if needed.)
Date Exposure Began: 00
(ttlonttr)

03

1 !qq+

(Monrh)

@ear)

Date Exposure Ended:

[ qsg

/

(Yew)

13. h l a t i o n contnctor
14. Insulator
15. Ironworker
16. Machinist
17. Merchant mariner
18. Pipecoverer

23. Rehctory worker
24. Shcemeraf worker
25. Shipyard worker
26. Steamftner
27. Stelivorker
28.. Turbine mechanic
29. Welder

* If occupation code "34. Other" was used, you must suppiy a job site.

Otherwise the jab site is optiam!.

3. Asbestos products mnufacmer
'

If the jobsite appears on the listing ofjobsites; enter the numeric code:
Job site or location of exposure:

?om kib

,

W ~ C

(atlt)

Code(s) of R. K. Porter asbestos products to which pnaoo was exposed:

A, C! f

L-u
\%,

I-------

(Smte)

(Optional)

(Code A.F)

B,Tape

A. Gfoth

E. Felt

D.Yarn

C.Rope

F. Fiber

.

Check n&c(s) of each El. K.Porter Company which made product(s) to which penon war q o r e d .

d
-

Asbestos MmuEachlring Co. (AMCO)
Carolina Asbestos Co., he.
PaciEe Asbestos Corp.

-TaItman McCIusky Fabrics Co.

-Russell & u f a c W g Co.
-Southern Asbestos Co.

-Tfiermoid Co.
d o t h e r / Unknown
-

-

Southem Textile Gorp.

i

I

The foilowing item is mandatory only for Non-Expedited Claim.
Describe how exposure occurred e r
a

I

.

b abibr

HE P o r k f
h
L
Y
C
.

/"3&Y

+a

*

iq53-7qql t&dly

.

bur

Claim must be signed by the injured party or by the penan filing on hhiher behalf.

To the best of my kno\vledge, the hfkxnation contained in this claim is true and complete 8
the claimant has nor previouslyrelinquished his or her rights to such a claim against the H.I
Porter Company, Inc. or against the H.K. Porter Asbestos Trust-.
.
'

Signature of Claimant or Representative

Ir

.Submit completed claims to:
'33. K,Porter Asbestos Tnrst

P.O. Box 950
525 Brook Street

EXHIB

i

'4
' fi.
f=

i

James 47. Arnsld - ISB No. 3688
PETEmEN, P
SON
&
OLD, PLLC
390 N. Capital Avenue
P.O. Box 1645
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1645
Telephone (208) 522-5200
F a c s i d e (208) 522-8547
G. Palterson Keahey
C. Pa~ersonKeahey, P.C.
One Independence Plaza, Suite 612
XZk&ghann, Alabama 35209
Telephone: 205-871-0707
Facsimile: 205-871-0801

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
XN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TED3 FIETH ~
I DISTRICT
C OF THE
~
STATE OF IDAHO, I N AND FOR T F E COUNTY OF BANNOCK

Mildred Castorena, Individually and as
Spouse and Personal Representative of the
Estate of Ted Castorena;
Alene Stoor, Individually and as Spouse
and Personal Representative of the Estate
of John D. Stoor;
Stephanie Branch, Individually and as
Personal Representative of the Estate of
Robe& Branch, Jr.;
Robert L. Hronek;
Marlene Misling, Individually and as
Personal Representative of the Estate of
Wiiliam D. Frasure;
Norman L. Day.

1
)

Case No. : GV-2006-2474-PI

)
)
)

PLmrTIPF B U Y CH'S
RESPONSE TO DEWmANTS
MASTER INTEmCaGATOWES
AND RE.QTIEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCmENTS
TG PErnTHFFS

1
)

1
)

1

Plaintiffs,
VS.

GENERAL ELECTRIC, et.al;
Defendants.

1
1
1

Plaintiff, Branch's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs

*

/333..

Date of M ~ a g e 1:- 14-51
Address: 2741 E. Enrose Street, M w a y , Utah 84123
No prior m ~ a g a .
LNTEmOGATORY NO: 4:

List all worbites at which Exposed Person worked. For

each worksite, please state:
a.

When Exposed Person worked. at the worksite;

b.

T;Vho Exposed Person's employer was;

c.

When and for how long Exposed Person worked there;

d.

Exposed Person's j jobs and duties;

e.

Who Exposed Person's co-workers were;

f

Whether Exposed Person. wore a mash; and

g.

If Exposed Person was exposed to asbestos at this worksite, identify the

manufacturer, brand name, model and serial numbers, and type of the asbestoscontaining product(s) andlor equipment to which Exposed Person was exposed.

mSPONSE: Plaintiff objects on the grounds that this interrogatory is vague,
ambiguous, over broad, and unduly burdensom. Subject to and without waiving said
objection, see work history as foltows:

b. FMC Plant in Pocatello, Idaho

d. Laborer.
e. John If. Adamson; John D. Adamson; Robert E. Adamson; John Caston; Tony
Cates; Edward Edoe; Gerald Hargraves; Leo Huffman; Roy Lewis; J3was-d
Monroe; Bill Moore; Gordon Packard; Jay Phillips; Ray Robinson; Gordon
Scherbel; Jon Walters; Dallas Millard; Leo H u f i a n ; Gordon Packard; John D.
Stoor; Gerald A. Hargraves; E. Ray Robinson; Bill Moore; A1 Crockett; Leroy
J o b R.;IBuzzard; Jack Crosley; Howard Sorter; John
Wilson; Neils Christenson;
$A
Plaintiff, Branch's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
3

333

/@

WilIim Moore; Paul K u h ; Noman L. Day; Robert Hronek; Ted Castorena; and
Willim fiasure; and J o h D. Stoor.
f,

PlainliE objects on the grounds that this htcnogatory is vague, mbiguous,
overly broad and unduly burdensome. Subject to and without w a i d g said
objection, Plaintiff states that no respiratory equipment was providedm Plaintiff
reserves the right to mpplement this answer at a later date as discovery
progesses.

g. Plahtiff objects on the gromds that this internogatow is vague, ambiguous, overly

broad and unduly burdemome. Asbestos gaskets, asbestos pumps, asbestos
insulation; asbestos
blanket; asbestos steam joint rings, asbestos pipe covering, asbestos thread,
asbestos pipe wrap, asbestos cloth, asbestos roofing, asbestos floor tile, asbestos
furnace cement, asbestos tape, and asbestos rope.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust from Garlock.
Anchor Packing's products when gaskets were cut from sheets, when the gaskets
and packing were installed and removed. Plaintiff's exposure was both direct and
indirect. Witnesses include, but are not limited to, John Adarnson, Eidward
Monroe, Gordon Scherbel and Bill Moore.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust when Union Carbide Bakelite panels were
cut, drilled or removed. Plaintiff's exposure was both direct and indirect.
Witnesses include, but are not limited to, Howard Sortor, John Adarnson, Gordon
Scherbel, Bill Moore and Jon Walters.
Plaintiff was exposed to ViacordWestinghouse brakes, cable, turbines, gaskets,
packing, wire, Micarta panels, paper and b a c e s . Plaintiffwas exposed to
a2besto.s dust by the installation, use, repair and maintenance of such products.
Witnesses include, but are not limited to, Howard Sortor, Paul Kuhn, Gordon
Scherbel and Bill Moore. Plaintips exposure was both direct and indirecr.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust &om boilers manufactured by Foster
Wheeler during their installation, use, repair and maintenance. Witnesses include,
but are not limited to Bill Moore. Plaintiffs exposure was both direct and
indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust from General Electric Company cable,
h a c e s , turbines and wire through the installation, use, repair or maintenance of
such products. Witnesses include, but are not limited to John Adamson, Howard
Sortor, Gordon Scherbel, Paul Kuhn, Bill Moore, Jon Walters and Edward
Monroe. Plaintiff's exposure was both direct and indirect.
Industrial Holdings/Carborundum grinding wheels and friction products Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos by the use of such products. Witnesses include,
but are not Iimited to, Bill Moore. Plaintips exposure was both direct and
indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust through the use, repair and maintenance of
Ingersoll Rand compressors. Witnesses include, but are not Iimited to, IEloward
Sortor, Gordon Scherbel, and Edward Monroe. Plaintiff's exposure was both
direct and indirect.
Plaintiff, Branch's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
4

/SSy

Warren Pumps' pumps - Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust from the repair
and maint&ence of %'men pumps. Witnesses include, but are not l ~ t e to,
d
Howard Sortor. Plainties exposure was both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbeftos dust Erom supplies h s h e d by &dlou&
Asbestos Supply. Witnesses include, but are not limited to, Paul K u h . P l & ~ P s
exposwe was both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use, repair and removal of
Cerlainted Corporation cement, pipe and joint compomd. RTitnesses include, but
are not limited to, Ray Robinson. PIaintifPs exposwe was both direct and
hdirect.
Plaintiff was exposed by the use, instdllation, repair and mhtenmce of Cleaver
Brooks boilers. Witn~ssesinclude, but are not Iimited to, Paul Ktdm. Pl&ntiPs
exposure was both direct and indirect.
PlaintiEwas exposed to asbestos dust as a result of the use, repair and
mahtenmce of Fairbanks Morse Puinp Corporation's pumps and compressors.
Wiblesses include, but are not limited to, Howard Sortor. Plaintiffs exposure was
both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust through the use, installation, repair and
maintenance of Rockwell Automation gaskets, packing, valves, meters, gauges,
controls, motors, pumps and other electrical products. Wiaesses incIude, but are
not limited to, Paul Kuhn. Plaintiff's exposure was both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use, instaation repair arid
maintenance of Kelly-Moore cement, joint compound, paint and wall texture.
Witnesses include, but are not limited to, Ray Robinson. PlaFntiETs exposure was
both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the installation, repair and
mahtenmce of Crane Co. pump, valves, gaskets and packmg. Plaintiff s exposure
was both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use, installation, repair and
maintenance of Crown Cork and Seal cement, pipe covering and iristaller of
asbestos insulation. Plaintiff's exposure was both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use repair and mainter?=ce
of Emerson Electric motors valves and controls. Witnesses include, but are not
limited to, Howard Sortor. Plaintiffs exposure was both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff:was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use, installation, repair,
maintenance and removal of FMC pumps, valves and overhead cranes. PlaintiFs
exposure was both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust through the use, repair and maintenance of
Gould, Inc. motors, generators and wiring. Witnesses include, but are not Iimited
to, Howard Sortor. Plaintiff's exposure was both direct and indirect.
Plaintiffwas exposed to asbestos dust created by the use, installation and removal
of Honeywell, Ine. Bendix brakes. P l a i n e s exposure was both direct and
indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the installation, repair and
maintenance of I'IT pumps and valves. PlaintiPs exposure was both direct and
indirect.
Plaintiff, Branch" Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use, insMlation, repair and
maintenance of GouId Pmps. PlaktiPs exposure wsns both direct and indi-ect.
P l h t i R was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use of Gusd-Line gloves,
aprons and hoods. P l h t i E s exposure was both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use, instdlation, repair and
mahtenance of Hill Bro&ers Chemical - supplier of asbestos products, PlaintlfPs
exposure was both direct and indirect.
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos dust created by the use, instdlation, repair and
m&tenmw of IMO Industries turbines. Plaintips exposure was both &direct and
indirect.
P l a k ~ f f w aexposed to abates dust created by the installation, repair and
maintenawe of Nibco pumps and valves. PiaktiEs exposure was both direct and
indirect.
Pl&ntiffwas exposed to asbestos dust created by the &tallation, repair and
mahtmance of Parker H W f i a pumps and valves. Plaintfls exposure was both
direct and indirect.
Plahtiffwas exposed to asbestos dust through the use, installation, repair and
maintenance of Z m Industries/Erie City Boilers. Witnesses include but are not
limited to Howard Sortor. Plaktiff's exposure was both direct and indirect.
m E M O G A T O R Y NO: 5:

For each and every product identified in your answer to

Interrogatory No. 5(g), please identify the purpose for which the product was used at the time of
Exposed Person's exposure, and the task(s) performed by Exposed Person at the time of each
such exposure.
RESPONSE: Plaintiff objects as overly broad, unduly burdensome and designed to harass.

Plaintiff ikrther objects to the extent that this discovery request requires

ian

expert opinion.

Subject to and without waiving said objection, Plaintiff respunds as fullows: See response to
Interrogatory No. 4 and No. 6. See previously taken deposition of the listed co-workers in the
cases of Sorter and Adamson. Robert Branch Jr. was exposed to the products in Intenrogatory
No 5(g) at FMC Plant in Pocatello, Idaho where he was a laborer &om 1955 until 1989.

INTERROGATORY NO: 6:

Please identifl and state the fill name, home and business

addresses, telephone number and relationshxp to Exposed Person (e.g., relative, friend, coworker, supervisor, etc), of all persons having knowledge of any facts relevant to this case and/or
Plaintiff, Branch's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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b.

The inclusive date(s) dufing which Exposed Person was a member of such union
or collective bargaihg wit;

c.

Each position held by Exposed Person in such union or collective b a r g a k g mit
and the dates such position was held; and

d.

The name o f each publication Exposed Person received from such union or
collective b a r g a ~ unit.
g

RESPONSE: Plaintiff objects as this discovery request is not relevant and is not designed to

lead b the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and without waiving said objection,
E
Plaintiff states that Robert Branch Jr was a member of the union until 1979. P l ~ t i reserves
the right to supplement this htenogatory.
mTEMOGATORY NO: 11:

If Exposed Person ever smoked, state when Exposed

Person started smoking, what type of tobacco product Exposed Person smoked, when Exposed
Person smoked it and for how long, how much Exposed Person has smoked of each type of
tobacco product, whether a physician ever advised Exposed person to stop smoking, and if so,
who and when, and state if applicable, the reason(s) Exposed Person stopped sniaking.
RESPONSE: Plaintiff objects as this discovery request is overly broad, onerous and unduly

burdensome. Plaintiff also objects as not relevant to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence
because mesothelioma is not caused by tobacco products. Subject to and without waiving said
objection, Plaintiff states Robert Branch Jr. smoked for approximately 50 years; 2 packs per day;
he quit in 1993. He smoked Salem brand cigarettes.
INTERROGATORY NO: 12:

When was Exposed person diagnosed with m y asbestos

related disease? For each such diagnosis, please state the month and year of such diagnosis and
the name and address of the physician making such diagnosis.
Plaintiff, Branch's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs

February 6,2007
Dr. Alice Boylm
P.O. Box 250630
Charteston, SC 29425

mTEmOGATORY NO: 13:

Identie all of medical providers and doctors who have

treated Exposed Person's for any asbestos related disease, including their name and address and
when and for what condition they treated Exposed Person.

PlahtiEobjects as this request is overly broad, onerous and unduly burdensome. Subject to and
without waiving said objection, Plaintiff states the following:
Dr. Ali &ed
Dr. Michael Sadaj
Heart and Lung Institute of Utah
5979 South Fashion Blvd
Murray, Utah 84107
Cottonwood Hospital Medical Center
5770 South 300 East
Murray, Utah 84107

Dr. Tariz Kha!il
Anasazi Medical Clinic
6641 E. Baywood Avenue
Suite A2
Mesa, AZ 85206
Dr. Charles R. Breed
2055 E. Southem Avenue
Suite f;
Tempe, A2 85282
Dr. Andrew K. Collins
6020 E. Arbor Avenue
Suite 101
Mesa, AZ 85206

Dr. Dhmider Marwah
Plaintiff, Branch's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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ERROGATORY NO: 16:

Is the PlainGEf a s s e h g a claim for lost wages aflegdly

sustained by reason of the magers stated in the Complaint? If so, please state:
a.

The m o m t claimed as damages and the method of cornpuling this asnomt; and

b.

The facts upon which such daim is based.

.mSPOWSE:

P l a i n t i f f h ~made no claim for lost wages.
mTEmOGATORY NO: 17:

If the Exposed Person is deceased, please state the date

Exposed Person died, cause of death, whether an autopsy was performed, and identify the names,
addresses, teIephone numbers, and dates of birtb of dl wrongkl death "heirs" as that: tern is
defined in Idaho Code 8 5-311.

RESPONSE:
July 11,2005
Cause of Death: Pnemonia; respiratory failure aad GI bleed.
An autopsy was not perfomcd.

Lou~seBranch, wife
2741 E. Enrose Street
Murray, Utah
801-268-2148
Date of But
Rita Branch Davis
P.O. Box 57006
Murray, Utah 64157
80 1-915-7745
Date of Birth

Stephanie Branch
1609 Elsie Drive
Murray, Utah
80 1-268-214
Date of Buth
Plaintiff, Branch's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
1.9 2 7
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Robert O'Neal Branch
1140 N.Rim Circle
Mesa, M 85213
601-418-593
Date of Birth:
rtjcky Branch
6128 Pemsword Avenue
Nowalk, CA
Date of Birth:
Suzette Branch, daughter
9963 Ramona Street #22
Bellflower, CA 90706
Lena W t e
534 South 3zndStreet
San Diego, CA 92113

INTEmOCATORY NO: 18:

Identify each exhibit which Plaintiff or hisfher counsel

intends to use at trial.
rnSRONSE:

Plaintiff objects that this request is premature as additional discovery is required regarding
Defendant's products to give complete and accurate answers. Subject to and without waiving
said objection, an exhibit list and exhibits will be produced according to the CMO, Plaintiff
reserves the right to supplement at a later date if necessary.
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION

REOmST FOR PRODUCTION NO:%: Please produce a11 documents, samples, exhibits or
other things which Plaintiff contends support and/or prove the claims made in Plaintiffs
complaint.
RESPONSE:

Plaintiff, Branch's Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and Request for
Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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VeriGeatioa.
I hereby state that I have read fhe foregoing PlaintiEBrmch's Response To
Defendmts Master htenogatories and Request for Production of Docuents to Pl&tiflEs
and know &at conteats thereof are true and correct: to the best of my knowledge.
This

day of February, 2007.

EXHIBIT

RECEIVED

James C. Arnold - ISB No. 3688
PE
SON

Greeiiil; Banducc~Shoemaker PA.

4%

390 XV. Capital Avenue
P.O. Box 1645
Idaho FaUs, UD 83403-1645
Telephone (208) 522-5200
F]acside (208) 522-8547
G. Pagerson EC;eahey
G. Patterson Keahey, P.C.
One Independence Plaza, Suite 612
&k&gham, Aabama 35209
Telephone: 205-871-0707
Facsimile: 205-871-0801

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

LN TBE DETR.ICT COURT OF THE EiltIWH SLTDICIAX, DISTRICT OF THE
STATE:OF IDAHO, IN GND FOR TEf.E COUNTY OF B m O C K
Mildred Castorena, ladividudly and as
Spouse and Personal Representative of the
Estate of Ted Castorena;
Alene Stoor, Individually and as Spouse
and Personal Representative of the Estate
of John D, Stoor;
Stephanie Branch, Individually md as
Personal Rgtresentative of the Estate of
Robert Branch, Jr.;
Robert L. Hronek;
Marlene Ksling, Individually and as
Personal Representative of the Estate of
William D. Frasure;
Norman L. Day.

)
)

)
)
)

1

Case No .: CV-2006-2474-PX

PLAmTXFF BRANCH'S
SUPPLENIENTAL MSPONSE
TO D E E W G P J T S MASTER
MTERROGATONES

)

)

1
)

Plaktiffs,
VS.

GENERAL ELECTRIC, et.al;
Defendants.

1
1
1

1
1
1

Plaintiff, Branch's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and
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Plaintiff inmxporates herein by reference as if h11y assmed dl prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
PlahtiE Robert Branch was not in the military. PIaintiE has no documenls responsive to this
Request.
Please produce all Exposed Persan's medical
records, radiogaphs, x-rays and x-ray reports, CT scans, a11 laboratory tests md laboratory test
reports, puhonary function tests and test records, respiratory tests and tests records aid
pathology. Also, please sign the attached au&orization to release medical records.
.RESPONSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
See attached.
WOTJEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 17: Please produce copies of all medical reports,

diagnoses, summaries or other medical records of any medical and hospital treal-ment relating to
Exposed Person's physical condilion, including, without limitation, such reports, diaaoses or
summaries which reiate to conditions which are claimed to be caused by exposure to asbestos.
RESPONSE:
Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if Eully asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
See attached.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 18: Please provide all records of any physical or
psychological examinations of Exposed Person for any purpose at any time which have not
already been produced in this matter.
Plaintiff, Branch's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
II
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See actachcxt.
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If t-he Expos& Person is deceased, please produce
the following:
a.

The Exposed Person's death certificate;

b.

Any documents appointing a personal representarive for the Exposed Person's
estate; and

c.

All reports of any autopsy p e ~ o m e don the Exposed Person and all docments

related thereto.

b.

Pl&tiR has no responsive documents at this time. Plaintiff reserves the right to

supplement this Request,
of April, 2007.

Plaintiff, Branch's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and
Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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CERTWTCATE OF SERVICE
I, G. PaEerson lKeahey, do hereby S;sgtifjr t
been placed lo the U. S .
y o f April, 2007 as follows:

e and correct copy of the above and

I

.

-

ivision of Aqua Chem, Inc;
mltchfegor Corporation

C Timothy Hopkm
Seattle. WA 98101
Owens-IUinois, I n c
Boisc, tD 83701-7300
Anchor Packtng Co. ;

1

I'

Charles Johnson
Jobason Olson, C h a d
4 19 West Bmton

KeUy-Moore Piint Company, Inc.
Atasksn Copper Work

Pocatello. ID 83204-1725

Howard D Burnett
Hawiey Troxell Ennis & Hawley. LLP

Christopher C.Burkc
~ r e e n e Baocltcci
r
Shoemaker. PA
'Ihe Camegic Building
815 W a t Wasbw@onStreet
Boise. ID 83702
IagersoU-Rsnd Company;
Viacorn, Inc.;
Wemboousa Eleebie Corpontion;
PUWngtoa North America, I n e W a
tlbby Owcas Ford
Vlacom, Inc.
G a y T. Dance
l a Railford

Benjamin C. Ritchie
Moffatt, Thomas,Barrett, Rock & Fields
P.O. Box 817
Pocatello, ID 83204
FMC Corporation;
Warrcn Pumps, Inc.;
Henry Vogt Michhe Co.
Donald C m y
Roben Williams
Quane Smith LLP
2325 West Broadway, Suite B
Idaho Falls, a)83402-2913
Babbit S t a m Spcclalty's Go.;
ReUrnce ElecMc Motors;
Rofkwell Autornattnn, lnc.
Donald C. Fnrley
Hall. Farley. ObR.rrcht& Blanton, P.k
702 West Idaho. Suib 700
P.O. Box 1271
, Boise, ID 83701

Pocatello, a)83204
Eaton Ekchtcnl lac.
Cutler Hammer

John k Bailey, Jr.
Raeine. Olson. Nye. Budge & Bailey, Chanered
P.O.Box 1391
Pocatello. ID 83204-1 39 1
Could Incorjwrated;
Gouids Pumps Trnding Caqroration
Keliy k Cameron
Randall L. Schmib.
Perkins Cole, LLP
251 E . t Front S a l . Suite 400
Boise, fD 83702-73 10
Crane Co.

Alm C. Goodman
Gwdman L s w Office
P.O. Box D
7 17 7" Stnct
Rupert, ID 83350
Rupert Iron Works, Inc.
Kent Hanscn
Cheri K. Gochberg
280 South 400 W ~ I #250
,
Salt Lakecity. UT 84101
&
E. Scott Savage
Casey K. McGarvcy
170 Sou& Main Street. Suite 500
Salt Lake C~ty.UT 84101
Union Pacific Rnllroad Company

P.O. Box 1391f Centar Plaza
Pocatello, ID 832W 1391
Advanced Industrid Supply, Ine. UWa
PocateUoSupply, Inc.

M u m y Jim Sorensen
B&r. Sorenxo. & Olcson
285 N.W. Main
Blackfoot.

LD 83221

Gary L Coopet
Cooper Bc Larsen. C h a d
151 Nonh
Avenue. SUIIC
210
P.O. Box 4229
? ~ ~ ~ t e l l30
c r 832054229
.
&
Steven Rizzo
Steven V. W o . PC
1620 SE Taylor St.. Sulk 350
Porlkand. OR 9TLO5
Paramount Supply Company;
Zurn Industries, l a c
Michael W.Moore
Steven R &A
Moore & Baskm. LLP
1001 W. Idaho. Suite 400
P.O. Box 6756
Boise. ID 83707
Hill Brothers

Brian D. Harper

P.O.Box 2838
Suite 202
161 5" Aveo~eSOUI~,
Twin FaIls, ID 83303
Guard-Lhe, I n c

Micbael Skolnick
Kevin Murphy
Kipp and Christian PC
10 Exchange Place 4mFloor
Salt Lake City. Utah 841 i i

Plaintiff, Branch's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master Interrogatories and
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T P ~ I O L O G Y ~ ~ ~ ~
a COTTOLWOOD H O S P I T a MEDICEL CENTER
"r:
5770 South 300 East
Murray, Utah 84107
(801) 314-2370
0

UTME W D I O L O G Y ASSOCIATES P.C
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Ordering PEI:
PCP ND:
Admit Dx :
Room # :

Pt Phn: (208) 233-2650
Pt Adr: 1140 N RIG0 CIRCLE
MESA, AZ 85213
DOB :

TSCHETTER, KEVIN W
TSCHETTER, KEVIN W
mKNOWN

____-__-____-_--___---------------------------------------------------------NAME : B W C I E I , ROBERT JTi
STATUS: * * * F I N U I Z E D REPORT * * *
EXAM: Chest 2 Views
DATE:
07/01/2003.0351
RSN1: ENPKYSElvVl
RSN2: Unavailable
B W G W , ROBERT JR
EWINATION:
COMPARISON:
HISTORY:

1.351

CHEST X - M Y ,

TWO VIEWS

07/01/03

Compared with prior exam dated 03/15/03

70-year-old male with emphysema.

FINDINGS: The bony structures are notable for mild osteophytic changes in the
mid thoracic spine, The cardiomediastinal silhouette is notable for ectatic
aorta and cardiornegaly. There are very large lung volumes with flattening of
the hemidiaphragms consistent with underlying COPD. The central pulmonary
arteries are enlarged, suggestive of pulmonary arterial hypertension. This i,
unchanged. A few coarse reticular interstitial changes appear in the bases,
likely chronic interstitial changes. No definite focal infiltrates or
effusions.
IMPRESSION:
1.
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
2.
Enlarged central pulmonary arteries, question pulmonary arterial
hypertension.
3.
Mild prominence of the interstitiurn in the bases, unchanged. Likely
represents an element of chronic interstitial disease.
RADIOLOGIST:

Steven J. Souza, M.D.

................................................................................
R.AD # :
567033
At tending Radiologist : SOUZA, STEVEN J
SOUZA,
STEVEN
J
IYVi
#
:
40-40-99
MD:
Authenticating

Transcriber:
Date Transcribed:
Patient Name :

;RANCH, ROBERT JR

SLS
07/01/03 18:05
BRANCH, ROBERT JR

Chest 2 Views

ENC # :
UR # :
LOG # :

58797754
134499850
07/01/2003.0351

07/01/03.0351

r

WLUYym, 6 0

45.
PARTMENT OF HEALTH AM) HUMAN S

1544192534

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

DATE O F RADIOGRAPH

1

OMB No 0920-0020

CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION
Nat~onalInstitute for Occupat~onalSafety and Health
Federal Mme Safety and Health Act of 1977
Med~calExarn~nat~on
Program
ROENTGENOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION

Coal Workers' Health Surve~llanceProgram
MOSW
PO Box 4258
a
Morgantown. West V u g ~ n ~26504

TYPE OF READING

FACILITY IDENTIFICATION

000
A

placing an "x" m the appropnate boxes on thts form

B

P

extent, and wrdrhj

I

4B.

I

O T a E R SYMBOLS OBLIGATORY

l

q

@

~

~

~

l o t h e r disease or sip~ficantabnormalities. findings must be recorded on .everst. (section 4cwD)
MONIH

4E.

f

i

Date Physician or Worku notified?
DAY

WAR

Should worker see personal physlclan because of findmgs In sectlon 41
Proceed to Secnon 5

*

FILM READER'S
5.

PHYSICIAN'S Social Security Number*

I

Fumrstung your soual scsunty
numbu n voluntary Yow r c h d
to pmnde tha number mll not
aBm y a w nght to partlapate I@

im

DATE OF READING
YEAR

tha p m s m

1

<

.

1

ZIP CODE

E V 6/02

1

1
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EXHIBIT

P O R T N E U F MEDICAL CENTER

651 Memorial Drive
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
(208) 239-1000
HISTORY AND PHYSICAL

----------------------------------------------------------------------PT NAME: BRANCH, ROBERT

ADMIT:
05/11/2003
DISCH:
ATTN PHYS: JONATHAN CREE, N.D.
PT DOB:
PT AGE: 7011'

ROOM:
MR:
ACCT:
PT TYPE:
DD:
DT:

E2-2827-1
27751
3211555
I
05/11/2003
05/11/2003

CHIEF COMPLAINT:
Increased shortness of breath.
HISTORY O F PRESENT ILLNESS:
This is a 70-year-old male with a history of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease who was normal until early this week when he began
having increased shortness of breath. He had no cough, fever, chills,
o r nausea or vomiting. He was seen at the Family Practice Clinic on
April 20, 2003, started on prednisone and another medication--we are
assuming that it was an antibiotic that he took for 18 days and then
ended. Today he is very weak. He is unable to walk. He has worsening
shortness of breath. Again he denies any fever, chills, nausea,
vomiting, or cough. His wife called the emergency medical response team
and had him transported to the hospital. He is currently responsive
with no pain complaints. He is extremely short of breath however.
PAST MEDICAL HISTORY: Significant for:
1. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
2. Hypertension.
3. Dlabetes type IT.
4 . History of prostate cancer with his prostate removed 10 tc 12 years
ago, currently being seen by Dr. Norman.
5. Asbestos and silica exposure from working at FMC.
MEDICATIONS:
Include prednisone given to him at the Family Practice Clinic on April
2 0 , 2003, Zaroxolyn 2.5 mg a day, Plavix 75 mg a day, lisinopril 10 rng a
day, Casodex 50 mg a day, furosemide 40 mg b.i.d.
ALLERGIES:
H E I S ALLERGIC TO ASPIRIN AND PENICILLIN.
HISTORY:
He is married. He lives with his wife. He quit tobacco 1 0 years ago;
he has a two-pack-a-day 50-year history. He drinks no alcohol and has
taken no drugs. He is retired from FMC where he worked directly with
chemicals. He does have a history again of asbestos and silica
exposure. HE IS A DO NOT INTUBATE.
REVIEW O F SYSTEMS:
Unremarkable at this time.

HISTORY AND PHYSICAL
NAME :
ADMIT:
DISCH:

BRANCH, ROBERT
05/l1/2003

CONTINUED

NR: 27751.
DD: 05/11/2003
D T : 05/11/2003

PAGE 2

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION:
VITAL SIGNS: Show temperature 102.9, blood pressure 136/62, heart rate
118, respirations 32, oxygen saturation 97% on 15 liters non-rebreathing mask. GENERAL: This is an obese black male in obvious
respiratory distress. HEAD, EYES, EARS, NOSE, AND THROAT:
Normocephalic, atraumatic. NECK: His neck is thick, supple, full range
of motion.
CHEST: His chest is barely moving air with significant
rhonchi bilaterally. CARDIAC EXAMINATION: Shows a regular sate and
rhythm with no murmurs. ABDOMEN: Obese, Nontender. Positive bowel
sounds. EXTREMITIES: Show trace pitting edema in his ankles
bilaterally.
LABORATORY WORK:
His sodium is 136, potassium 5 . 0 , chloride 95, bicarbonate 33, glucose
26, BUN 46, creatinine 2.3. White count 12.6, hemoglobin 12.5,
hematocrit 39.2, platelets 165, neutrophils 86.4. His arterial blood
gas showed carbon dioxide of 79. A BNP is pending.
IMPRESSION AND PLAN:

I. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease exacerbation, most llkely
secondary to a pneumonia. We are going to admit the patient to the
hospital. Put him on bi-level positive airway pressure since he does
not want to be intubated. He is going to receive Solu-Nedrol 125
intravenously q. eight, Rocephin 1 gm intravenously q. 24, azithromycln
500 intravenously q . day, and clindamycin 600 mg t.1.d. We wi11
continue with his Lasix, Zaroxolyn, Plavlx, and Casodex, Do albuterol
and Atrovent nebulizers q. two to four hours. Again bi-level positive
airway pressure will be started at 5 to 15. Recheck an artexla1 blood
gas this p.m. Do in a.m. complete blood count, comprehensive metabolic
panel, and arterial blood gas.
AGAIN THIS PATIENT IS A DO NOT INTUBATE.
Dr. Cree has seen and examined this patient and agrees with the
assessment and plan.

HISTORY AND PHYSICAL

f/

NAME :
ADMIT:

BRANCH, ROBERT
05/3 I f 2 0 0 3

MR: 2 7 7 5 1
DD: 0 5 / 1 1 / 2 0 0 3
DT: 0 5 / 1 1 / 2 0 0 3

DISCH:
CONTINUED

PAGE 3

ADDENDUM:
An electrocardiogram showed sinus tachycardia, no ST or T-wave changes.
We will repeat this in the morning. Chest x-ray showed diffuse
consolidation in his lower lung fields bilaterally. No obvious solitary
pulmonary nodule.

..............................
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198072

F P - R E S GARY S O U C I E ,
JONATHAN CREE, M . D .

ID:
TIME:
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CASTORENA v . G E N E W L EEEGTRLC, et al.

Branch, Louise

June 7 , 2007
//

Deposition o f :

v

tr\l

DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

\I

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN

FOR THE COUNTY OF B m O C K

AND

1

MILDRED CASTORENA,
Individually and as Spouse
and Personal Representative
of the Estate of TED
CASTORENA; ALENE STOOR,
Individually and as Spouse
and Personal Representative
of the Estate of JOHN D .
STOOR; STEPHANIE BRANCH,
IndividualLy and as Personal
Representative of the Estate
of ROBERT BRANCH, JR; ROBERT
L. HRONEK; W L E N E KISLING,
Individually and as Personal
Representatrve of the Estate
of WILLIAM D. FRASURE;
NORMAN L. DAY,

)
)

1
)
)
)

1
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

Plaintiffs,
vs .

)

)

GENERAL ELECTRIC, et al.,
Defendants.

Case No. CV-2006-2474-PI

)
)
)
)

ORAL DEPOSITION OF LOUISE BRANCH
Taken on June 7, 2007

/3s4"
BUCHANAN REPORTING SERVICE
(208)233-0816

I

Deposition of:

Branch, Louise

June 7, 2007
i
1 2

J4MI S C AKNOt D
Petersen Parkmmon & Artiolo
knorneys at Law
P 0 Box IfAl
ldaho Falls ldaho

5
6

rot A

W Chestenon and Shcpatd Nlies
D 4 V D H M4GlilRF

6

Magugre Bc Kresr

Attorneys at l a w
14 14 East Center
Pocatello Idaho

Y

Form'C0DANA amcRi-ioLI;
Wail Farle) Obcncchc 8. Uldntun
Aoomeys at Law
P 0 Don 1271

For Cranco and Honeyrvcll
liK00K B BOND
Perhlns Cole LLP
Attorneys at Law
251 East Frotlt Street, Sulie 400
Bolse, Idaho

8
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MR. BRANCH: Son, Robert Branch.

L
BE IT R E m R m E E D that on the 7th day of June,
2 2007, at the hour of 9: 10 a.m. the deposition of LOUISE
CH, produced as a witness at the instance of the
4 defendants in the above-entitled action now pending in
5 the above-named court, was taken before Paul D. Buchanan,
6 CSR 557,and n o t q public, State of Idaho, in the
7 Arneritei Inn, 1440 Bench Road, Pocatello, Bannock County,
8 Idaho.

MS. STEPHANIE B1lANCt-I: Daughter Stephanie
Branch.
ME<. MACUIRE: Let the record reflect that this
is the time set for the taking of the deposition of
Louise Branch in the case of Mildred Castorena, et al.,
versus General Electric et al. It's a case filed here in
Bannock County, Case No. CV2006-2474.
Let the record reflect that the deposition is
being taken pursuant to tlze Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure and may be used for all purposes allo;ll.ed for by
those rules.
Gentlemen, is there anything that anyone would
like to add at the beginning of the deposition3
(No response.)
MR. MAGUIRE: Okay, then we will get startcd.

9

WHEMUPON, the following proceedrngs were had.

10
11

MR. MGUIRE. X am Dav~dMagurre, and I am
1 3 here on behalf of A.W. Chesterton and Shepard Niles.
14
W.. CHARLES JOHNSON: Charles Johnson for
15 Crown Cork & Seal.
16
MS. TETRICK: Julie Tetrick for Ingersoll-Rand
1 7 and Westinghouse.
18
MR. W F O R D : Lee Radford for Warren Pumps,
1 9 Sterling Pumps, and FMC Corporation.
20
MR. BURNETT: I am Howard Burnett representing
2 1 Eaton Electrical, formerly known as Cutler-Hammer.
22
MR. I W E R : Brian Harper representing
2 3 Guard-Line.
24
MR HANSEN: Chris I-Lansen on behalf of IMO.
25
MR B R O W : I am Steve Brown. I represent
12

LOUISE BRANCH,
called at the instance of the defendants, having been
first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:
EXAMINATION
BY MR. MAGUXRE:
Q. Should I call you Mrs. Branch?
A. Either one, it doesn't matter, Louise or Mrs.
Branch or -Page 9

Page 7

I

1 Kelly Moore and Square D an3 Alaska Copper.
2
MR. IAN JOIINSON: Ian Johnson, I represent
2
3
3 Owens-Illinois.
n
4
MR. CAREY: Don Carey; Rockwell, Reliance,
=
5
5 Steel West, and Babbitt S t e m .
6
MR. GRAHAM: C h i s Graham, Garlock, Anchor
6
7
7 Packing, and Fairbanks Morse Pump.
MR. HERBERflOLZ: I am Dana Herberholz on
a
1 8
9 behalf of NIBCO.
1 9
MR. BOND: I am Brook Bond on behalf of Cranco ; 1 0
10
11
11 and Honeywell.
12
MR. DAYWITT: Jason Daywitt for Zurn
12
13
1 3 Industries and Paramount Supply.
14
MR.LARSON: Bruce Larson for ITT Corporation 1 4
1 5 and Cleaver-Brooks.
16
MR. ARNOLD: James Arnold here for the
17
1 7 plaintiff.
MR. MAGUIRE: Mr. Arnold, would you introduce 1 8
18
19
1 9 the deponent and her family members? I see that they are
20
2 0 here.
21
MR.ARNOLD: This is Louise Branch, the spouse 2 1
22
2 2 of Robert Branch.
23
23
MS. DAWN BRANCH: Dawn.
24
MR. ARNOLD: And your relationship is?
24
25
MS. DAWN BRANCH: I am the daughter-in-law.
25
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Q. I certainly want to call you by the name that
you desire to be called by.
A. Yes.
Q. Thank you, I will call you Mrs. Branch, thec.
A. Okay, that's fine.
Q. Mrs. Branch, my name is Oavid Rlaguire. I am
an attorney here in Pocatello and 1 represent two of the
defendants in the suit that your daughter, Stephanre, m
the personal representative has named as defendants
relating to your husband's death. I tell you that so you
know who I am and who I represent.
Have you ever had your deposition taken
before?
A. No.
Q. I take it that Mr. Arnold, your attorney. has
had a chance to talk to you about the format?
A. No.
Q. It is somewhat informal -A. Oh, yes.
Q. I'll be asking you questions and I want you to
answer thein as accurately as you can. is that agreeable?
A. Fine.
Q. And if you don't understand a question that 1
ask, please let me know.
A. I'll have you ask them again.
*-
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A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
is 40.

Q. Fair enough. The reason we do that is because
you are under oath and if you give us an answer, we
assume that the answer you give us is accurate and that
you understood the question. You understand the reason
why we want an accurate answer.
A. Right.
Q. You need to answer audibly so the court
reporter can pick up the answer. A nod of the head, you
know, one of those things that we do in our everyday life
is difficult for the court reporter to pick up. We have
to answer audibly either a yes or no. Is that agreeable?
A. (Witness nods head affirmatively.)
Q. We will both try to remember that.
A. Yes.
Q. 1 don't know if l got an answer to this
question. Have you had your deposition taken before?
A. Wave 1 did what?
Q. Have you ever had your deposition taken
before?
A. No.
Q. You know in a meeting like this where
attorneys are present asking you questions?
A. No.
Q. How old are you at the present time?
A. I am76.

Not really, no.
1 take it that they are all adults?
Yes, they are all adults, they are ail adults.
How old is the youngest one?
The youngest one is 30 -- is she 37? No. she

MS. STEPI-IANXE BRANCH: We are all in our
forties.
Q. 1 know you have family members hcre that are
here to help you answer some of the questions. If you
please do so.
can answer the questiop pn your o~~t.1,
-4. Okay. And if I can't, I'll just say 1 don't
know.
Q. That would be great, I'd appreciate that.
What do your children do, are they empioyed, are they
housewives, that sort of thing?
A. They are all employed.
Q. What do they do?
A. Well, Sezette, she teaches. Ricky, he is in
insurance. Stephanie, she is in retail. she teaches,
too; and Ricky -- I inean Robert, he has his own business,
Robert, he has his own business.
Q. Self-employed.
A. Yes. And Rita. she is going to school. And
Leana, she is just a housewife.

1

Page 11
1

2
3

4
5
6

Q.
A.
Q.
-4.
Q.

Where were you born?
In Shreveport, Louisiana.
tfow inany children do you have?
We have six liking kids.
Could you give me their names and addresses?
A. Lcana Willis -- do you know the address?
MS. DANm BRANCH: Not off the top of my head,

7
8

no.

9

Q. How about their names?
A. Leana Willis, that's the oldest; Rita
Branch-Davis, Stephanie Branch-Hesleph, Sezette Branch,
Ricky Branch, and Robert Branch.
Q. Can you tell me what cities your children live
in?
A. What city they in?
Q. Yes.
A. Leana is in San Diego. And Sezette is in -Anaheim?
MS. DAWN BRANCH: Yes.
A. Anaheim, California. So is Ricky. And Rita
is in Salt Lake City. Stephanie is in Salt Lake City.
And Robert is in Mesa, Arizona.
Q. Do you remember the ages of your children?
A. The what?
Q. The ages of your children.
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Q. Mrs. Branch, I want to focus for a little
while on the reasons why Stephanie on behalf of your
family decided to bring a lawsuit regarding your
husband's death,
A.Yes.
Q. Specificaily as it rekates to tine quesrion of
asbestos exposure. At some point in tiine you decided or
somebody in your family decided that you either did have
a claim or thought that you might nave a claim for
asbestos exposure by your husband. Is that a fair enough
description, would you agree on that?
A. Yes.
Q. When was it that you decided or thought that
you might have a claim because of asbestos exposure to
your husband, Robert?
A. I don't know.
Q. You don't know?
A. No.
Q. What is your understanding of the reason for
the bringing of this lawsuit?
A. Well, I just understood -- my husband suffered
so, he just had such a hard time. His grandkids was
afraid of him, and he suffered, falling and going on, I
just figured, knew it was something wrong, and -- he
retired early, bought a motor home, we was going to
r,*
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travel, but he couldn't do it. He was just too weak to
do it. he just couldn't do it, f l e just kept getting
sicker and sicker, and in and out of the hospital, in and
out of the hospital, in and out, He was in the hospital
more than he was at home. So we h e w something was
wrong.
Q. That's what I want to focus on. I understand
that Robert died on. what, July 1 1 of 2005.
A. Yes.
Q. The lawsuit wasn't filed until almost a year
later. Are you aware of that?
A. Well, no, I'm not aware.
Q. Let me represent to you that a complaint on
your family's behalf was filed on abour June 2 of 2006
concerning your husband's death. Had you seen a copy of
that lawsuit before it was filed?
A. Did I see it?
Q. Yes.
A. No.
Q. Backing up to the period of time before the
lawsuit was filed, what was your involvement in making
the determination to bring a lawsuit alleging that your
husband Robert had been exposed to asbestos?
A. Well, I just thought he was exposed because of
his condition, he just couldn't breathe and all of that,
-

Q. Who was that?
A. I don't know.
Q. Had you ever talked to any of your family
members about bringing an asbestos suit prior to the time
that it was brougl~t?
A. No.
Q. Who in your fansily wouid know about tlie
decision-making process that was followed up to the time
that you actually hired an attorney to pursue an asbestos
claim?
A. I don't know.
Q. For example, Stephmie, \\auld Stephanie be the
one to talk to about that?
A. I don't know. Stephanie was there with us all
the time, helping her dad, so I don't know. She went
through a lot, so did the rest of the family, but she was
there all the time with us, so I don't know. I couldn't
tell you that, I was so upset and so riled, I couldn't
tell you, I don't remember a lot of things, you hnow,
that happened, I just couldn't tell you. All I know is
my husband was very, very ill.
Q. Is it fair to say that amongst the family
members you were not the one that made the decision to
call a lawyer to pursue the claim on behalf of your
husband?

A
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you hnow, that's what inade me thought there is something
wrong.
Q. I take it that you saw conditions, physical
conditions that your husband was suffering from that led
you to believe that he suffered an exposurp or some
medical condition; correct?
A. (Witness nods head affirmatively.)
Q. But what 1 am wondering is how did you draw
the conclusion that you thought it was exposure to
asbestos that was causing these problems?
A. Well, I don't know; I just figured
something -- I knew something was causing it.
Q. At some point in time you or someone on behalf
of your family made the decision to contact an attorney
to discuss this issue; is that a fair statement?
A. Is that -- I beg your pardon?
Q. At some point in time soinebody in your family,
either you or one of your fanily members, decided to get
ahold of an attorney -A. Yes.
Q. -- to consider a lawsuit, an asbestos lawsuit;
is that a fair statement? I mean at some point in time
somebody called a lawyer and said we think we have an
asbestos claim.
A. Yes, I guess so.

A. I don't know that either.
Q. Well, as you look back, what do you remember
about the steps that were taken to contact a
x attorney to
prosecute this case?
A. I don't know, I just don't know. I had so
much 011 my mind and you have a sick husband, in and out
of the hospital, in and out, and you don't know what da),s
he is going in and he is alive, I don't know, 1 couidn't
tell you all that because I don't know.
Q. I understand during the time that he was ill
and it appeared froin the medical records that he was
quite ill the last -A. Very ill.
Q. -- of his Life, that you were focusing on
that. What I would like to do is focus on the time after
he passed away, afier July of 2005, and up to the time
that the suit was fiied, and I am just trying to find out
how the fainily members decided to bring this lawsuit.
A. I don't know, I just don't know.
Q. And amongst the family members I guess you are
not sure which of the fainily members would be the one
most knowledgeable?
A. No, I told you I don't know, right now I wake
up the same time every morning to get my husband up to
take him, to check on him right now, and it's been since

5
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MR. ARNOLD: I'll object to the extent as to
whether or not Robert had a aor~versationwithout
3 foundation as to whether or not she as present.
4
MR.M G I J I R E : Sure, and I can get to that in
5 just a moment.
6
Q. As you look at that document, does that
7 trigger a recollectioi~on your part of having heard
8 conversations regarding asbestos exposure bchveen Robert
9 and any of his doctors?
10
A. Like I told you, I don't know. I just don't
1.1 know. I can't remember all of this. When you have a
1 2 sick person, you are not looking at al! these kind of
1 3 things. He probably did, probably did, because he would
14 be the one to tell them, he know what he did. he hnow
1 5 what he was working in out there, he would be the one to
1 6 tell them what was going on, I wouldn't. IHe used to rnalce
1 7 it up by his hand, that's the only thing I could tell
1 8 you, 1 don't know. He would be the one to know what he
1 9 was working in at his workplace, not me.
20
Q. And I know that you were focusing on your
2 1 husband's well-being as opposed to -22
A. Of course.
23
Q. -- as opposed to other issues -24
A. Yes, I wanted my husband well and healthy.
25
Q. But wehave this lawsuit that we are dealing
-- -

concerning Robert, and 1 would like to have you take a
iook at it. This is a document that your attorney sent
to us in response to a request for production of
documents. It's a n~edicalrecord dated May 1 1, 2003.
And 1 would like to have you take a look at it, if you
would, and see if tl~athelps trigger a recollection on
your part as to whether or not you had a discussiort
concerning exposure to certain hazards at FMC.
(Pause in proceedings.)
MR. MAGUXE: Mr. Arnold, before I get an
answer to that question I did kind of get ahead of
myself. 1 prepared a booklet that has the answers to
irlterrogatory and supplementary resptlnses for each of the
persons to be deposed in the next couple of days. The
first one pewdins to Robert Branch, they were the
answers to interrogatories and responses to requests to
produce signed by Stephanie Branch. Could we agree that
we could have those marked as an exhibit for the purpose
of this deposition?
MR. ARNOLD: Yes.
MR. MAGUIRE: Does anybody have any objection
to that?
(No response.)
(Deposition Exhibit No. 1 marked for
identification.)

1
2

Faye 29

Page 27

MR. MAGlJIRE: Let me represent to you that
they are coinplete as far as I know. I think they are a
true ar~dcorrect copy of the documents that were sent to
us.
MR. ARNOLD: Certainly I have no objection
subject. to them being complete.
MFL M G U I R E : Yes, all right.
Q. (By Mr. Maguire.) Mrs. Branch, I asked you to
take a look at a document that was provided to us by your
attorneys, and it's a Portneuf Medical Center record and
at the very top is a date that says 7:04 and then the
date 511 1/03, do you see that on the document in the
upper right-hand corner?
A. Yes.
Q. Down in the middle of the document is the
notation under No. 5, it says asbestos and silica
exposure from working at FMC. Do you see that?
A. (Witness nods head affirmatively.)
Q. And then further below under Social History is
this note, He does have a history, again, of asbestos and
silica exposure. After having taken a look at this
document, does that trigger a recollection on your part
that vou had a conversation or Robert had a conversation
with a doctor regarding exposure to asbestos at FMC on
about May 11 of 2003? If you remember.
rr
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with here today and your family has named a nrtinber of
companies as defendants alleging that they caused or
contributed to your husband's death. So we need to find
out what you can tell us about that. So that's the
reason I am asking the questions. And I understand that
your focus was on trying to care for your husband but now
we have this issue with this lawsuit and I am trying to
find out what you might know about it at this point in
time, so that's the reason I am asking the questions.
Getting back to that docurnefit, aiier you iook
at it, do you have a recollection of having had a
conversation with a doctor here in Pocatello sometime in
May of 2003 where the discussion about exposure to
asbestos came up?
A. I don't remember. 1 might have but 1 don't
remember, I don't remember, I had no conversation with
the doctor, no. Whenever we go there, he would ask him
what he did and he would tcll him where he work and
everything, that's all X know.
Q. I would like to have you take a look at
another document that is included in the answers to
interrogatories. It's in what we call the supplemental
response to the defendants' master interrogatories.
24
(Pause in proceedings.)
25
A. What am I looking at here?
/-
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Branch, Louise
can't pet them, you can'tjust say I want an x-ray. You
go in the hospital and say 1 want an x-ray, you can't do
that. The doctor has to order that.
Q. Do you understand that a doctor arranged for
an x-ray that was taken of your husband Robert Branch to
be sent to another doctor to be interpreted or read with
an idea towards looking at asbestos exposure?
A. No, I guess the doctor -- no, I don't -- no.
They usually send the x-ray to the doctor that sent them
in, is all I know, I don't know.
Q. So you don't know m).thing about any of your
family members geging in touch with the doctor to ha\ e
an x-ray sent to another doctor for the purpose of ha\ ing
it -A. No.
Q. -- interpreted? You have got to iet me ask my
question first.
A. No, I sure don't.
MR.ARsYOLD: Be sure to let him finish his
question before you ansaver.
Q. Mrs. Branch, do you have any personal
knowledge as to asbestos exposure by your husband?
A. No.
Q. And 1 think you may have already answered this
question but I ain trying to make sure 1 have this

Q, I just wanted to have you take a look at rt
and tell me if you recognize the document.
A. If I recognize what?
Q. Looking at the document in Front of you, if
you recom~zcthat.
A. I don't know, 1 don't understmd any of this.
Q 1 am going to back up for just a moment. We
have had the supplemental answers to interrogatories that
your artomeyc provided to us and contained in those
supplemental answers to intenogatories is a document
that has your husband's -- it says Robert Branch, Jr,, on
the top. Isn't that y o u son?
A. That's my husband.
Q. That's your husband, pardon me, And then in
the center of the document it says the Department of
Health and Human Services, Public Health Service, Centers
For Disease Control & Prevention; do you see that, where
that notation is?
A. (Witness shakes head negatively.)
Q. I can see you are shaking your head. It
appears as though you do not recognize this document.
MR. ARNOLD: Have you ever seen this document,
to your knowledge or recollection, have you ever seen
this document, this piece of paper.
(Witness shakes head )
---Page 31

A. No: no, no: no.
Q. The reason I ask you about this document, this
Ccpartment of Health and Human Services, Public Wealth
Service, record is because I have an understanding about
the docurnent that may not be correct and I wanted to ask
you if you could provide some information about it. And
let me tell you what I understand this document is. A
doctor takes a look at an x-ray and interprets it and
makes a determination as to whether or not there is
evidence to suggest that the x-rays of the lungs shows
damage caused by an industrial activity, as, for example,
exposure to asbestos. In this particular case the record
seems to suggest that on September 7 of 2006 someone
interpreted an x-ray for your deceased husband, Robert,
and the x-ray that he interpreted was taken on July 1 of
2003.
Do you remember if any of your family members
arranged for an x-ray taken on about July 1 of 2003 to be
interpreted by another doctor with the idea of
determining whether or not your husband had evidence of
exposure to asbestos?
A. No, you can't suggest that, a doctor would
have to have that done, you can ask for the x-ray.
Q. I take it your understanding is -A. The doctor have to send you in for x-ray, you
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straight. From what I gather no one that )ou know of has
told you that your husband was exposed to asbestos?
A. No.
Q. Except maybe your attorneys.
MR. ARNOLD: I object to that.
Q. As far as you kcow, no one has told you thax
your husband was exposed to asbestos?
A. No.
Q. What were your husband's medical problems in
the three years before he passed away?
A. Well, he had -- he was a diabetic and he had
shortness of breath, he had high blood pressure.
Q. Did he also have a sleeping disorder?
A. Yes.
Q. Wow long had he had the sleeping disorder
before he died?
A. Oh, for a number of years, I think.
Q. What were the problems that he had associated
with his sleeping disorder?
A. 1 don't know.
Q. 1 mean did he wake up at night, did he snore?
A. No, he just couldn't sleep and they were
sending him in for tests. I don't know what happened.
Q. Did hc wear some type of an apparatus to deal
with the sleeping disorder?

I
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l
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~
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DOB :
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EXAM:
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DATE:
07/01/2003.0351

BRANCH, ROBERT JR
Chest 2 Views
ENPHYSEMA
Unavailable

BRANCH, ROBERT JR

EXAMINATION:
COMPARISON:
HISTORY:

***

1.351

CHEST X-R,A.Y,TWO VIEWS

07/01/03

Compared with prior exam dated 03/15/03.

70-year-old male with emphysema.

FINDINGS: The bony structures are notable for mild osteophytic changes in the
mid thoracic spine. The cardiomediastinal silhouette is notable for ectatic
aorta and cardiomegaly. There are very large lung volumes with flattening of
the hemidiaphragms consistent with underlying COPD. The central pulmonary
arteries are enlarged, suggestive of pulmonary arterial hypertension. This i,
unchanged. A few coarse reticular interstitial changes appear in the bases,
likely chronic interstitial changes. No definite focal infiltrates cr
effusions.
IMPRFSSZON :
1.
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
2.
Enlarged central pulmonary arteries, question pulmonary arterial
hypertension.
3.
Mild prominence of the interstitium in the bases, unchanged. Likely
represents an element of chronic interstitial disease.
RADIOLOGIST:

Steven J. Souza, M.D

................................................................................
Attending Radiologist: SOUZA, STEVEN J
R9D # :
567033
Authenticating MD:
SOUZA, STEVEN J
MR # :
40-40-99
Transcriber:
SLS
ENC # :
58797754
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UR #:
134499850
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BRANCH, ROBERT JR
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Bir&lZ&am, Alabama 35209
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TEXE FIFTH JTJDICLAI, DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BAM\TOCK
Mildred Castorena, Individually and as
Spouse and Personal Representative of the
Estate of Ted Castorena;
Mene Stoor, Individually and as Spouse
and Personal Representative of the E%tate
of John D. Stoor;
Stephanie Branch, Individually and as
Personal Representative of the Estate of
Robert Branch, Jr.;
Robert L. IiXronek;
Marlene JXhlirPg, Iodit-idually and as
Personal Representative of the Estate of
William D. Frasure;
Norman L. Day.
Plainkiffs,

1
)
)
)

1
)
)

1
1
)
)
)

PLAmTIFF Xi'USUN'S
SUPPLEMENTAL, RESPONSE
TO D E F E m m T S MASTER
I1VTEBOGATBRTIES AND
REQlJEST FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUWNTS TO
PLGXNTIFFS

1
1
1
)

VS.

1

GENERAL ELECTRIC, et.al;

1

Defendants,

Case No.: CV-2006-2474-PI

1

Castorena-Plaintiff, Frasure's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master
Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
1

/qdb

RESPONSE:
P l ~ t i f incorporates
f
herein by reference as if fully asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:
Plaintiff states William Frasure didn't have any Veteran's Disability claims to her knowledge.
Plaktiff r w w e s the right to supplement this Interrogatory.
mOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 16:Please produce all Exposed Person's sddicat
records, radiographs, x-rays and x-ray reports, CT scans, all laboratory tests and laboratory test
reports, pulmonary function tests and test records, respiratory tests and tests records and
pathology. Also, please sign the attached authorization to release medical records.

Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted all prior objections m d
responses to this discovery request:
See attached copies of medical records in Plaintiff's possession. Plaintiff reserttes the righe to
supplement this Interrogatory.

REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO: 17: Please produce - c q i e ~of all medical rzports,
diagnoses, sunxnaries or other medical records of any medical m d hospitai t.reatment relating to
Exposed Person's physical condition, including, without iimitation, silch reports, diagnoses or
summaries which relate to conditions which are claimed to be caused by exposure to asbestos.
RESPONSE:

Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if fully asserted all prior objections and
responses to this discovery request:

See attached copies of medical records in Plaintiffs possession. Plaintiff reserves the right to
supplement this Interrogatory.
Castorena-Plaintiff, Frasure's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master
Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
10

/qap"

Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference as if hliy asserted all prior objections and
responses to t h i s discovesy request:

See anached Disk.

4iL

This th.e'$L_ day of April, 2007.

Castorena-Plaintiff, Frasure's Supplemental Responses to Defendants' Master
Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents to Plaintiffs
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VerifieaGn'on
I hereby state that I have read the foregoing Plaintiff Kisling's Supplemental
Responses To Defendants Master hterrogatories and Request for Production of
Docuents to PiaintiEs and know that contents thereof are true and correct to the best of
my Emowledge.

This the

>day of
f

2007.
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6745
Med. Rec #:31-80-15
Visit # :
52286572

REASON FOR CONSULTATION: Emergent consultation was requested by Dr. Greg Goodman
to assist with cardiac arrest.
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: The history of present illness for this 68 year-old
gentleman begins in the distant past. He began smoking cigarettes-over forty years
ago and smoked one pack of Marlboros per day until approximately six years ago. At
that time he apparently cut down his cigarettes but started smoking cig3rs and
smoked approximately six cigars a day and unknown quantity of cigarettes. In the
past he has had coronary artery disease and has had coronary arteryabypass grafting
twice, the most recent one being approximately ten years ago in 1990. Despite that
he continued to smoke. He recently was found to have left flank
and a kidney
abnormality was noted and felt to be an infarct into the kidney along with an
asymptomatic 5 crn abdominal aortic aneurysm. This morning'he was abnormal and
according to his family had an abnormal mental status. He was picking at things in
the air and not making sense. He did follow occasionally and occasionally did make
some sense, however, though. He was felt to have significant abdominal aortic
aneurysm and was taken to the angiogram suite far abdominal angiography. He was in
the waiting room outside where he was noted to be in full arrest. The EKG monitor
that had been done on West 7 showed that he had gone into dorsad. I responded tc
the code and assistedawith the management of the code.
PHYSICAL E.')LAMINATION: The physical examination initially showed him to have
plethoric blue faces. His lungs had equal breath sounds with the endotracheal tube
in place. There were crackles pos'teriorly that were pan inspiratory. His
cardio~rascularexam initially revealed no heart sounds after the arrest was over
and he n3d been stabilized and transferred to the intensive care unit. There was
no murmur noted and the sounds were distant. His breath sounds at that tine were
noted to be distant. His abdominal exam was without mass or tenderness or
organomegaly. His neurologic status reveals his pupils to be small and he does not
have doll's eyes pupils and he has no extra movement of his arms or legs. He does
respand to pain with coughing, clenching his fist, but does not withdraw or defend
hidself. He did have on his extremities, a sore left ankle with what was possibly
4
acute gout.

,

LABORATORY DATA: His chest x-ray .shows,the endotracheal tube.to be, .in. good
. . :.
.
position.
. .
. His endotracheal cuff . ba116on wag overinflated &
d:$a<
<dj@ted. His
diffuse':;~iilm;jnary..iA£ilt;r'atks
. ,. .
,don$=gkest with'?flCid
.
. .
' . . .
lungs . rev~al&d':'bil~t&rai.
bverioad, f iuid
are alsd nbted'on both sides at the .diaphragm,level. His
white blood cell c d k t is 15,500, hemoglobin 12 '3, hematocrit 35.5,.platelet dount
202,000. The differential reveals 1 band, 55 polys, 40 lymphs, 3 monos and 1
eosinophil. The PT and PTT are normal with the PTT actually being slightly low at
17. The sodiumis 141, potassium 4.3, chloride 107, C02 19, glucose 100, BUN 30,
creatinine 1.6,and calcium 8.7. The albumin is 3.3. The total bilirubin is 1 . 7
and the alkaline phosphatase is 186, AST 48, ALT 50, magnesium 2.3. The lactate
immediately after the code was 4.8. His blood type is B+. The arterial blood gas
after the code showed pH of 7.37, pC02 26, p02 of 213 on 100%.
,

.'.

'

'

IMPRESSION:
The patient has had a cardiorespiratory arrest, most likely of cardiac origin. H e '
a
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Visit # :
5228Gc

_2
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had torsade witnessed on his monitor and was in full arrest. I attended the code
and supervised the cardiopulmonary resuscitation, medication, etc. Ee had six
shocks of 3 6 0 joules to return to a cardiac rhythm which was slow to respond. He
initially had an EKG which showed ST elevation. His repeat EKG does not show ST
elevation of significance. Re has greater than 4 0 pack years of -smoking,probably
closer to 6 0 pack years, it is not entirely clear from the family history. I-Ie has
been a plumber and has possible asbestos exposure. Iie does have pleural plaques
suggesting asbestos disease. He had an abdominal aortic aneurysm which by
ultrasound during the code did not appear to have ruptured. He has had cororiarf
artery bypass grafting times two with known coronary artery disease and
hypercholesterolenia. He had a history of diverticulitis. Since his arrest anci
suctioning he has had purulent sputum. He has pulmonary edema m d he has gout
involving his left ankle at the present time with moderate erythema in that area.
P W :

At the present time we need to treat his congestive heart failure. A cardiology
consult needs to be obtained for consideration of antia~rhythmic.therapyand work
up for recurrent coronary artery disease. This .has been addressed and we will p L m
to follow the arterial blood gas. I have discussed this with the family and have
updated them. I will plan to follow the pati~ntwith y
o
i
f
)

YJ

&&/E.-2
PEARL, M.D.

J

-

FRASURE, WILLIAM D.
DIC: James E. Pearl, M.D.
EVD: 0 8 / 2 4 / 2 0 0 0 D: 0 8 / 2 4 / 2 0 0 0 . 1 5 : 2 5
TD: 0 8 / 2 4 / 2 0 0 0 . 1 6 : 4 6 : 0 3
C: 5 2 2 8 6 5 7 2 6 1 2 3 8 2 - D6AQrnlROJ
TYPIST: 4 2 2 JOB # 9166
BATCH: 35079
PAT :
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FRASURE, WILLIM D - 08/25/2000.061
CHEST 1 VIEW

Compared to ~ugust24, 2000, tu~&~bositi&s are not changed.
Bilateral calcified pleural plaque consistent with asbestos
exposure is again noted. Heart and mediaskinurn are stable.
Impression: No change.
DICTATED: Dr. BONK, R. THOMAS

RTS/rtb x SR
DT&F: 08/25/2000

/.+a7
Authentication: Dictated by BONK R. THOMAS
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Chest 1 View
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52286572

REASON FOR CONSULTATION: Emergent consultation was requested by Dr. Greg Goodman
to assist with cardiac arrest.
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: The history of present illness for this 6 8 year-old
gentleman begins in the distant past. He began smoking cigarettes over forty years
ago and smoked one pack of Marlboros per day until approximately six years ago. At
that time he apparently cut down his cigarettes but started smoking cigars and
smoked approximately six cigars a day and unknown quantity of cigarettes. In the
past he has had coronary artery disease and has had coronary artery bypass grafting
twice, the most recent one being approximately ten years ago in 1990-. Despite that
he continued to smoke. He recently was found to have left flank p a h and a kidney
abnormality was noted and felt to be an infarct into the kidney along with an
asymptomatic 5 cm abdominal aortic aneurysm. This morning he was abnormal and
according to his family had an abnormal mental status. He was picking at things i n
the air and not making sense. He did follow occasionally and occasionally did make
some sense, however, though. He was felt to have significant abdominal aortic
aneurysm and was taken to the angiogram suite far abdominal angiography. He was in
the waiting room outside where he was noted to be in full arrest. The EKG monitor
that had been done on West 7 showed that he had gone into dorsad. I responded to
the code and assisted.with the management of the code.
PHYSICAL EXAEVIINATION: The physical examination initially showed him to have
plethoric blue faces. His lungs had equal breath sounds with the endotracheal tube
in place. There were crackles posteriorly that were pan inspiratory. His
cardiovascular exam initially revealed no heart sounds after the arrest was over
and he had been ,stabilized and transferred to the intensive care unit. There was
no murmur noted and the sounds were distant. His breath sounds at that time were
noted to be distant. His abdominal exam was without mass or tenderness or
organomegaly. His neurologic status reveals his pupils to be small and he does not
have doll's eyes pupils and he has no extra movement of his arms or legs. He does
respond to pain with coughing, clenching his fist, but does not withdraw or defend
him'self. He did have on his extremities, a sore left ankle with what was possibly
4
acute gout.

LABORATORY DATA: His chest x-ray shows the endotracheal tube to be in good
positjon. His endotracheal cuff balloon was. overinflated and was adjusted. His
lungs revealed'bilatetal diffuse pdlmonary infiltrates cons'istent with fluid
overload, fluid plaques are also noted on both sides at the diaphragm level. His
white blood cell count is 15,500, hemoglobin 12.3, hematocrit 35.5, platelet count
2 0 2 , 0 0 0 . The differential reveals 1 band, 55 polys, 40 lymphs, 3 monos and 1
eosinophil. The PT and PTT are normal with the PTT actually being slightly low at
17.
The sodium is 141, potassium 4.3, chloride 107, C02 1 9 , glucose 1 0 0 , BUN 30,
creatinine 1.6, and calcium 8.7. The albumin is 3 . 3 . The total bilirubin is 1 . 7
and the alkaline phosphatase is 186, AST 4 8 , ALT 50, magnesium 2.3. The lactate
immediately after the code was 4 . 8 . His blood type is B+. The arterial blood gas
after the code showed pH of 7.37, pC02 26, p02 of 213 on 100%.
IMPRESSION:
The patient has had a cardiorespiratory arrest, most likely of cardiac origin. He '
' F'RASURE, WILLIAM D

PEARL, JAMES E.

08/24/2000
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bad torsade witnessed on his monitor and was in full arrest. I attended the code
and supervised the cardiopulmonary resuscitation, medication, etc. Re had six
shocks of 360 joules to return to a cardiac rhythm which was slow to respond. Re
initially bad an EKG which showed ST elevation. Nis repeat EKG does not show ST
elevation of significance, Ee has greater than 40 pack years of smoking, probably
closer to 60 pack years, it is not entirely clear from the family history. He has
been a plumber and has possible asbestos exposure. Re does have pleural plaques
suggesting asbestos disease. Be had an abdominal aortic aneurysm which by
ultrasound during the code did not appear to have ruptured. We has had coranary
artery bypass grafting times two with known coronary artery di,-ease and
h~ercholesterolemia. We had a history of diverticulitis. Since his arrest and
suctioning he bas had purulent sputum. He has pulmonary edema and he has gout
involving his left ankle at the present time with moderate erythema in that area.
P W :

At the present time we need to treat his congestive heart failure. A cardioion
consult needs to be obtained for consideration of antiarrhythmic.therapy and work
up for recurrent coronary artery disease. Thisahasbeen addressed and we will plan
to follow the arterial blood gas. I have discussed this with the family and have
updated them. I will plan to follow the pati?it with y o y )
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GUM

BIRTH:

03/04/32

REQ DR:

POCATELLO

318015

MORRIS, D O N a D

ATT DR: G O O D W , GREG R
TWSPORT: PORTmLE .

ADDRESS : 429 WLDWOOD
PHONE:

52286572

M E D Z W RECOW #:

PATIENT: FnliSmE, WILLINVI D
AGE :

08/np'A-

L 14-19-06

ID 83201

208 232-4714

_ - - - _ - - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - --_- _ _
- -_- - - - - - - - - -

ORoEmD: 08/24/00 16:33 BY: XRY
AD-DX: ABDOMINAt AORTIC ANEUR

_ - - - - _ ^ _ l _ - _ _ l - _ - _ _ - - - - -

----- ----
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FWSURE, WILLIAM D - 08/25/2000.061
CHEST 1 VIEW

Compared to August 24, 2000, td5e'posicions are noti changed.
- 1

-

Bilateral calcified pleural plaque consistent with asbestos
exposure is again noted. Heart and mediastinum are stable.
Impression: No change.
DICTATED: Dr. BONK, R. THOMAS
RTB/rtb x SR

t

Authentication: Dictated by BONK R. THOMAS

FRASURE, WILLIAM D

Chest 1 View

/ysa

08/25/00

Transcribed by XRXY
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Gary T. Dance, ISB No. 1513
Lee Radford, ISB No. 57 19
Benjamiii G. Ritcbie, ISB No. 7210
MOFFATT,THOMAS,
BARRETT,
ROCK(41:
FIELDS,CHARTERED
412 West Center
Post Office Box 817
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
Telephone (208) 233-2001
Facsimile (208) 232-01 50
gtd@mo ffatt.com
klr@mo ffatt.com
bcr@mo ffatt.com
19558.0005
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Attorneys for Defendant, Sterling Fluid Systems (USA), LLC
[Improperly Sued as Sterling Fluid
Systems (Peerless Pumps)]

\\\--

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
MILDRED CASTORENA, indlv~duallyand as
spouse and personal representative of the Estate of
Ted Castorena; ALENE STOOR, individually and
as spouse and personal representative of the Estate
of John D. Stoor; STEPHANIE BRANCH,
individually and as spouse and personal
representative of the Estate of Robert Branch, Jr.;
ROBERT L. HRONEK; MARLENE KISLDIG,
individually and as spouse and personal
representative of the Estate of ';t'illiam D. Frasure;
and NORMAN L. DAY,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2006-2474-PI
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID
SYSTEMS (USA), LLG'S
IMPROPERLY SUED AS STERLING
FLUID SYSTEMS (PEERLESS PUMPS)
JOINDER IN DEFENDANT
INGERSOLL-RAND'S AND
DEFENDANT WESTINGHOUSE'S
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA), LLG'S IMPROPERLY SUED AS
STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (PEERLESS PUMPS) JOINDER IN DEFENDANT
INGERSOLL-RAND'S AND DEFENDANT WESTINGHOUSE'S MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
/%5"
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STERLNG FLUID SYSTEM (PEERLESS
PUMPS); UNION CAIl_BSDE COWORATION;
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAID; VIAGOM, INC.;
W A m N PUMPS, INC.; WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC COWORATION; ZURN
hTDUSTRIES,mC.,

Defendants.
COMES NOW, defendant Sterling Fluid Systems, LLC (USA), improperly sued
as Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps), by and through undersigned counsel, and hereby
joins in Defindarzts Iragersoll-Rand and Westindouse 's Motiorz for Suvvzvlzary Jzldgi?zeizfAgainst
Personal Injug, Plaint@ Robert L. Hronek atzd Norman L. Day and Defendants lizger-soll-Rand
and fTestinghouselsMotion for Summavy Judgment Against Wrongful Death PlaintlSfs JJohrz

D.

Stoor, Robert Branch, Jr., sad William D. Frasure previously filed with the Court on November

Gary T. Dance - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendants,
Sterling Fluid Systems (USA), LLC
improperly sued as Sterling Fluid System
(Peerless Pumps)

DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA), LLC'S IMPROPERLY SUED AS
STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (PEERLESS PUMPS) JOINDER IN DEFENDANT
INGERSOLL-RAND'S AND DEFENDANT WESTINGHOUSE'S MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3
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Christopher P. C r a h m
TROUTJONESGLEDHILL
FUHRMAN,
P.A.
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 33 1-1 5 129

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
) Via e-mail

Attorne-ysfor Carlock Insurat-tce,
Anchor Packing Conzpany, and
Fairbank h.iorse Pump Corporation
Wade L. Woodard
BANDUCCI
WOODARL)
SCHWAKTZMAN,
PLLC
950 W. Bannock, Suite 900
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile: (208) 3 19-2601

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

Mary Price Birk
Ronald J. Hellbuscli
LLP
BAKER& WOSTETLER,
303 East 17" Avenue, Suite 1100
Denver, CO 80203

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) Via e-mail

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) Via e-mail

) Via e-mail

Attorneys for Certainteed Coir-poration,Cooper
Crouse Hinds LLC, Cooper Industries LLC
ctnd U ~ i o nCarbide Corporation
Christopher C. Burke
PA
GREENBANDUCCI
SHOEMAKER
950 W. Baimock, Suite 900
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile: (208) 3 19-260

Attor~zeysfor Ingersoll-Rand Corporation,
and CBSf/k/a Viacom, Inc. f/k/a
Westinglzouse Electric Corpot-ation

DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA), LLC'S IMPROPERLY SUED AS
STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (PEERLESS PUMPS) JOINDER IN DEFENDANT
INGERSOLL-RAND'S AND DEFENDANT WESTINGHOUSE'S MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 6
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A. Bruce Larson
Horizon Plaza, Suite 225
P.O. Box 6369
Pocatello, ID 83206-6369
Facsimile: (208) 478-7602

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

Via e-mail

Attorneys for Cleaver-Brooks, u division of
Agun Chern, P&N Cranes, ITTlndzlstries
L. Charles Johson, I11
P.O. Box 1725
Pocatello, ID 83204
Facsimile: (208) 232-91 61

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered

(:

F g h t Mail

( ) Facsimile

ia e-mail
ilttorneysfor Crown Cork & Seal Go.

qr

;<

'i

3

Gary L. Cooper
COOPER& LARSEN
P.O.Box4229
Pocatello, ID 832059-4229
Facsimile: (208) 235-1 1 82

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) Via e-mail

STEVEN
V. RIZZO,PC
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350
Portland, OR 97205

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

Michael F. Skolnick
J. Kevin Murphy
KIPPAND CHRISTIAN,
P.C.
10 Exchange Place, 4thFloor
Salt Lake City, UT 841 11
Attorneys Parainouizt Supply Co.,
Zurn Irzdustries, Inc.
Bullough Abatement, Inc.

ia e-mail
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

) Via e-mail

DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA), LLC'S IMPROPERLY SUED AS
STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (PEERLESS PUMPS) JOINDER IN DEFENDANT
INGERSOLL-RAND'S AND DEFENDANT WESTINGHOUSE'S MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 7
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6. Timothy Hopkins
Steven K. Brown
HOPWNSRODENCROCKETT
HANSEN& WOQPES
P.O. Box 51219
Idaho Falls, ID 53405-121 9
Facsimile: (208) 523-4474

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

ia e-mail

A ttor~zt?.ys
for &lly-Moore Paint Co.
Alaskan Copper Works and
Square D Company
Alan C. Goodman
LAw OFF~CE
CHARTERED
GOODMAN
P.O. Box r)
Rupert, ID 83350
Facsimile: (208) 436-4837
,:

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

Via e-mail

Attorneysfor Rupert Iron Works

/

Howard D. Burnett
HAWLEY
TROXELL
E ~ I &SHAWLEY,
LLP
P.O. Box 100
Pocatello, ID 83204-0 100
Facsimile: (208) 233- 1304

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered

<:

Mail

( ) Facsimile

la e-mail

Attorneys for Eaton Electricul, Ifzc.
Cutler-Hammer, Inc.)
Donald F. Carey
Robert D. Williams
QUANE
SMITH
2325 W. Broadway, Suite B
Idaho Falls, ID 83402-2948
Facsimile: (208) 529-0005

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) Via e-mail

Attorneys for Reliance Electric Motors,
Rochell Autoination, Inc.,
Babbitt Steam Speciality
Steel West

DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA), LLC'S IMPROPERLY SUED AS
STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (PEERLESS PUMPS) JOINDER IN DEFENDANT
INGERSOLL-RAND'S AND DEFENDANT WESTINGHOUSE'S MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 8
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E. Scott Savage
Casey K. McGarvey
BERMAN
& SAVAGE
170 South Main Street, Suite 500
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Facsimile: (80 1) 53 1-9926

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Ovesnight Mail
) Via e-mail

Attorneys for UZzion Paczfic Railroad Company
Donald J. Farley
Dana Herberholz
OBENCHT & BLANTON,
P.A.
HALL,FARLEY,
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

) Via e-mail

Attorrzeysfor NIBCO, Inc., a/k/a Nortlzern
Indiana Brrlss

4

A

i

Michael W. Moore
Steven R. KraR
MOORE,BASKIN
& ELIA
P.O. Box 6756
Boise, ID 83707
Facsimile: (208) 336-7031

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

) Via e-mail

Attorneys f i r Hill Brothers Chemical Co.
Brian D. Harper
P.O. Box 2838
Twin Falls, ID 83303
Facsimile: (208) 734-41 53

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
) Via e-mail

Attorneysfor Guard-Line, Inc.

DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA), LLC'S IMPROPERLY SUED AS
STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (PEERLESS PUMPS) JOINDER IN DEFENDANT
INGERSOLL-RAND'S AND DEFENDANT WESTINGHOUSE'S MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 9
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Richard C. Boardman.
Rmdall L. Scbmitz
PERKINS
GOIE LLP
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400
Boise, ID 83702-73 10
Facsimile: (208) 343-3232

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
) Via e-mail

Attorneys for Nonej)well, Inc.
Kevin J. Scanlan
Dana Herberholz
OBERRECHT
& BLANTON,
P.A.
HALL,FARLEY,
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Wand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

Attorrzeys for Parker-Hannl(in Corporatio~,n
non-party, served us "Parker-&nnrj(in
Corporationf/k/a Sacomn-Sierra, D f i . "
' GI

ri

\)

Gary T. Dance

DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA), LLC'S IMPROPERLY SUED AS
STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (PEERLESS PUMPS) JOINDER IN DEFENDANT
INGERSOLL-RAND'S AND DEFENDANT WESTINGHOUSE'S MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 10
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James G, Arnold XSB Na. 3688
PETEWEN, P
NSON
(St &WOLD,
PLLC
390 N. Capital Avenue
P.O. Box 1645
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1645
Telephone (208) 522-5200
FacsWIe (208) 522-8547

G- Patterson Kcfahey
G-. PaMersan Kernhey, P.C,
One Independence Plaza, Suite 612
Bfxnin&arn, Alabama 35209
Telephone: 205-8'71-0707
Faesirmlie: 205-871-0801

Attorneys fox ]PXaintiffs
IN THE DTSTRJCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DJSTXUCT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR TEE COUNTY OF B-mTOCIK
t

MILDRED CASTOWN,$ ET A L ,

J

PLATNTXFFS,

1
1

CASE NO: CV-2006-2474-PI

)

VS.

1

GENERAL ELECTRIC, ET AL.,

1
1

DEmNDANTS.

1

1

PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO
DEFENDmTS PNGERSOCLAND WESTINGHOUSEfS MOTION
FOR SUMMARY mDGMENT AGAmSTT
ImONGFUL DEATH PLAINTIFFS,
STOOR, BRANCH AND Ti'WASW3.E

COMES NOW, Plaintiffs, in the above-entitled and numbered cause, and files this
Response to

Defendants, 1ngersol.l-Rand and Westin&ouse's

(hereinafielr "'Moving

Defendants"), Motion for Srunmary Judgment against Wrongfid Death Plaintiffs, Stoor, B m c h

and Frasure, and in opposition would show the Court as follows:
1.

This Wrongful Death Action is Not Barred Because the Running of the Stahle
of Lidtations Begins frcirn thc Date of Death.

Ptn~nciffsResponse To Defendam Tnganff-Rand And Wcstinpl~ounc'eMminn
For Summary Juilpment Against Wmngful Dach Plait~tiffs.Swnr. Bnnch And Fmsurc

fi

Irr Id;iho, "'jtjhe c o m o n law of Exlglmd, so far as it is not rcrpu~antto, or imoasistmt
with, the constitution or laws of the United States, in all cases not provided for in these compiled
laws, is the rule of decision in all coluts of this state." Idaho Code 5 73-1 16 (1 995). At common

law, the death of either the victim of a fort or the tortfeasor, extinguished the victim's right. of
action, and muld not be conhued by a rqresentative of the decedent. Vulk v. Haleg 1 12 Idaho

855, 857 (2987); se_e

1I S Iddm 21 0,215-16 (1990) (right. of adion

under tort died with the pre-judgment d e a of
~ the victim). F u f i m o r e , at comnon law wl~erea
person's death was cansed by the wrongfil act of anofller, the relatives and. dcpmdcnts of the
victim had no cause of action of their own." Evans, 1 1 8 Idaho at 215. Finally, c o m o n law

required that the action be revived by filing a new action, rather than continuing f l ~ eorignal one

even if an action survived the death of either party, Moon v. Bullock, 65 Idaho 594 (1944):
+".{

1

overruled on other grounds by Doggdt v. Boiler Xing'%&Supply Co., 93 Idaho 888 (1970)).

In an effort to resolve the h ~ s heffects of these common law mles regarding survival
actions, Idaho enacted Idaho Code

5-31 1 to create s w r o n a l death cause of action for the

bmefit of the relatives or dependents of the decedent, which provides in pertinent part as
follows:
is caused by the w o n g h l act or
person causing the
wrongdoer, against the personal representative of such wrongdoer,
whether the wrongdoex dies before or aRer the death of the person
injured. 'If any o t h e ~person is responsible for any such wrongful
act or neglect, the action may also be maintnincd against such other
person, or in case of his or ha death, his or her personal
representatives. Tn every action under Utis section, such damages
may be given as under all the circumstances of the case as may be
just.

PlnmntiBs Responsc To DeTendnnts Inpm011-Rand And Uies'f.inpJlciusc'~Motion
For Summary Judgment Against Wmngfitl. Dexrli Platnciffs, Sraor, Branch And F m u x

Idaho's Wrongful Death A& makes no mention and provides no provision for limi,tations
on wongful death actions. Therefore, tIt,e w r o n a i death statute must be dven its plain

meaning a-td inlqreted to suggest that the right to bxiag a wrong;Ful death action acmes a,s of
the date of death. See Idaho Code 4 5-3 11, Hogan v. I - I m a , 101 ldaho 593 {I 983).
In addrmsing t h s same issue, the Idaho Suprme Court stated:

The question of what event begins $ 1 period
~
of limjtation, the
person's death or the injury causing the death, has been rnuc1-t
dismssed in case Iavi. The detemination is mainly one of s t a t u t o ~ ~
consmction, and as might be expected, varies among states
according to their particular statutory language. Statutory
provisions have been generally classified into four goups:
"(1) those whic11 merely state that the action must be brought
within a specified time period, without fixing any initiatory point:
(2) those which specify &,at the action must be brought witllin a
certain time fkom the date of death, (3) those whch speak o f a
certain time from the accrual of the cause of action, and (4) dtose
which speak of a certain time h r n the date o f injury or from the
date of the negligent act*" 97 A.L.R.2d 1151, 1153.
As to the first three o f the above categories, the great majority of
cascs have held that the d
. Sutprisingly,

the period OF
even in jurisdictions w11
limitation should run &om the date of injury or negligent act, a
number of cases have held that the date of death determines when
the period begins to m. See, e.a., Larcher v. Wanless, 18 Cal.34
646 (1976); Palmertree v. Gen.esee Memo~ialHosuita, 302 N.W.
2d 279 (1981). See also 97 A.L.R. 2d 1151.
Chavmm v. Cardiac Pacemakers, hc.,
105 ldaho 785,786 (1983).
Moving Defendants assert, similar to the argument made by defendants in Chapman, that

a ~ ~ o n g f death
u l action by the heirs of a deceased can only be brought if the deceased would
haw been entitled to have bmugltt an action himself because the cause: of action is derivative of

the decedent's cause of action, or at least is limited by the statute dating the period from the
injury cawing death. See Id. In other words, a condition precedent to an.y woagfkl death action

Plaintiffs Rcfipon~cTo Dcfcndants Ingmolf-Rand And W&n~h.ho~e'sMot inn
For Summary f u d p c n i Again% Wmnpfuf Dcxtli Plaintiffs. Srnor. Bwnch And Fnsr~rc

brou&t undcs Ida;ho7s m n @ l death stahrte is that the deceased must have been able to

maintail1 an action as of the date of his death.

The reasoning behtnd the Moving Defendants' argument i s that since the linnitation
period rau on the Plainti&' decedents' underlying causes of action, the deeedmt could not l~ave
btou&t suit at tlae time this present action was Eled, and therefore the heirs should not be
allowed to now bring this suit. Based on this same aswat,the Idaho Suprme Court stated 113

-

Chapman (chat "the cause of action which accntes to an injured person during his lif&irne is
.-

-

dtoge&a sepatate &om the cause o f action accming to
in=@.

-".

t

(citing Qssel! v, Cox, 65 Idaho 534 (1 944)). 'Therefore, the occurrence giving rise
v

to the came of action is the decedent's surrongfid death, and the statute of limitalions rnzlst date

-

--

Furtlxq Moving Defendants argue that this Cowt should apply the United States Dismktct

Court for the District of Idaho's ruling in Adms v. Amstrow World Ind., hc., 596 F.Supp.
1407 (D. Idaho 1954), that the condition precedent rule should apply to any wengful death

action brought under Idalto's wrongful death statute such that the deceased's surviving heirs
sl~ouldnot be entitled to maintain a xwongful death action unless tile decemed could have been
able to bring an action as of the date of his death. However, this action. Moving Defendants seek

the Court to impose is in direct conflict with the Idaho Supreme Court's ruling in Chapman. The
Idaho Supreme Court has already clearly addressed this issue and published its opinion that 'Vtl-te

death.'' Chapman, 105 Idaho at: 786.

-.'c this question to tlse Idaho Supreme

Xn fact, the District Court in Adams attempted to eerti,fy

Court, but the Court mksed to re-address this issue, stating

"its prior decisions "were] sufFicientto give guidance for thc d.etermination of the Idaho law.. .'"

Plainriff s Rmpmlse To Defendants Lngmoll-Randh d Wcsting\~omc'sMotinn
For Summary Judgnnlt Apalnst Wrongful Dmth Plaintiffq. Stoor. Bnrnch And Framrc

, 664 F. Supp 463, 464 (D, Idaho
holding in

1957). Tt.leteforc, fl~e

remains the con~ollinglaw on this issue and as such this Court should deny

Moving Defer~dants'motion for summary judgnent and uphold the Idaho Supreme Court's
ruling that the m i n g of ihe stafute of limitations on the ~ ~ o n g f death
u l cause of action begns
from the date of death,
2.

PlaindWs Causes of Action for Misrepresentation, Battery and Civil Conspiracy
ShouId Not be Dismissed.
R l o ~ k gDefendants allege that cau.nts Three and Four ofPl&tiffs' Complaint against a11

defadmts should he dismissed for failure to plead with paicularity. Plaintiffs refer to Count
Three of Pl~nt.iffs7Complaint. Tlae Complaint aIIeges that Defendants %"made representations
that reasonably implied to the ordinary purchaser andlor user that the asbestos, asbestoscontaining products andlor mac11iner-y requiring or calling for

QE

use of asbestos and/or

r
' -*
\

J'

asbestos-contaGng products was safe and would not: cause injury." (Complai,nt, f( 90).
Specifically, the Complaint alleges:
?hcse misrepresentations involved a materid fact concerning the
chwactm and quality of the Defendants' asbestos, asbestoscontaining prod,uds and/or machnery requiring or calling for Ifhe
use of asbestos and/or asbestos-conta~ingproducts was safe and
would not cause injury.
The pmhasers andlor users of Defendants' asbestos, asbestoscontainjng products and/or machinery requiring or calling for tlne
use of asbestos andlor asbestos-containing products justifiably
relied on fhe Defmdants' representation in purchasing and/or using
Defendants' asbestos, asbestos-containing products and/or
machinery reqwring or calling fox the use of asbestos mdior
asbestos-containing products.

(Complaint,

7

91-92). This claim md the other allegations in Count Three o f Plaintiffs

Co~nplaintclearly satis* Idaho's law requiring misrepresentation to be pled with particularity.

Plsjntiffs Rcspmac To Dcfcndatics Ingmoll-Ran&And Wetinghousc'r; Motion
For Summnry Judgmcnr: Against Wrongtiil Dmtli Plaintiffs, Stoor, Branch And Fmmm

Fu,ther, Defmdant Sterling asserts that Count Four of Plaintiffs Complaint is ambipous
and barred pussuatit to the condition precedmt rule, set. forth

,

Count Four of Plaintiffs

Complaint specificdfy alleges:

[TJhe Conspiracy Defmdanrs eaudulendy misrvesmted to the
public and the public ofecials, rnter alia, that asbestos did not
cause c m c a and that the disease asbestosis had no slssocia~on
with pleural and pulnonwy cancer and affima~velysumress&
infamatian mncenting d.te cmhogenic and other adverse effects
of asL~estos exposure of the human respiratory and digestive
systems.
Additional1y, Plaintiff adopts d l previous allegations as to these
Conspiracy Defendants and additionally states with respect to any
and all defendants named in tbus petition (or hereinafter Hygjene
Fomdation), the Industrial Hygiene Poundastion, the Quebec
Asbestos Minjng Associahon, the Amrrican Textile Institute,
andfor other trade associalJons whose members conspired to
conceal the hazards o f asbestos. These Defendants (t11e 'Trade
Associatian Conspiracy Defendmts"') joined togetha to combat
publicity and dissaination of data on the hazards of asbestos and
acted to conceal medical studies .From the general public, including
asbestos-exposed workers such as Plaintiffs. The above-des~bed
actions constituted intmtiond decqtion and ftaud in actively
misleading Ble public about the extent of the hazards of asbestos
and substmtially contributed to retarding the development of
knowledge about such hazards, thereby substmtidly contributing
to the Plaintiffs' injuries.
The Conspiracy Defendants and Trade Association Conspiracy
Defendmts were actjve conspirators and engagd in the
suppression, alteration and destruction of rclevant scientific studies
involving the hazards of asbestos. These Defendants and their coconspirators conspired with Johns-Manville andlor participated in
numerous unlawful acts in M e r a n c e of the conspiracies.

Likewise, this claim and the other allegations in Count Four of Plaintiffs Complaint
satisfy Idallo's law m d clearly and unambiguously set forth the claims upon which PlaintiE
relics. Additiol.lally, based on the Idaho Supreme Court's d i n g in Chapman, set for& supra,

.

Plainliffs Rarpon~cTo Dcfmdanrs Tngnsoll-Rnnd hnd Weetinghousc'q Mnrinn
Summary J d m n n A@~i?ist
Wrongful Death Plnintiff~.Stoor. Bmnch And Fnsure

'

plaintins claims are not barred by the so-called "condition precedent mlc". As such, Moving

Defmdmts' motion for s-ary

j-udment and to dismiss Co~mtsThree md Fottr of Plaintif&'

Complitifll should be denied.

In the alternative, if this Court finds that Counts Three and Four of Plaintiffs' Complaint
are not. pled with paicularity aad/or are ~ m b i s o u s Plaintiffs
,
assert that it sl~auldbe allowed to
amend its complaint at a later date to p l e d with specificity. In support thereof, Plaintiffs state

thaf since the discovery phase of litigation is still on-going, infomation whiclx allows Plaintiff to
plead wid1 M h e r speciticity will likely be discovered and can be asserted in more detail upon

discovwy of said information.
There being a clear dispute of facts m a t e d to the issues raised by Moving ~cfcndants'
motion, Nlovii~gDefendmts' are not entitled to entry of sumrnasy judgment on the Wrongfil

Death Plaintiffs' claims against them,
,i

,G
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Accordingly, Defendant Ingmsoll-Rand and

Wes'cinghouse's Motion far Summary Judgment

gain st Wrongfizl Death Plaintiffs, Stoar,

Branch and Frasure should be denied.
THIS the

day of November, 2007.
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Attorneys for CBS Corporation, a Delaware
corporation, M a Viacom hc., successor by merger
to CBS Corporation, a Pennsylvania corporation,
UMa Westinghouse Electric Corporation and
Ingersoll-Rand Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
MILDRED CASTORENA, Individually and as
Spouse and Personal Representative of the
Estate of TED CASTORENA; ALENE
STOOR, Individually and as Spouse and
Personal Representative of the Estate of JOHN
D. STOOR; STEPHANIE BRANCH,
Individually and as Personal Representative of
the Estate of ROBERT BRANCH, JR.;
ROBERT L. HRONEK; MARLENE ISISLING,
Individually and as Personal Representative of
the Estate of WILLLAM D. FRASURE;
NORMAN L. DAY,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2006-2474-PI
REPLY BRIEF OF DEFENDANTS
INGERSOLL-RAND AND
WESTINGHOUSE'S IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT AGAINST WRONGFUL
DEATH PLAINTIFFS, ROBERT
B U N C H , WILLIAM D. F U S U R E
AND JOHN D. STOOR

GENERAL ELECTRIC, et al.,
Defendants.

Defendants CBS Corporation, a Delaware corporation, fMa Viacom Inc., successor by
merger to CBS Corporation, a Pennsylvania corporation, f/Ma Westinghouse Electric
Corporation ("Westinghouse") and Ingersoll-Rand Corporation ("Ingersoll-Rand") (collectively
REPLY BRIEF OF DEFENDANTS INGERSOLL-RAND AND WESTINGHOUSE'S IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AGAINST WRONGFUL DEATH PLAINTIFFS, ROBERT BRANCH,
WILLIAM D. FRASURE AND JOHN D. STOOR - PAGE 1 (8663 003/09419 003 #227005)
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A

cl

th. The personal injury claims of Plaintiffs Stoor, Branch and Frasurc were not

suddenly resuwected by their deaths. Instead, their claims were barred before they died, and for
that reason the wrongful death claims of their heirs are also barred by the condition precedent

rule firmly established in Idaho law

11. ARGUMENT
A.

Plaintiffs' Claims Were Not Revived By Their Deaths.

--

1.

Because Plaintiffs Could Not Have Brought Suit Had They Not Died, the
Wrongful Death Actions By Their Heirs Are Barred.

Plaintiffs do not dispute any of the facts presented by Moving Defendants. As such,
Plaintiffs concede that the claims of the decedents would have been barred bad they lived
because the undisputed facts establish that objective manifestation of their asbestos injuries

----

--

.-----

-- -----

existed more than two years before the complaint was filed in this lawsuit. Thus, the only
Ccl-.,--

--

question presented by Plaintiffs' response to Moving Defendants' motion is whether the
condition precedent rule applies. If it does, Moving Defendants' motion must be granted.
In their response, Plaintiffs cite to many cases which state that a cause of action for
wrongful death is the heir's cause of action and only accrues under I.C. 5-219(4) upon the date
of death. Moving Defendants do not dispute these points. However, none of the cases Plaintiffs
rely upon, including Chapman, address the condition precedent rule.
As stated in Moving Defendants' moving papers, Idaho courts have long held that heirs

action had helshe not died. The Idaho Supreme Court has held:
-Cz-----

It is true, as said by the supreme court in Northern PaczJic Ry. Co. v. Adums, 192
U.S. 440, 48 L. ed. 513, that, "Tlzev [the Izeirsl claim u~zderhim [deceased], and
thev can recover onlv in case he could have recovered damages had he not been

4".s&
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killed, h
r
r
t only injured'VusselI v. Cm, 65 Idaho 534, 541, 148 P.2d 221 (1944)
(Emphasis added)

See also Sprouse v. n/fcGee, 446 Idaho 622,269 P. 993 (1928); Hoaten v. City ofBurley, 70 Idaho
36,219 P.2d 651 (1950); CIarkv. Foster, 87 Idaho 134,391 P.2d 853 (1964); Anderson v.

Cailey, 97 Idaho 813, 555 P.2d 144 (1976); Bevan v. Yassur Farms, Irte., 117 Idaho 1038,793
P.2d 71 1 (1 990); Ttol~pe~
v. Cmnieri, 133 Idaho 244,985 P.2d 669 (1999). Thus, it is a
con
i

a

ed. Stated in reverse, the death of a claimant does not

revive a derivative claim of the wrongful death heirs that is already barred as a matter of law.
j

,/

L.

i

"1

In this case, Plaintiffs'wrongfbl death actions are barred because they fail to satisfy the

condition precedent that their decedents could have proceeded with their claims had they not
for asbestos personal

died. Pursuant to Idaho

injuries must have been brought within+two
years
-- --.
-- from the date o f x - u a l , which has been

-.

defined to mean when "objective medical proof of injury would support the existence of an
---

--

- -----..---.-=
----e--

-*-----------

Brennan v. Owens-Corrzing Rberglas Corp. 134 Idaho 800, 801, 10 P.3d 749
4

actual in

(2000)' citing to Davis v. Moran 112 Idaho 703, 735 P.2d 1014 (1987). As set forth in the
moving papers, and in summary fashion below, each of the decedents' negligence and strict
liability causes of action accrued more than two years before their dates of their death, and were
therefore barred by the statute of limitations contained in T.C. 3 5-219(4) before their deaths
occurred.
Stoor; The latest-..date
Stoor had objective medical proof of injury was 9/28/01. (See
.---

Stoor's Undisputed Fact Nos. 5 and 8.) Stoor should have filed his claim no later than 9/28/03.
Stoor died on 6113/04 (See Stoor's Undisputed Fact No. 2), almost three years after his cause of
P

.-,---^IC-.es---J

/+5?
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action accrued, without having filed any asbestos personal injury claims against these Moving
Defendants. Therefore, his claims were barred by I.C. Ij 5-219(4) before he died. Since Stoor
could not have brought personal injury claims against Defendants as of the date of his death, the
wrongful death clairns filed by his heirs against Defendants after his death do not satisfy the
condition precedent rule and are likewise barred.
Branch: The latest date Branch had objective medical proof of injury was 07/01/03.

(See Branch's Undisputed Fact No. 5.) Branch should have filed his claim no later than
4

I

L,

"i

07/01/05. Branch died on 07111/05 (see Branch's Undisputed Fact No. 2), just over two years
after his cause of action accrued, without having filed any asbestos personal injury claim against
Moving Defendants. Therefore, his claims were barred by I.C. Ij 5-219(4) before he died. Since
Branch could not have brought personal injury claims against Defendants as of the date of his
death, the wrongful death claims filed by his heirs against Defendants after his death do not
satisfy the condition precedent rule and are likewise barred.
Frasure: The latest date Frasure had objective medical proof of injury was 08/24/00 or

08/25/00. (See Frasure's Undisputed Fact Nos. 4 and 5.) Frasure should have filed his claim no
later than 08/24/02 or 08/25/02. Frasure died on 02/17/06 (see Frasure's Undisputed Fact No. 2),
just over two years after his cause of action accrued, without having filed any asbestos personal
injury claim against these Moving Defendants. Therefore, his claims were barred by I.C. Ij 5219(4) before he died. Since Frasure could not have brought personal injury claims against
Defendants as of the date of his death, the wrongful death claims filed by his heirs against
Defendants after his death do not satisfy the condition precedent rule and are likewise barred.

/ YS-8
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A similar set of factual circumstances occurred in Ada

-

.,

596 F. Supp. 1407 (D. Idaho 1984) ufd in part, rev 'd on other grounds, 773 F.2d 248 (9th Cir.
1

1985) on refnand to 664 F. Supp. 463 (D. Idaho 1987) rev 'd on other gmtlnds 847 F.2d 589 (9th
Cir. 1988). ("the Adarns cascm)h]ilAdllaas, the Idaho U.S. District Court ruled &at the plaintiffs'
wrongful death causes of action arising out of decedent's asbestos-related disease were barred
because the statute of limitations on the decedent's personal injury claims had expired before the
decedent's deaths. The court found that the decedent's cause of action for personal injuries
accrued in 1974. He died on October 2 , p 9 and his heirs filed-suit on September 29, 1981.

d

,
L-

.-

Rdams, 596 F. Supp at 1414. The court held:

I

pr

The plaintiffs, though thcir wrongful death action was filed within two years of
the deceased's death, cannot maintain this action because o f the running o f the
statute o f liinitatio~tson the deceased's cause o f action. Therefore, a condition
precedent to the plaintiffs' maintaining of this suit has failed and this action
cannot be maintained.

Id. at 1415 (emphasis added).
As in the Adams case, here, the wrongful death heirs of decedents Stoor, Branch and
Frasure timely filed suit within two years of the dates of decedents' deaths. However, the causes
of action of the decedents for thcir personal injuries relating to asbestos exposure had already
expired before their deaths. Because decedents, had they lived, could not have filed personal
injury lawsuits against Defendants as of the dates of their deaths, their wrongful death heirs, the
Plaintiffs in this case, cannot satisfy the condition precedent rule, and therefore their wrongful
death claims are barred as a matter of law.

t

For the reasons set forth in Section 2 supra, the Adam case is directly on point and is not, as
Plaintiffs contend, in contravention with Clzapman.
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2.

The Chapman Case Does Not Apply Because It Does Not Address The

Condition Precedent Rule.
Moving Defendants do not argue that Chapman was incorrectly decided or that it is no
longer good law, as Plaintiffs would have this Court. believe. Rather, Moving Defendants argue
does not apply to this case.
that, for the reasons set forth below, Chapman
rr
First3 the issue in Chapman was when a cause of action for wrongful death accrues for
the statute of limitations purposes. Ch

\

- ress
- whether
- - - - - ---plaintiffhad satisfied the

- --

c

e issue in this case, like

that in the Adams case, is whether the condition precedent to the filing of a wrongful death action
i

)-iPJ

has been satisfied; namely, whether each decedent could have filed a cause of action for personal
injuries on the date of death, had he not died. Moving Defendants are not arguing that the statute
of limitations on the plaintiffs' wrongful death cause of action has run. Rather, Moving
Defendants' position is, consistent with Idaho case law, that, because decedents' causes of action
*

--

X - I I - - C Y Y - - ~

-

for personal injuries expired before they died, their heirs' wrongful death actions are also

c----

precluded because the heirs have failed to satisfy the condition precedent.

--

Simply put, the accrual of the cause of action for a wrongful death claim and the failure
to satisfy the condition precedent to filing a wrongful death claim are two entirely different legal
issues. For these reasons, Adams is not in conflict with Chapman.
Second, Plaintiffs in this case argue that Moving Defendants are making the same

arguments that the defendants made in Chapman. This is not true. In Chapman, the defendants
argued that a cause of action for wrongful death should accrue at the time of injury which would
eventually cause death, not fiom the time of death. The Chapman court. recognized this as error,
and went on, in dicta, to explain that the reason for the condition precedent doctrine is because

,-qL:

LT
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&

the wrongful death act "did not enlarge the scope of tort liability but simply created a new cause
of action based on the same conduct.'Thnpmnn, TO5 Idaho at 787,673 P.2d at 387. The
Chapman court recognized that the accrual of the cause of action for wrongful death and the
condition precedent doctrine were two separate legal issues and that the condition precedent
doctrine did not apply in that case. That is precisely what Moving Defendants are stating here.

--

The condition precedent doctrine has nothing to do with the accrual of a cause of action for
- -- -.___
_
r.
b
.

__ __

-A

__I-

*l_----

wrongful
death. Rather, it determines if a plainti
,,--------.----

-

igiblc to file a wrongful death action

-----

pursuant to the actions or inactions of the decedent.
' 6

i

-A

Third Plaintiffs incorrectly argue that the facts in this case are identical to the facts in

9-

Chapman. However, the timing of the injuries, deaths, and wrongful death actions are notably

-

different. In Chapman, the decedent could have brought a personal injury action against the

-

r

defendants on his date of death. The decedent did not suffer an objectively ascertainable injury
i---r-.--

--

until decedent's pacemaker failed, just one month prior to his date of death. Thus, the condition
r --,.--

--

precedent rule was not relevant, nor was-it applied, in Clzapma~z.It was only addressed by the

-

"- *- -

court in Chapman because the defendants incorrectly asserted its application.
However, in this case, as in Adams, the condition precedent rule is correctly asserted and
must be applied. In this case, as in Adams, none of the decedents could have brought a personal
?

4

injury action against the Moving Defendants on the dates of their deaths. Each of the decedents'
I

C

personal injury claims were barred by the two year statute of limitations before their deaths,
thereby making it impossible for their heirs to satisfy the condition precedent to maintaining their
wrongful death claims.
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Fburth, the Adams case was decided aftaCkzapma~z,Plaintiffs try to gloss over the fact

that the federal district court has already considered and rejected the s a n e argwent plaintiffs
make here. In Adam$, the plaintiffs also attempted to argue that Chapman ovemled the
condition precedent rule. Judge Callister of the federal district court coilsidered this argument
and explained that the
Plaintiffs argue that the Idaho Supreme Court in Chapman, supra, either
completely or partially overruled the condition precedent defense in Idaho. In
Chapman, the heirs of the deceased brought suit alleging that death resulted from
the placement and failure of a defective cardiac pacemaker in the deceased. The
question certzfied to the Idaho Supreme Court by this Court was "whether, in a
wrongful death actiorz, the statute oflimitations begins to ran from the date of
death or the date ofthe injury from which death resulted" 673 P.2d at 386.
The court held that the statute began to run from the date of death. That rule is
izot in dispute iiz the present ease.
Though the issue was not before the Chapman court, it nevertheless made some
remarks to the effect that the condition precedent rule would not apply to the
situation presented there. Because these remarks are clearly dicta, however, they
are not binding upon this or any other court. In Chapman, the deceased died
within one month of the date of his injury and thus had a valid cause of
action at the date of his death, at least valid in regard to the statute of
limitations. In c
hi
was time-barred.

w

In both Chapmaiz and the present case, theplaintiffsfiled suit within the
required two years froin the deceased's death. In the present case, unlike
Chapman, however, the deceased was barred by the statrrte o f limitations at the
tinze o f his death. Adams, 596 F . Supp. at 1414-1415 (Emphasis added).

The same is true in this case. Although Plaintiffs filed the wrongful death action within
two years of their decedents' deaths, they cannot satisfy the condition precedent because the
decedents' causes of action were barred at the time of their deaths.
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%

,Plaintiffs misquote the Adams decision, in an attempt to make it state the opposite
of its actual holding. Plaintiffs argue that the Idaho Supreme Court's decision to not certify the
question supports their argument. In their briec Plaintiffs state as follows:
In fact, the District Court in Adams attempted to certify this question to the Idaho
Supreme Court, but the Court refused to re-address this issue, stating "its prior
decisions '[were] sufficient to give guidance for the detemination of the Idaho
law ...' Adams v. Armstrong Wbrld Ind, hc., 664 F. Supp. 463,464 (11). Idaho
1987). Therefore, the holding in Chapma~zremains the controlling law on this
issue and as such this Court should deny Moving Defendants' motion for
summary judgment and uphold the Idaho Supreme Court's ruling that the running
of the statute of limitations on the wrongful death cause of action begins fi-om the
date of death." (PI. Br. 4-5)

In fact, the next sentence of the full quotation in the Adams case (which Plaintiffs
conveniently omit) reveals the opposite, that the result of the Adams proceedings means that the
federal district court correctly applied the condition precedent doctrine:
The Idaho Supreme Court rejected certification of the questions, stating that its
prior decisions "are sufficient to give guidance for the determination of the Idaho
law involved in this action ...." Iiz an uizpublished opinion filed on M;xv 5,1986,
the Ninth Circuit held that this Court had properlv ruled on tlze Questions.
Adams, 664 F . Supp. at 464. (Emphasis added.)
was that ruling by
The "proper ruling" referred
to in Adanzs
__
__ ._A_
.' ----__Judge Callister of the District Court
.- -_^.=I

_A

xu-

Y

4

which held that the condition precedent doctrine barred causes of action that had accrued more

v-------

-

&

<
---

e

than two years prior to the death of the decedent. The Ninth Circuit attempted to certify this
Z-------

question to the Idaho Supreme Court, but the Idaho Supreme Court allowed Judge Callister's
decision to stand. The Ninth Circuit then affirmed Judge Callister's ruling that the condition
precedent doctrine barred claims that had accrued more than two years prior to the death of the
decedent.
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The Idaho Supreme Court saw no need to re-consider Judge Gallister's ruling because
that ruling applied the condition precedent doctrine in the same way it had been applied in
multiple cases over many years. See Rzkssell v. Cox, 65 Idaho 534,541, 148 P.2d 221 (1944);
Sprouse v. McCee, 46 Idaho 622,269 P. 993 (1928); Hooten v. City ofBurley, 70 Idaho 36,219
P.2d 65 1 (1950); Clark v. Foster, 87 Idaho 134, 391 P.2d 853 (1964); Anderson v. Gailey, 97
Idaho 8 13,555 P.2d 144 (1976); Bevan v. Yassar Fhrzs, Inc., 117 Idaho 1038, 793 P.2d 71 1
(1990); licrpen v. Granieri, 133 Idaho 244,985 P.2d 669 (1999).
For all of these reasons, the Chapman case is not relevant to this motion, as it deals with
r

I

id^*

&d

an entirely different legal question under different factual circumstances. This motion is not
based on the accrual of the wrongful death claim, but on whether a condition precedent to the
claim has been met. If this Court is to remain true to precedent, it must follow the same rule that
was applied by Judge Callister in the Ada~nscase. Following that legal precedent, the Court
should apply the condition precedent doctrine and dismiss Plaintiffs' wrongful death negligence
-.

C

and strict liability actions.
B.

Tile Court Should Dismiss Plaintiffs' Other Clauses O f Action

In their response, as to the claims for misrepresentation, battery, fraudulent concealment
and civil conspiracy, Plaintiffs address only one of Moving Defendants' multiple arguments
('pleading fraud with particularity). Plaintiffs completely fail to address the following other legal
arguments raised by Moving Defendants, and therefore it must be assumed they concede those
points:

y
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1.

Misrepresentation - Plaintiffs' Count Three

To the extent this Count alleges a claim for negligent misrepresentation, Idaho does not
recognize such a cause of action outside the context of claims against accountants. (See Moving
Defendants' Memorandum at p. 17.)
b.

Strict Liability Based on Innocent Misrepresentation Pursuant to

Idaho does not recognize a claim for strict products liability based on innocent
" -3

,'

misrepresentation pursuant to Section 402B of the Restatement (Second) of Torts, but even if it
did, such claim would still be a products liability claim under Idaho's Products Liability Act, and
would still be barred by the two year statute of limitations set forth in Idaho Code $5 5-219(4)
and 6-1403(3). (See Moving Defendants' Memorandum at pp. 17-19.)

2.

Count Four - Battery, Civil Conspiracy and Fraudulent Concealment

As stated in Moving Defendants' moving papers, it is almost impossible to determine
precisely what claims Plaintiffs are pursuing in Count Four. However, to the extent Plaintiffs are
pursuing claims of battery, civil conspiracy and fraudulent concealment, such claims fail as a
matter of a law.
a.

Battery

Plaintiffs battery claims, as set forth in Moving Defendants' moving papers, are barred
pursuant to the condition precedent doctrine. The decedents' claims for battery were time barred
on the dates of their deaths. (See Section A, infru.)
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b.

Conspiracy

Under Idaho law, "[c]ivil conspiracy is not, by itself, a claim for relief." W h e t e r s v.

Maile, 138 Idaho 391, 395,64 P.3d 317,321 (2003). Because each of Plaintiffs7 claims are
b m e d by either the condition precedent rule or as a matter of law, any claim for conspiracy fails
as well. (See Moving Defendanls' Memorandum at p. 21, F;N 9; see also FN 2, infru.)
c.

Fraudulent Concealment

Because Moving Defendants did not owe any Plaintiff a duty to disclose, any cause of
action asserted by Plaintiffs for fraudulent concealment fails as a matter of law. (See Moving
Defendants' Memorandum at pp. 22-24.)
fi

i

"

3.

Any Count Three or Four Claim for Fraudulent Misrepresentation, Whether
Or Not Pled Specifically, Fails As a Matter of Law

In their Response Brief, Plaintiffs protest that they have already pled fraud with

particularity, but in fact they have not. To the extent Plaintiffs intended to allege fraud claims in
Counts Three and Four, which is not clear, such misrepresentation claims simply do not satisfy
the particularity requirements of Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 9 as to these Moving
Defendants. Plaintiffs have simply lumped all 65 Defendants together and made conclusory
fraud allegations. Plaintiffs have failed to name any specific acts, words or documents of
Moving Defendants that constitute fraudulent misrepresentation. They have failed to identify the
content of any alleged misrepresentations of Moving Defendants. They have similarly failed to

//I
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name any specific acts by Moving Defendants that indicates paaicipation in any kind of fraud
conspiracy.2
In a case decided recently by Judge Edward Lodge of the District of Idaho, Judge Lodge
explained that, while a complaint may not need to identify a false statement made by every
defendant, Rule 9(b) does not allow l m p i n g multiple defendants into a haud conspiracy claim:

deferzdant ... and in forr~each defmdant sepuratelv o f the allenations
surroundi~t~
his alleged participation in the fraud. In the context of a fraud suit
involving multiple defendants, a plaintiff must, at a minimum, identify the role of
each defendant in the alleged fraudulent scheme.
,

Szlver Valley Partners, LLC v. DeMotte, 2007 W L 28023 15 *4 (September 24,2007), quoting
Swartz v. KPMG LLP, 476 F.3d 756, 765 (9th Cir. 2007); see also Dengler v. Hazel Blessinger
Famil7y Trust, 141 Idaho 123, 106 P.3d 449 (2005) (stating the elements of a fraud cause of
action along with conclusory allegations of fraud failed to satisfy requirements of Rule 9(b).)
Pursuant to this authority, any fraud claims alleged by Plaintiffs in Counts Three and Four should
be dismissed for failure to plead with the specificity required by Rule 9(b).
Even if Plaintiffs have satisfied the requirements of Rule 9, they have failed to satisfy the
requirements of I.R.C.P. Rule 56. In responding to the fraud arguments of Moving Defendants,
Plaintiffs have simply cited allegations of their complaint. They have failed to file any affidavits

-

reciting anv facts on their fraud claims. Under Idaho law, a party against whom summary
F-

2

Plaintiffs cite to a paragraph in their Complaint concerning "Conspiracy Defendants" in support
of their argument that they have pled fraudulent misrepresentation against Defendants with particularity.
Paragraph 102 of the Complaint lists and defines those defendants who are alleged to be "Conspiracy
Defendants," and Moving Defendants are not included in that list. As such, based on the Complaint, there
is no claim against Moving Defendants for civil conspirac
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-

judment is sought may not rest on allegations of his complaint, but must come fornard with

c----------*..-

%
>.

evidence to contradict the assertion of the moving party and establish a genuine issue of malerial
fact. OEso~zv. JA. Freeman, 117 Idaho 706, 791 P.2d 1285 (1990). Plaintiffs have failed to
produce any fsaud affidavits. Therefore, their fraud claims should be dismissed pursuant to Rule
e--

Finally, Plaillliffs suggest that "infomation . .. will likely be discovered"to support their
misrepresentation claims. (See Plaintiffs' Brief at p. 7.) For that reason, they seek leave to
amend their complaint. This "hope" to discover information in the firture to support a fkaud
claim already asserted violates the requirements of Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 11, which
bj

k k*

provides, in pertinent part, as follows:
The signature of an attorney or party constitutes a certificate . . . that to the best of
the signer's knowledge, information, and belief after reasonable inquiry it is well
grourtded in fact and is warranted by existing law or a good faith argument for
the extension, modification, or reversal of existing law, and that it is not
interposed for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary
delay or needless increase in the cost of litigation. (Emphasis added.)
Rule 11 mandates that any claim alleged in a complaint signed by an attorney be welfgrounded in fact. To the extent Plaintiffs have to rely on unknown facts related to baud to be
discovered in the fulure, their claims against Moving Defendants for fraudulent
misrepresentation or concealment were not well-grounded in fact, at the time the complaint was
filed, in violation o f Rule 11. For that reason alone, this Court should resist Plaintiffs' invitation
to pennit amendment of the complaint to allege such facts as may be discovered at some
unspecified time in the Euture.
This Court should also deny Plaintiffs' alternative request to amend their complaint

-

-

because to do so would be Eutile. Such amendment would not cure any of the legal defects with
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Plaintiffs' misrepresedation and Eraudulent concealment claims outlined above. Even with
amendment, Plaintiffs' misrepresentation claims would be subject to dismissal as a matter of taw
for the reasons stated herein. Therefore
a

nt.
111. CONCLUSION
There is nothing in Idaho law that supports the Plaintiffs' mistaken idea that a claim that

has been barred by the statute of limitations is revived upon the death of the claimant. Rather,
the law is clear that if the claim would have been barred for the claimant at the time of his / her
death, it is also barred as to any wrongful death heirs of that claimant. For this reason, and the
*#

7j

other reasons stated concerning Plaintiffs' other causes of action, Moving Defendants' Motion
for Summary Judgment must be granted and Plaintiffs' complaint against Defendants must be
dismissed.
DATED this q&day of November, 2007

Christopher C. Burke
Jennifer S. Dempsey
Attorneys for CBS Corporation, a Delaware
corporation, W a Viacom Inc., successor by merger
to CBS Corporation, a Pennsylvania corporation,
flWa Westinghouse Electric Corporation and
Ingersoll-Rand Corporation
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1 HEREBY CERTFY that on the
day of November, 2007, a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing instrument was served upon:

1

(208) 522-8547
390 N. Capital Avenue
P.O. Box 1645
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1656

Overnight Delivery

. Patterson Keahey, P.C.
ne Independence Plaza, Suite 612
imingharn, AL 35209

It.3

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
(205) 871-0801
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Email

It.3

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
(208) 232-2499
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Email
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Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Email

Attorneys for Plaintiff
Alan C. Coodmar~
Goodman Law Office
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P.O. Box D
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Attorney for Rupert Iron Works, Inc.
Thomas J. Lyons
Merrill& Merrill
109 N. Arthur, sthFloor
P . 0 . Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991
Attorney for Owens-Illinois h c .
Jackson Schmidt
Pepple Johnson Cantu & Schmidt, PLLC
1218 Third Avenue, Suite 1900
Seattle, WA 98101-3051
Attorney for Owens-Illinois h c .
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Attorneys for A.W. Chesterton Company
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Brassey Wethcrell Crawford & Garrett, LLP
203 Main Street
P.O. Box 1009
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Company
Murray J.("'Jimm)Sorensen
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285 NW Main
P.O. Box 1047
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L. Charles Johnson 111
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I Attorneys for Crown Cork & Seal Company, Inc.
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U.S. Mail
Facsimile
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Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
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U.S. Mail
Facsimile
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Hand Delivery

Howard D. Burnett
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Wawley LLP
333 South Main Street
P.O. Box 100
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Quane Smith LLP
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Attorneys for Defendants Reliance Electric Company
and Rockwell Automation, Inc.
A. Bruce Larson
155 S. 2nd
P.O. Box 6369
Pocatello, ID 83205-6369
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Corporation, Cleaver-Brooks, a Division of AQUA
Chem, Inc.
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Zurn Industries, Inc., and Bullough Abatement, Inc.
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Overnight Delivery
Pofiland, OR 97205

Salt Lake City, UT 84101

Overnight Delivery

702 West Idaho, Suite 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83'701
Attorneys for Defendants NLBCO Inc. & ParkerHannifin

428 Park Avenue
Idaho Falls, IT> 83405-1219

Overnight Delivery

I Attorneys for Defendants Alaskan Copper Works and I
Kelly-Moore Paint Company
Brian Harper
Attorney at Law
161 sthAvenue, Suite 202
P.O. Box 2838
Twin Falls, ID 83303
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U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Email

1 Attorneys for Defendant Guard-Line, Inc.
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a Overnight
Delivery
Email
Attorneys for Defendant Hill Brothers Chemical
Company
Randall L. S c h i t z m d o r Kelly Cameron
And/or Randall L. Schmitz
Perkins Goie LLP
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400
Boise, D 83702-7310
Attorneys for Defendants Crane Company and
Honeywell Corporation
Dan Troeehio
Kirkpatrick Lockhart Nicholson Graham LLP
Henry W. Oliver Building
535 Smithfield Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15211-2312

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
(208) 343-3232
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Email

u U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Hand Delivery
Overnigl~tDelivery
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/ Attorney for Defendant Crane Company

Christopher C. Burke
Jennifer S. Dempsey
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IN THE DISTmCT COXJRT OF THE SIXTH WDICI& DlSTRICT OF THE STATE
OF I D M O , IN AND FOR THE CO
WILLIS EUGENE NORTON, SR.,
Plajntiff,

VS.

GENERAL ELECTRIC, ET AL.,
Defendants.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Case No. CV-2006-2475-PL

MEMO
UM DECISION
and O m E R

)

This case is a products liability action wherein the Plaintiff generally alleges the
Defendants are responsible for the manufacture of asbestos-containing products or machinery to
which the Plaintiff alleges he was exposed.
This matter comes before this Court pursuant to a Motion for Summary Judwent filed
by Bullough Abatement, Inc. ("Bullough") alleging that Bullough, as a defunct Utah corporation,
no longer has the capacity to maintain or defend legal actions. Bullough argues that "a
corporation's capacity to sue or be sued exists for a limited time after dissolution" and that ttbe
complaint here was "'filed outside that limited time period." (Mem. in Supp. of Def. Bullough's
Mot. for S m . J., Oct. 4,2007'2.) As such, Bullough is requesting this Court dismiss the
claims against it with prejudice. (Id.)
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I

This Court heard oral argmcnts regarding this motion on December 10,2007, taking the
case under advisement. After receiving ordl a g m e n t s and reviewing the entire file, including
the briefs filed by cornsel, this Court enters the following Memorandm Decision and.Order.

ISSUE
1.

Whether to grant Bullough%M~tionfor Summary Judgment.
S U M M ~JUDGMENT
Y
STANDARD
OF REVIEW
S m a r y judgment shall be rendered "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on

4

i'

file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact
and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." 1.RC.P. 56(c). The
burden of establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact rests at all times with the
pasty moving for summary judgment. Tingley v. Harrison, 125 Idaho 86, 89, 867 P.2d 960,963
(1994). This Court liberally construes the record in favor ofthe party opposing the motion and
draws all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor. Friel v. Boise City Hous.
Auth., 126 Idaho 484,485,887 P.2d 29,30 (1994). If the evidence reveals no disputed issues of

material fact, then s

w judgment should be granted. Loomis v. City ofHailey, 119 Idaho

If the moving party challenges an element of the non-moving party's case on the basis
that no genuine issue of material fact exists, the burden now shifts to the non-moving party to
come forward with sufficient evidence to create a genuine issue of fact. Tingley, 125 Idaho at 90,
867 P.2d at 964. S w a r y judgment is properly granted in favor of the moving party when the
nonmoving party fails to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case upon
Memorandum Decision and Order
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which that party bears the burden of proof at trial. Thornson, 126 Idaho at 530-3 1,887 P.2d at
1037-38; Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102,765 P,2d 126, 127 (1988). The p a t y opposing the
s u m judment
~
motion "may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of that party's
pleadings, but the party's response, by afldavi& or as othemise provided in this rule, must set.
r

forth specz9c facts showing fhal there is a genuine issuefor trial." I.R.C.P. 56(e) (emphasis

~d

added).

1.

Bullough is not amenable to suit, as the Plaintiff failed to File his lawsuit within the
applicable time frame.
The laws of the state under which the corporation was organized determine whether a

dissolved corporation bas the legal capacity to defend a suit. O@a. Natural Gas Co. v. Okla.,
273 U.S. 257,259-60 (1927) ("[IJf the life of the corporation is to continue even only for
litigating purposes it is necessary that there should be some statutory authority for the
prolongation. The matter is really not procedural or controlled by the rules of the court in which
the litigation pends. It concerns the fundamental law of the corporation enacted by the state
which brought the corporation into being."). The Idaho Supreme Court has long recognized that
rule, finding that Idaho law c m o t govern the legal capacity of foreign corporations organized in
other states. Specifically,that court stated: "It must be conceded that it is beyond the power of
the state to forfeit or extend the corporate existence of a foreign corporation. [Idaho] can exercise
no power or control over the corporation as such." Jennings v. Idaho Ry., Light & Power Co., 26
Idaho 703, 146 P. 101, 103 (1915). Thus, since the laws of the state under which a corporation is
Memorandum Decision and Order
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org&zed govern the question of whether a dissolved corporation has legal capacity to defend
suits, Utah law dictates Bullough" legal capacity to be sued. As such, this Court must turn to
the relevant Utah corporate survival statutes.
->

i

Gosporate survival statutes are so named because such laws permit dissolved corporations
to sue or be sued, giving life to claims that would otherwise be extinwished as a dissolved
corporat;ion is not an entity that can be sued. 19 AM. JUR.2~ Corporalions $2428 (2007).
These statutes allow a limited time to commence legal claims against a dissolved corporation,
terminating a corporation's capacity to be sued beyond the prescribed survival period, effectively
ending a corporation's existence for litigation purposes. See Deere & Cu. v. JPS Dev., Inc., 2264
Ga.App. 672,673,592 S.E.2d 175, 176-77 (Ga. Ct-App. 2003); Can. Ace Brewing Co. v.
Anheiser-Busch Inc., 448 F-Supp. 769,772 (N.D. Ill. 1978).
The relevant Utah corporate survival statute is found in Utah's Revised Business
Corporation Act at rj 16-10a-1407 (2006). That statute, as amended effective May 1,2006,
provides seven years from the date of dissolution to commence a lawsuit against a dissolved
corporation that did not publish notice. In pertinent part rj 16-10-a-1407 states:
(I)

.- (3)

A dissolved corporation may publish notice of its dissolution and request
that persons with claims against the corporation present them in
accordance with the notice.
If the dissolved corporation publishes a newspaper notice in accordance
with Subsection (2), then unless sooner barred under Section 16-10a-1406
or under any other statute limiting actions, the claim of any claimant
against the dissolved corporation is barred unless the claimant comenees
an action to enforce the claim against the dissolved corporation within five
years after the publication date of the notice.
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(4)(a) For pwoses of this section, "clajm'beans any claim, including claims of
this state, whc&er know, due or to become due, absolute or con~gentc,
liquidated or diquidated, founded on contract, tort, or otlier legal basis,
or othedse.

...

(5)

If a dissolved coqoration does not publish a newspaper notice in
accordance with Subsec~onf2), then d e s s sooner bmed under Section
16-10a-1406 or under any other statute limiting actions, the claim of my
claimant apinst the dissolved corporation is barred udess the claimmt
es an a c ~ o nto enforce the claim against the dissolved
c o v m ~ o nwithin seven yeas after the date the corporation was
dissolved.

UTAHCODEANN. $ 16-1%- 1407 (West 2006).
In this case, it is undisputed that Bullough was dissolved by the Statc of Utah in 1993
after Bullough failed to publish notice of its dissolution. (See Ex. A, Bullough Abatement, h~.,
Corporate History, attached to Mem. in Supp. of Dcf. Bullough's Mot, for S u m . J., p. 00088.)
The Statc of Utah issued a certificate of h v o l m t v dissolution on March 1, 1993, dissolvhg
Bullough for failure to file a renewal. The current version of Utah's corporate extension statute,
as set forth above and effective May 1,2006, provides seven years after the date of dissolution, to
commence a lawsuit against a dissolved corporation that fails to publish notice. Thus, Bullough
lost capacity to sue or be sued on March 1,2000 - seven years after the company was &ssolved.
This lawsuit was filed against Bullough on June 3,2006, and served upon Bullough on October
26,2006, after the relevant corporate survival statute became effective. Thus, under a plain
reading of subsection five (5) of Utah's corporate survival statute, the Norton claim against
Bullough is untimely and therefore barred.
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In hrs Response in Opposition to Bu110ugb7sMotion for S m a r y Judgment, the Plaintiff
argues that "[tlhe date to use in detemining the applicable version of the Utah Corporate
-

S ~ v aSla b t e is the date Bullough was involm&ly dissolved by the State of Utah, March I,

t

1993."(Pl.'s

Resp. in Oppb to Def. Bullou& Abatement, Inc.'s Mot. for S m . J. ("Pl.'s Resp.

in Opp'n"'), Nov. 26,2007,2.) According to the Plaintiff, the version of the relevant statute in
place at that time "pemiBed persons to sue dissolved entities who did not publish their
disso1ution"and included "no time limit in which a defunct entity could be sued." (Id.)
However, the date of dissolution does not govern here. Rather, the law that was in effect at the
time the lawsuit was filed is relevant. In this case, the lawsuit was undisputedly filed after the

Utah legislature passed the current version of the corporate survival statute, which law provides a
seven-year window fiom the date of dissolution to file a claim against a defunct corporation that
did not publish a newspaper notice.
Additionally, the Plaintiff argues that "application of the Utah Corporate Survival Statute
to bar personal injury claims violates" provisions of both the Utah and Idaho constitutions.
However, the Plaintiff failed to provide analysis or authority in support of that argument. As
such, this Court declines to consider those issues and rejects the PlaintifFs arguments regarding
the constitutionality of the relevant Utah law. See Meisner v. Potlatch Gorp., 131 Idaho 258,
263,954 P.2d 676,681 (1998) ("This Court will not consider issues cited on appeal that are not
supported by propositions of law, authority or argument . . . .").
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Based on the foregoing, this Court hereby G M T S Bullough's Motion for S
k

w

q

J u d w n t . Under Utah law, a dissolved corporation maintains its capacity to d e f d a legal

i?

action for a limited mount of time. In this case, the P l h ~ had
E until March 1,2003, to file his
claim - seven years from the date of dissolution. However, the claim was not filed until June of
2006. Thus, the Plaintiff's claim was undisputedly filed outside of .the allowable time frame and

is therefore barred. The Norton claims against Bullough are hereby DISMISSED with prejudice.

IT IS SO ORDEWD,
%

Dated this

2 %day of January, 2008.
DISTmCT JUDGE
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Gary T. Dance. ISB No. 1513
Lee Radford, ISB No. 57 19
Benjamin G. Ritchie, ISB No. 7210
~/IC)FF'AV,
THOMAS,
BARRETT,
ROCK8L
FIELDS,
CHARTERED
4 12 West Center
Post Office Box 8 1'7
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
Telephone (208) 233-2001
Facsimile (208) 232-01 50
gtdamoffatt. corn
klr@moffatt.com
bcr@mo ffatt.com
19558.0003
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Attorneys for Defendant, Sterling Fluid Systems (USA), LLC
[Improperly Sued as Sterling Fluid
Systems (Peerless Pumps)]

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF DAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
MILDRED CASTORENA, indlvldually and as
spouse and personal representative of the Estate of
Ted Castorena; ALENE STOOR, md~viduallyand
as spouse and personal representative of the Estate
of John D. Stoor; STEPHANIE BRANCH,
indivldually and as spouse and personal
representative of the Estate of Robert Branch, Jr.;
ROBERT L. HRONEK; MARLENE KISLING,
indivldually and as spouse and personal
representatwe of the Estate of William D. Frasure;
and NORMAN L. DAY,

Case No. CV-2006-2474-PI
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID
SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S
[IMPROPERLY SUED AS STERLING
FLUID SYSTEMS (PEERLESS
PUMPS)] MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

Plaintiffs,
VS.

GENERAL ELECTRIC; AMERIVENT SALES,
INC.; ALASKAN COPPER W O K S ;
AMERIVENT SALES, INC.; ANCHOR
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(PEERLESS PUMPS)] MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION-1

COMPANY; BARITT S T E M SPECIALTY CO.;
BECI4TEL aikia: SEQUOIA VENTUWS;
BECHTEL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, ING.;
BULLOUCH ABATEMENT, INC.; BELL &
GOSSETT; CERTAINTEED CORPORATION;
CLEAVER-BROOKS, a d~visronof AQUA
CHEM, INC.; COOPER GROUSE-HmS;
COOPER INDUSTRTES CRANE CO.; G R O W
CORK & SEAL COMPANY, INC.; CUTLER
HAMMER, INC.; E B O W CONSTRUCTION
GO., INC.; EMERSON ELECTRIC CO.;
FAIRBAmS MORSE PUMP COWOMTION;
FMC COWORATION (I-IAMER); FOSTER
WHEELER COMPANY; GARLOCK
INCORPORATED; GOULD INCORPOMTED;
COULDS PUMPS TRADING GORP.; GUARDLINE, INC.; HENRY VOGT MACHINE, GO.;
HILL BROTHERS; HONEYWELL, INC.; M O
INDUSTRIES; m U S T R I A L HOLDING
CORPORATION; ITT INDUSTRIES, NC.;
INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY; JOHNSTON
PUMPS; KELLY-MOORE PAINT COMPANY,
INC.; PILKINGTON NORTH AMERICAN, INC.
fllda LIBBY -OWENS FORD;
METROPOLOITAN LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY;NIBCO, INC a/Ma NORTHERN
INDIANA BRASS CO.; NORDSTROM VALVE
COMPANY; OBIT INDUSTRIES, INC.;
OWENS-ILLINOIS, INC.; P &, H CRANES a/Ma
HARNISCHFEGOR CORPORATION;
PARAMOUNT SUPPLY COMPANY; PAUL
ROBERTS MACHINE SUPPLY DIVISION;
ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY INC. f/Wa
POCATELLO SUPPLY, INC.; PROKO
INDUSTRIES, INC.; PROKO INDUSTRIES,
INC.; RAPID AMERICAN; RELIANCE
ELECTRIC MOTORS; ROCKWELL
AUTOMATION, INC.; RUPERT IRON WORKS;
SACOMA-SIERRA; SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC
SNEPARD NILES, mTC.;SIEMENS ENERGY &
AUTOMATION, INC.; STEEL WEST, INC.;
STERLING FLUID SYSTEM (PEERLESS
PUMPS); UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION;
UNION PACFIC RAILROAD; VIACOM, INC.;
WARREN PUMPS, INC.; WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC CORPORATION; ZURN
INDUSTRIES, INC.,
Defendants.
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COMES NOW, defendant Sterling Fluid Systems (USA) LLC ("Sterliiig"), by
and through undersigned counsel, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 1 l(a)(2)(B), and
hereby submits its Motion for Reconsideration of the Court's January 28, 2008 decision of
defendants Westinghouse's and Ingersoll-Rand's Motion for Summary Judgment regarding
Plaintiffs Stoor, Frasure, and Branch. This Motion is Supported by Sterling's Memorandum in
Support of Motion for Reconsideration and the Court's record.
DATED this

9'

day of February, 2008.
M O F F A THOMAS,
~,
BARRETT,
ROCK&
FIELDS,CHARTERED

Lee Radford - Of the Finn
Attorneys for Defendant,
Sterling Fluid Systems (USA), LLC

\qrq
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CERTIFICATE OF ERVICE

$

I WEEBY CERTIFY that on this
day of February, 2008, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA)
LLC'S [IMPROPEUU SUED AS S T E m I N G FLUID SYSTEMS (PEERLESS PUMPS)]
MOTION FOR =CONSIDERATION to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
James C . Arnold
PETERSEN,
PARKINSON
& ARNOLD,
PLLC
P.O. Box 1645
Idaho Falls, ID 83403- 1645
Facsimile: (208) 522-8547

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

b)Facsimile
e-mail

\)

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
\

I:

C. Patterson Keahey
Courtney Sach
G. PATTERSON
KEAHEY,
P.C.
One Independence Plaza, Suite 6 12
Birmingham, AL 35209
Facsimile: (205) 871-0801

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

\b

e-mail

\)

Attorneys for Pluintgfs
Thomas J. Lyons
MERRILL
& MERRILL
CHARTERED
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991
Facsimile: (208) 232-2499
Jackson Schmidt
PLLC
PEPPLE
JOHNSON
CANTU&; SCHMIDT,
1900 Seattle Tower Building
1218 Third Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98 101
Facsimile: (206) 625- 1627

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

\(1)e-mail

\)

e-mail

Attorneys for Defendant Owens-Illiaois Inc.
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David H, Maguire
David R. Ksess
~ ~ A G U I RBLEKRESS
P.O. Box 4758
Pocatello, ID 83205-4758
Facsimile: (208) 232-5 18I

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

\L)e-mail

Aftornclysfor Defendants A.
Chesterton
Compasz)?and Sj~epardNiles, Iac.

-*

4

\"-

W. Marcus W. Nye
John A. Bailey, Jr.
RACINEOLSONNYEBUDGE& BAILEY
CHARTERED
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391
Facsimile: (208) 232-6 109

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

,-mail

A t t o r n e ~ ~ ~Defendant
for
Advanced Industrial
Szkpply lac. f/Wa Pocatello Supply, Inc.)
G O U rt~c.
~ ~
Gould Pumps Tmdiring Gorp.
John A. Bailey, Jr.
RACINE
OLSONNYEBUDGE& BAILEY
CHARTERED
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, ID 83204-1 391
Facsimile: (208) 232-6 109

(
(
(
(

\)

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

e-mail

Attortzeys for Could Incorporated and
CouM Pumps Trading Corp.
M. Jim Sorensen
BLASERSORENSEM
& HANSENCHARTERED
P.O. Box 1047
Blackfoot, ID 8322 1
Facsimile: (208) 785-7080

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
) e-mail

Attorneys for Defendant Steel West, Inc.

/qY&
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Ghristopller P. Graham
BRASSEY
WETI-IERELL
CRAWFORD
& GARRETT
P . 0 . Box 1009
Boise, ID 53702
\)
Facsimile: (208) 344-7077

( ) U.S, Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Ovemigbt Mail
( ) Facsimile

e-mail

Attornej~sfor Defendant Garlock Incorporated,
A~zchorPackzng C o i p a n j ~nizd Fairbunks Morse
P z r v Corporalson
A. Bruce Larson
Horizon Plaza, Suite 225
P.O. Box 6369
Pocatello, ID 83205-6369
Facsimile: (208) 478-7602
Attor~eys
for Deferzdants
/TTIndzistries, Inc.,
P & H Cranes (P$H Mining Equipmerzt, k c . )
and Cleaver-Brooks

L. Charles Johnson I11
P.O. Box 1725
Pocatello, ID 83204
Facsimile: (208) 232-9 161

\

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

e-mail

\:)

<

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
e-mail

Attorneysfor Defeizdant Crown Cork & Seal
Company
Gary L. Cooper
COOPER
& LARSEN
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 832059-4229
Facsimile: (208) 235- 1 182
Andrew Grade
M. Mattingly
Steven V. Rizzo
STEVEN
V. RIZZO,PC
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350
Portland, Oregon 97205
Facsimile: (503) 229-0630

(
(
(
(

) U S . Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

e-mail

\)

(
(
(
(

\G

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) e-mail
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C. Timothy Hopkins
Steven K. Brow11
HoPKINs RODENCROCKETT
HANSEN
& HOOPES
P.O. Box 51219
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1219
Facsimile: (208) 523-4474

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

Attorney for DefencrEants Kelly Moore Paint
computz),

Alan C. Goodman
GOODMAN
LAWOFFICE
CHARTERED
P.O. Box D
Rupert, ID 83350
Facsimile: (208) 436-4837

\

(
(
(
(
(

\

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) e-mail
) e-mail

Attorneysfor Defenciartzt Rupert Iron Wbrks

Christopher C. Burke
GREENBANDUCCI
SIHOEMAKER
PA
950 W. Bannock, Suite 900
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile: (208) 3 19-260

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

Attorneys for Ingersoll-Rand Corporation,
and CBSf/k/n Viaconz, Inc. f/Wa
Westinghouse Electric Covporatiorz

Donald F. Carey
Robert D. Williams
QUANESMITH,LLP
2325 West Broadway, Suite B
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-2948
Facsimile: (208) 529-0005

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) e-mail

Attorneys for Defendant Steel West, Inc.,
Babbitt Steam Specialty Cor~zpany
Reliance Electric Motors and Rochwell
Autornation. Inc.
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Howard D. Burnett

(
(
(
(
(

HAWLEY TROXELL
ENNIS& HAWLEY LLP

333 South Main Street
P.Q. Box 100
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
Facsimile: (208) 233-1 304

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) e-mail

Attorneyzfor Defendant Eaton ElectricaE h c .
$IWa Cutler-Hammer Ine.f
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overni&t Mail

Donald J. Farley
Dana I-lerberholz
Hall, Farley, Obenecht & Blanton, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Susite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585

e-mail

A ttornepfor NIBCO, Inc., a/& Nbrkhern
I~dianaBrass

Brian D. Harper
Attorney-at-Law
161 5th Avenue S
P.O. Box 2838
Twin Falls, ID 83303
Facsimile: (208) 734-4753

(
(
(
(
\)

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

e-mail

Attorneys for Defendaizt Guai-&Line, Inc.
Michael W. Moore
Steven R. Kraft
Moore, Baskin & Elia LLP
1001 W. Idaho, Suite 400
P.O. Box 6756
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile: (208) 336-703 1

,

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

Attorneys for Defendant Hill Brothers Chemical
Company
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Richard G. Boardman
Randall E. Schmitz
PEKK~NS
COIELLP
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400
Boise, ID 83702-73 10
Facsimile: (208) 343-3232

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered

( ) Ovenlight Mail
) Via e-mail

Attorneysfor Noneywell, Ine.

pi

Kevin J. Scanlan
Dai~aHerberholz
HALL,FARLEY,
OBERECWT&. BLANTON,
P.A.
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
) Via e-mail

\

\""

,4ttorizeysfor Parker-Haiznzfin Corporation, n
non-party, sewed as "Parker-Hannifin
Corporation f/Wa Sacomn-Sierra, D$s. "

Lee Radford
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Gary T. Dance, ISB No. 1513
Lee Radford, ISB No. 5719
Benjamin C. Ritcliie, ISB No. 72 10
MOFFATT,THOMAS,
BARRETI-,
ROCK&
FIELDS,CHARTERED
412 West Center
Post Office Box 8 1 7
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
Telephoxie (208) 233-200 1
Facsimile (208) 232-01 50
gtd@mo ffatt.coin
Itlr@moffatt.com
bcr@moffatt.com
19558.0003
Attorneys for Defendant, Sterling Fluid Systems (USA), LLC
[Improperly Sued as Sterling Fluid
i?
Systems (Peerless Pumps)]
fa,

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
MILDRED CASTORENA, ~ndlvlduaIIyand as
spouse and personal representative of the Estate of
Ted Castorena; ALENE STOOR, lndivldually and
as spouse and personal representatwe of the Estate
of John D. Stoor; STEPHANIE BRANCH,
rndividually and as spouse and personal
representative of the Estate of Robert Branch, Jr.;
ROBERT L. HRONEK; M m E N E KISLINC,
individually and as spouse and personal
representative of the Estate of William D. Frasure;
a d NORMAN L. DAY,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2006-2474-PI
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID
SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF'
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
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VS.

GENERAL ELECTRIC; AMERIVENT SALES,
INC.; ALASKAN COPPER WORKS;
AMERIVENT SALES, INC.; ANCHOR
PACKING COMPANY; A.W. CHESTERTON
COMPANY; BABITT STEAM SPECIALTY CO.;
BECHTEL aMa: SEQUOIA VENTURES;
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BECHTEL CONSTRUCTION GOMPANU, WC.;
BULLOUGH ALEIATEMEW, rr\tC.; BELL &
GOSSETT; CERTAMTEED C O W O U T I O N ;
CLEAVER-BROOKS, a div~stonof AQUA
CHEM, INC.; COOPER CROUSE-HNDS;
COOPER INDUSTRIES CRANE CO.; C R O W
CORK. 2% SEAL COMPANY, INC.; CUTLER
HAMMER, INC.; EBONY CONSTRUCTION
CO., ING.; EMERSON ELECTRIC CO.;
FAIRBANKS MORSE PUMP COWOMTION;
FMC C O W O U T I O N (HAMER); FOSTER
WHEELER COMPAW; GARLOCK
INCOWORATED; GOULD WCORTORhTED;
COULDS PUMPS TRADING CORP.; GUARDLINE, INC.; HENRY VOGT MACHINE, CO.;
HILL BROTIERS; HONEYWELL, INC.; LMO
N U S T R I E S ; m U S T R I A L HOLDING
CORPORATION; ITT INDUSTRIES, INC.;
INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY; JOHNSTON
PUMPS; KELLY-MOORE PAINT COMPANY,
INC.; PILKINGTON NORTH AMENCAN, INC.
fMa LIBBY-OWENS FORD;
METROPOLOITAN LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY;NIBCO, INC alkia NORTHERN
INDIANA BRASS CO.; NORDSTROM VALVE
COMPANY; OBIT INDUSTRIES, INC.;
OWENS-ILLMOIS, INC.; P & H CRANES d d a
HARNISCHFECOR CORPORATION;
PARAMOUNT SUPPLY COMPANY; PAUL
ROBERTS MACHINE SUPPLY DIVISION;
ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY INC. f/k/a
POCATELLO SUPPLY, IXC.; PROKO
INDUSTRIES, ING.; PROKO DJDUSTRIES,
N C . ; RAPID AMERICAN; RELIANCE
ELECTRIC MOTORS; ROCKWELL
AUTOMATION, INC.; RUPERT IRON WORKS;
SACOMA-SIERRA; SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC
SWEPARD NILES, INC.; SIEMENS ENERGY &
AUTOMATION, INC.; STEEL WEST, INC.;
STERLING FLUID SYSTEM (PEERLESS
PUMPS); UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION;
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD; VIACOM, INC.;
WARREN PUMPS, INC.; WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC CORPORATION; ZURN
INDUSTRIES, INC.,
Defendants.
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On January 28,2008, the Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order, in
d Idaho wronghf death statute and found that it did not
which it reviewed and i x ~ t e ~ r e t ethe
contain "condition precedent" language. The Court found that Idaho Code $ 5-3 11 does not
contain the '"condition precedent" language found in other wrongfir1 death statutes allowing &he
heirs to maintain an action for tvrongful death only "whenever tlze wrovlsful act wocrtd izuve
erttitfed the person injzrred to maintuits art action gdeatiz had not ensued." Menzorandum

Decisio~zctnct Order, at 14. Based on this finding, the Court concluded that "there is no condition

+

f,
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precedent bar" to the wrongful death claims of Alene Stoor, Stephanie Branch, and Marlene
Icisling. As a result, the Court denied defendants' motions for summary judgment against these
plaintiffs.
This conclusion is the opposite of the law established by the Idaho Supreme
Court. Contrary to the Court's ruling, the Idaho Supreme Court has ruled that the Idaho
wrongful death statute found at Idaho Code 5 5-3 11 must be read as if it expressly contained the
condition precedent language. In Helgeson v. Powell, 54 Idaho 667, 34 P.2d 957 (1934), the
Idaho Supreme Court wrote:
Thus it will be seen that by the construction this court has placed
on said statute, it has the same force and effect, by implication, as
if it expressly contained the provision, "Wltertever the wrort&ul
act would have entitled tlze person injured to maintain art action
ifdeatlz Izad rzot etzsued."
Id., 54 Idaho at 678, 34 P.2d at 961 (emphasis added).
The Court cowectly looked to the wording of Idaho Code

5 5-3 11, but the Idaho

Supreme Court has required that Idaho courts read the words of this statute as if it "expressly
contained" this key provision. Because the Court's opinion did not cite to or recognize this
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important directive frorn the Idaho Supreme Court, the Court must reconsider its dccisioil
denying surnrnary judgment to the defendants.

PROCEDUML BACKGROUND
On November 8, 2007, defendants Westinghouse and Ingersoll-Rand moved for
sumrnary judgment, requesting that the Goul-t dismiss Alene Stoor, Stephanie Branch, and
hdarlene Kisling frorn this lawsuit. Each of these plaintiffs is the named personal representative
for a deceased individual. They allege that their decedents contracted asbestos related diseases
from exposure from the various defer-rdants' products and that those diseases caused the
decedents ' deaths.
In its motion, Westinghouse and Ingersoll-Rand explained that the plaintiffs'
decedents were aware of their alleged asbestos related conditions more than two years before
their deaths. As such the decedents had no cause of action for personal injuries at the time of
their deaths. Westinghouse and Ingersoll-Rand argued that because the decedents had no cause

of action at the time of their deaths, their heirs were barred from bringing wrongful death actions
pursuant to the condition precedent rule.
On November 16, 2007, Sterling Fluid Systems (USA), LLC, along with a
majority of the other defendants, filed a joinder to Westinghouse's and Ingersoll-Rand's motion.
On December 10,2007, the Court heard oral arguments on the motion.
On January 28,2008, the Court issued its decision. The Court began its analysis
by stating that the decedents' causes of action for personal injuries had expired more than two
years before their deaths. Memornizdurn Decision and Order pp. 10- 12. The Court then went on
to determine whether the expiration of the decedents' causes of action acted as a bar to the
claims of the wrongful death plaintiffs.
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The onIy case on point held that the condition precedent rule required the
dismissal of a \vrongful death plaintiffskause of action if the decedent could not have brought
the claim at the time of death. Adams v. Armstrorzg World Indus., Ine., 596 F.Supp. 1407, 1412,
14 14 (D. Idaho 1984), rev 'd on ofher grou~zL7rSsub Y I O ~fiters
.
v. Armstrorzg WurM frzdzds., IIZC.,

773 F.2d 238 (9th Cir. 1985). The Adanas case determined that the Idaho Supreme Court would
bar such expired claims.

;*;

1

Rather than follow An'nms, the Court went directly to an interpretation of the
wrongful death statute. This analysis proceeded in three steps:
First, the Court looked to the statute. The Court stated that "the
first step is to turn to the relevant statutory language for guidance."
The Court quoted Idaho Code 9 5-3 11 and ibund that its language
was "plain and unambiguous." Memorandum Decision and Order
p. 14.
Second, the Court found that there was no condition precedent
language in Idaho's wrongful death statute. Id. It noted that many
other states' wrongful death statutes contain the condition
precedent language. Id. It quoted Adams for the proposition that
"Idalio Code 4 5-3 11 does not contain the proviso" containing the
condition precedent language. Id.
Iiz conclusion, the Court held that because the statute does not

contain the condition precedent language, it would not apply the
condition precedent rule to the plaintiffs' causes of action for
wrongf~ildeath. Id. pp. 14-15.
Based on this reasoning, the Court denied defendants' motion for summary j u d p e n t regarding
the wrongful death claims.
The second step of the Court's analysis was erroneous. Instead, the Idaho
Supreme Court has directed the Court to read Idaho Code 5 5-3 11 as if it contained the conditioli
precedent language. For this reason, Sterling now moves the Court to reconsider its decision
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regarding the application of the condition precedent rule based upon various courts' 100 year
tnterpretation of the Idaho wrongful death act.

LEGAL S T A N D A m
Idaho Rule Civil Procedure I 1 (a)(2)(B) states:
A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders ofthe trial
court rnay be made at any time before the entry of final judgment
but not later than fourteen (14) days after the entry of the final
judgment. A motion for reconsideration of any order of the trial
court made after entry of final judgment may be filed within
fourteen (14) days from the entry of such order; provided, there
shall be no motion for reconsideration of an order of the trial court
entered on any motion filed under h l e s 50(a), 52(b), 55(c), 59(a),
59(e), 59.1,6O(a), or 60(b).
"The decision to grant or deny a request for reconsideration generally rests in the sound
discretion of the trial court." Carnell v. Barker Mgmt. lizc., 137 Idabo 322, 329,48 P.3d 651,
658 (2002). A party is not required to submit new facts in order for the Court to consider a
motion for reconsideration. Johrzson v. Larnbros, 143 Idaho 468, 147 P.3d 100, 103-105 (Ct.

ARGUMENT
The Court ruled that (I) because Idaho's wrongful death statute is plain and
unambiguous, and (2) because Idaho's wrongful death statute does not contain the condition
precedent language, the conclusion is that there is no condition precedent rule. However, this
conclusion is erroneous because it ignores the directive in Helgeson v. Powell, 54 Idaho 667, 34
P.2d 957 (1934), to read the wrongful death statute as if it contained the condition precedent
language. This conclusion is also erroneous because it ignores 100 years of Idaho Supreme
Court precedent regarding the condition precedent rule. By the Court's analysis, if the statute
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contains the condition precedent language, the wongful death claims of the plaintiffs must be
dismissed.

I.

IDAIiO'S WRONGFUL DEATH STATUTE INCLUDES THE CONDITION
PRECEDENT RULE.
The Idaho Supreme Court has clearly explained that it is a requirement for a

wrongful death action in Idaho that the decedent had a valid claim against the defendant. If the
r

;"

decedent did not have a valid claim at the time of death, then the wrongful death action is barred.
A.

Idaho's Wrongful Death Statute Is Based on Lord Campbell" Act, Which
Contains the Condition Precedent Rule.
"The Lord Campbell's Act was enacted by the English parliament in 1846,

creating the cause of action for wrongful death." Hogan v. Hermann, 101 Idaho 893, 897,623
P.2d 900,904 (1980) (Bistline, J., dissenting in part concurring in part). Idaho's wrongful death
statute was based on Lord Campbell's Act. Idaho Code 5 5-31 l(1) states:
When the death of a person is caused by the wrongful act or
neglect of another, his or her heirs or personal representatives on
their behalf may maintain an action for damages against the person
causing the death, or in case of the death of such wrongdoer,
against the personal representative of such wrongdoer, whether the
wrongdoer dies before or after the death of the person injured. If
any other person is responsible for any such wrongful act or
neglect, the action may also be maintained against such other
person, or in case of his or her death, his or her personal
representatives.
(2007). The Idaho wrongful death statute was modeled after Lord Campbell's Act, the original
model for all wrongful death acts. See S'rouse v. Magee, 46 Idaho 622,627,269 P. 993 ( 1928).
Lord Campbell's Act included the "condition precedent" that the decedent must
have been able to bring an action "if Death had not ensued." Lord Campbell's Act stated:
That whensoever the Death of a Person shall be caused by
wrongful Act, Neglect, or Default, and the Act, Neglect, or Default
is suclz as would (if Death had not ensued) have e~ztitledtlze
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shall be liable to
an Action for Darnages, notwithstanding the Death of the person
injured, and although the Death shall have been caused under such
Circumstances as amount in Law to Felony.
Bevan

1).

Vassar Farms, Inc., 117 Idaho 1038, 1039 n.l, 793 P.2d 712,713 n.l (1990) (emphasis

added). Lord Campbell's Act states that recovery is possible only where the defendant "would

-

i

g

have been liable if Death had not ensued." Bevarz, 117 Idaho at 1039 n. 1, 793 P.2d at 71 3 n. 1.

Z
i
,

Lord Campbell's Act also allows recovery only if the claim is "such as would (if Death had not
ensued) have entitled the Party injured to maintain an action and recover Damages in respect
thereof." Id. Pursuant to that Act, heirs of a decedent could not bring an action for wrongful
death unless the decedent could have successfully maintained an action for the wrongful act had
death not ensued.

B.

The Idaho Supreme Court Interprets Idaho's Wrongful Death Statute to
Contain the Condition Precedent Language.
Even though Idaho's wrongful death statute does not expressly contain the

condition precedent language found in Lord Campbell's Act, the Idaho Supreme Court has
repeatedly explained that the Idaho statute must be read as if it contained the same condition
precedent language found in Lord Campbell's Act.
1.

Northern Pacific Railway Co. v. Adams

Idaho's approach to the condition precedent rule began in an Idaho case decided
by the United States Supreme Court in 1904, over a century ago. In Northern Paczfic Railway
Co. v. Adanzs, 192 U.S. 440 (1904)' the United States Supreme Court found that Idaho's statute
contained a condition precedent rule, by ruling that there cannot be "two different measures of
obligation," one for the decedent and another for the heirs of the decedent.
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In Northert.~PacEJic Rail~vuy,a passenger on a railroad car was given a free ticket

in exchange for a waiver of any liability for any wrongful act on the part of the railroad company
or its employees, The passenger was moving from car to car and somehow fell out of the train
and was killed near Hope, Idaho. His heirs brought a wrongful death action against the railroad
conlpany in federal district court. The United States Supreme Court found that the railroad
company owed no duty to the passenger because of the passenger's waiver of liability for the

ii

i\

i".

free passage. The Court- held that because the passenger could not have successfully sued the
railroad, the heirs had no cause of action under Idaho's wrongful death statute. Northerr2 Pac~fle,
192 U.S. at 440-441.
The United States Supreme Court ruled that ''[ilf there be no omission of duty to
the decedent, his heirs have no claim." Northern Pacific, 192 U.S. at 449. In other words, the
United States Supreme Court held that the claim of the wrongful death claimants could not be
larger or more extensive than the claim of the decedent:
They [the heirs] claim under him [the decedent], and thev can
recover onlv in case Ize could Izuve recovered daizzages Izad he izot
been killed, but only injrrred. Tlze company is not under two
different measures of obligation - one to tlze passenger attd
anotlter to Izis heirs. If it discharges its full obligation to the
passenger, his heirs have no right to compel it to pay damages.

Northern PaczJic Railway Go., 192 U.S. at 450 (emphasis added).
Over a century ago, the United States Supreme Court interpreted Idaho's
wrongful death statute to contain the requirement that the wrongful death heirs can recover
against a defendant only if the decedent could have recovered against the defendant if he had not
died. This requirement is part of the statute, and cannot be ignored. Because the decedent could
not have brought an action against the defendant, the wrongful death heirs also cannot bring an
action against the defendant.
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In 1928, the Idaho Supreme Court followed Northern Paczfic and again adoptcd
the "condition precedent" language into the wrongful death statute. The case of Sprozcse v.
Magee, 46 Idaho 622,269 P. 993 (19281, was a wrongful death action brought by a husband and
father on behalf of his minor children arising out of the death of his wife due to the alleged
malpractice of a physician. The defendant physician alleged that the husband was contributorily
negligent. The attorneys for the children argued that the contributory negligence of the father
should not limit their recovery. However, the father's contributory negligence would have
limited the wife's claim if she had survived. Again, the question centered on whether the
children's rights were broader than the decedent's rights.
The Idaho Supreme Court relied on Northern Paczfic Railway Co. v. Adants, 192
U.S. 440 (1904), in holding that the children could recover only if their decedent mother could
have recovered if she had not died, but had only been injured. 269 P. at 994. The Idaho
Supreme Court explained that while this "condition precedent" rule is not expressly found in the
Idaho act, it is nevertheless implied into the wrongful death statute:
Under Lord Campbell's Act, the original model for all statutes
giving a cause of action for so-called death by wrongful act, the
act, neglect, or default must have been such as would have entitled
the party injured to maintain an action therefor if death had not
ensued. . . . Wlzile this linzitafioiz or condition upolz tlze
maiizte~zanceo f tlze action is not included irt tlze Idaho act, . . . no
case lias been found in wlziclz it has not been implied.

Sprouse, 46 Idaho at 627, 269 P. at 994 (emphasis added). The Court found that the district court
had properly instructed the jury to apply the husband's contributory negligence against the
children, just as it would have applied to the wife had she not died.
3.

Helgeson v. Powell
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In 1934, the Idaho Supreme Court again ruled that the Idaho wrongful death
statute must be read as if it expressly co~itaincdthe condition precedent language. In f-lelgeson v.
Powell, 54 Idaho 667, 34 P.2d 957 (1934), the decedent was killed in an altercation with a police
officers in Fremont County. One of the issues on appeal was whether the Sheriffs' bondsmen
and the two sureties could be liable for wrongful death. The bondsmen and sureties argued that

because the condition precedent language was missing from the Idaho wrongful death statute,
they could not be held liable. Helgeson, 54 Idaho at 676-677, 34 P.2d at 959-961. The Court
cited the Nbrthern Pacific Railway Co and Sprouse decisions, and held:
l h u s it will be seen tlzat by the constructiorz this court hasplaced
on said statute, it Izas the same force and effect, by itplicatioiz,
as &Titexpressly contairied tlze provisiotz, "Wltenever the
wrongful act would have entitled tlze Qersorz injured to maintairz
an actiotz i f death had izot ensued. "

Id., 54 Idaho at 678, 34 P.2d at 961 (emphasis added). In the Helgeson case, the condition
precedent rule benefited the heirs of the decedent, by presewing the decedent's right of action.
The E-felgeson case emphasizes that the wrongful death statute must be read "as if it expressly
contained" the condition precedent language. Because of Helgeson, the Court must interpret the
wrongful death statute as if it contained the language: "Whenever the wrongful act would have
entitled the person injured to maintain an action if death had not ensued."
4.

Clark v. Foster

In 1964, in Clark v. Foster, 87 Idaho 134, 391 P.2d 853 (1964), the Idaho
Supreme Court again emphasized that the wrongful death statute must be read to contain the
condition precedent rule. Again, the Idaho Supreme Court responded to the same argument
advanced by the Court in this decision, which is that Idaho Code § 5-3 11 does not contain the
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""cndition precedent" language. Again, the Idaho Supreme Court explained that the statute must
be interpreted as if it contained this language:
It is true that I.C. 8 5-3 11 does not contain the proviso
common to most wrongful death statutes allowing the heirs to
maintain an action for wrongful death only, 'Whenever the
wrongful act would have entitled the person injured to maintain n
action if death had not ei~sued.'

Clark, 87 Idaho at 144.
5.

Bevarz v. Vassar Furms, Irzc.

r,
r

"I

\

The most detailed explanation of the condition precedent rule is found in the 1990
case of Bevnn v. Vassar Farms, Inc., 1 17 Idaho 1038,793 P.2d 71 1 (1990). h Bevan, a set of
wrongful death heirs asked the Idaho Supreme Court to reverse the long line of cases implying
the condition precedent language into the wrongful death statute. The Idaho Supreme Court
refused this invitation, and instead re-emphasized that the condition precedent rule. Bevnn, 117
Idaho at 1 039-1 041, 793 P.2d at 712-713..
The Bevan case involved the death of a farm worker who was killed while
attempting to repair a corn chopper farm machine. The jury found the decedent 50% negligent
and the equipment owner 50% negligent. The district court attributed the decedent's negligence
to the heirs, which bawed the claim. The heirs appealed, arguing that their rights were broader
than the decedent's rights and that the court should not attribute the decedent's negligence to the
heirs. The heirs argued that the condition precedent language is absent from the Idaho statute,
and that this showed the legislature's intent not to include this rule in the law. Bevan, 117 Idaho
at 1039. The Idaho Supreme Court rejected the plaintiffs' argument, and instead followed the
"well established precedent" of the condition precedent rule:
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S
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Bevms request that we overrule well established precedent and the
long line of cases from this Court providing a different
interpretation. Notwithstanding the absence of the suggested
language In I.G. $ 5-3 1 1, it is well establislzed Ert this iurisdictirzrt
tlzat "[i/f tlze decedent's negligence would lzave barred his
recovery against tlze deferrdantfor injuries Izad Ize survived, tlzeiz
the decedezzt 's Izeirs are barred from recovery in a wrorzgful
deatlz action. ''

Bevan, 1 17 Idaho at 1039-140,793 P.2d at 712-713 (emphasis added),
The Ber~anplaintiffs argued, as the Court reasoned here, that the condition
precedent language was not found explicitly in the words of the statute. The Idaho Supreme
I

Court rejected this argument. Instead, the Idaho Supreme Court explained that the wording had

T1
1 ,
/-I

implicitly been adopted by the legislature, because the condition precedent rule had been in place
since 1928, and the legislature had never changed the rule:
Furthermore, tlze Idaho legislature, dating from tlze time of
Sprouse v. Magee, 46 Idalzo 622, 269 P. 993 (1928), tlzrozcgh the
present, has bee12 and coiztiizues to be aware of tlzis Court's
interpretation aizd application of I. C. 8 5-311 and has not found it
necessary to enact legislation to change or modify the wrongful
death recovery law as interpreted by the decisions of this Court.
Bevcln, 117 Idaho at 1040, 793 P.2d at 713 (emphasis added).

The Idaho Supreme Court also rejected the Bevan plaintiffs' arguments because
the term "wrongful act or neglect" necessarily implies that the act was wrongful as against the
decedent:
In the present case, the jury found the defendant and Darrell Bevan
equally responsible for his death. Furthermore, "wrongful act or
neglect," as it is used in the statute, means a "wrongful act or
neglect" as against the deceased. It ~zecessarilyfollows based olz
tlze well established law irz this jurisdictiorz tlzat $a defendant is
not liable for injuries to the decedent Izad deatlz not ensued, tlzeiz
tlzere is no basis for recoverv bv the decedent's Izeirs. If a
defendant's conduct does not make lzirn liable to alz injured
party, then tlzat defeizdalzt canizot be held liable in tlze event of
deatlz for damages resulting from the same coizduct. Thus there is
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S
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no basis for recovery of dan~ayesby the heirs of the decedent in
this case because fifty percent of the negligence was apportioned to
him.
Bevan, 1 17 Idaho at 1041,793 P.2d at 714.
In Bevan, the Idaho Suprerne Court followed and re-established the condition
precedent rule that bars recovery if the decedent would not have had a cause of action:

We continue to follow long standing and well established
precedent in the Idaho case law which constmes the wronghl
death statute and the comparative negligence statutes and hold that
an action i f death had not ensued.

i

<-,

Bevan, 117 Idaho at 1042, 793 P.2d at 715 (emphasis added).

C.

The Idaho Supreme Court Has Repeatedly Relied on the Condition
Precedent Rule in Other Cases.
While Northern Paczfic, Sprouse, Helgeson, and Bevan established and explained

the central elements of the condition precedent rule, the Idaho Supreme Court has also repeatedly
followed the condition precedent sule in other cases.
In Hooten v. Cit-y of Buvley, 70 Idaho 369,219 P.2d 65 1 (1950), the Idaho
Supreme Court followed the condition precedent sule in a contributory negligence case: "The
plaintiffs in this case may recover for decedent's death only if he, if living, could have recovered
for his injuries." Hooten, 70 Idaho at 375.
In Shirts v. Shultz, 76 Idaho 463,285 P.2d 479 (1 955), the Idaho Supreme Court
applied the condition precedent sule to bar suit by the heirs of a teenager killed in a fann accident
because of the contributory negligence of the decedent. The Idaho Supreme Court quoted
Helgeson for the sule that "they can recover only in case he could have recovered damages had
he not been killed, but only injured." Shivts, 76 Idaho at 469, quoting Helgeson, 54 Idaho at 677.
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S
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In Anclerson

ti.

Gailej), 97 Idaho 8 13, 555 P.2d 144 (1976)' the Idaho Supreme

Court applied the condition precedent rule in the context of the newer comparative negligence
statute. The Idaho Supreme Court ruled that the newer comparative negligence statute limits the
recovery of a wrongful death heir, in the same way the earlier contributory negligence rule had
barred such recovery. Andmon, 97 Idaho at 823.
In Turpen v. Graizieri, 133 Idaho 244,985 P.2d 669 (1999), Chief Justice Linda
Copple-Trout of the Idaho Supreme Court- again wrote that "an heir may recover for wrongfu1
death only if the decedent would have been able to recover." 133 Idaho at 247.

In Woodburn v. Marzco Products, 137 Idaho 502, 50 P.3d 997 (2002), Justice
Walters of the Idaho Supreme Court wrote that "[tlhe derivative nature of a wrongful death
claim" barred recovery by the wrongful death heirs. Wbodbum, 137 Idaho at 506.
D.

Conclusion: Idaho Precedent Requires Application of the Condition
Precedent Rule to Bar Expired Claims.
For over a century, courts have interpreted Idaho's wrongful death statute as if it

contained the condition precedent language. These courts have done this analysis in a variety of
factual and legal scenarios, including contractual waiver (Northern Paczfic), bonds and sureties
(Helgeson), and contributory negligence (Bevan). Without fail, courts have interpreted Idaho's
wrongful death statute as if the condition precedent language was present. The condition
precedent rule is firmly established as a long-standing fixture in Idaho law. The Court's decision
here, ruling that the condition precedent language is not part of the wrongful death statute, is
contrary to this long line of precedent. If the opinions of the Idaho Supreme Court are followed,
the Court must apply the condition precedent rule and dismiss plaintiffs' suit against the
defendants.
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11.

THE ONLY IDAHO CASE THAT HAS ADDRESSED THIS ISSUE HELD THAT
THE CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE: BARS EXPIRIET) CLAIMS.
Only one Idaho case has addressed whether the condition precedent rule bars

claims that expired by the statute of limitations prior to the death of a decedent. Adams v.
Rrrrzstrong World Ind., It~c.,596 F. Supp. 1407 (D. Idaho 1984) a f l d in part, rev 'd on other
grounds 773 F.2d 248 (9th Cir. 1985) on refnand to 664 F.Supp. 463 (D. Idaho 1987) rev 'd otz
other grounds 847 F.2d 589 (9th Cir. 1988). h that case, the District of Idaho, the Ninth Circ~lit,
r

and the Idaho Supreme Court each had a chance to weigh in, and their conclusions confirm that

l
L

r
>

the Idaho condition precedent rule bars claims that have expired under the statute of limitations.

t

The Court here recognized the Adams decision, and recognized that Adalns came
to a result opposite the Court's decision. However, the Court '3ecline/d] to presuppose how the
Idaho Supreme Court would rule" on this issue. This was error, for two reasons.
First, asking "how the Idaho Supreme Court would rule" on this question is not

an invitation to extend or modify Idaho law. Instead, it is the requirement of following
established Idaho Supreme Court precedent. The condition precedent doctrine is not a novel
argument advanced by defendants. Instead, it is a rule that has been followed by the Idaho
Supreme Court in many cases over tile course of more than a century. Defendants are not asking
the Court to extend Idaho law, it is asking that the Idaho Supreme Court's past decisions be
followed in this case.
Secoizd, the Court's decision ignores the procedural context of the Adams

decision. It is not necessary for the Court to guess what the Idaho Supreme Court would do if
faced with a dismissal of an expired claim based on the condition precedent rule, because the
Idaho Supreme Court already faced that issue. The District of Idaho had already concluded that
the plaintiffs' claim was barred by the condition precedent rule. The Ninth Circuit offered the
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Idaho Supreme Court the opportunity to reverse that decision, and the Idaho Suprelne Court
declined to do so. Instead, the Idaho Supreme Court sent the case back to the Ninth Circuit,

which then affimed the District Court's decision.
A.

The Court Ignored the Reasoning of the District of Idaho in Adanzs.
The Court has erred by ignoring the reasoning provided by the District of Idaho in

Adams. Id. In that case, the District of Idaho reviewed and followed the Idaho Supreme Court
cases regarding the condition precedent rule.
,/'
"-

.L.;
L

m,the District of Idaho found that the Idaho Supreme Court had
consistently interpreted Idaho's wrongful death statute as if it
contained the condition precedent rule. Adams, 596 F. Supp. at
1413.

Second, the District of Idaho found that the Idaho Supreme Court
holds that where the deceased was contributorily negligent, the
decedent's heirs cannot recover for wrongful death. Adams, 596 F.
Supp. at 1413.
Third, the District of Idaho reviewed cases from other states and
found that the "dominant rule" is that the condition precedent rule
bars expired claims. Adams, 596 F. Supp. at 1414.
Fourth, the District of Idaho found that the "most recent cases on
the subject have applied the condition precedent rule to bar the
heirs' wrongful death action where the deceased was himself
barred from bringing an action by the statute of limitations."
Adums, 596 F. Supp. at 1414.

FJ~%, the District of Idaho found that the rule was necessary
because without the rule would mean that the statute of limitations
would be open-ended, and a wrongful death claim could revive a
claim based on acts "five, ten or even twenty years after the
injuries were sustained" and after the acts were "long forgotten and
for which evidence and witnesses may no longer be available."
Adams, 596 F. Supp. at 1414.
Based upon this detailed analysis of the question, the District of Idaho concluded
that the Idaho Supreme Court would apply the condition precedent rule to bar claims expired
under the statute of limitations:
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This Court finds that, if faced with the question, the IcEalzo court
limitatiorzs sitzcation, as it has done in situations i~zvolvirzg
contrrhutorly or comparatrve negligence.

,.ldums, 596 F . Supp. at 1412, 1414 (emphasis added). The District of Idaho granted defendants'
motion for summary judgment against the plaintiffs7 asbestos claims, stating:
The plaintiffs, though their wrongful death action was filed within
two years of the deceased's death, ea~tuotmaintain this action
because oftlze running ofthe statute oflinaitations on the
deceased's cuuse of action.
Adams, 596 F. Supp. at 1415 (emphasis added).
*"

B.

The Court Erred by Ignoring the Procedural History of Adams.
After the District of Idaho dismissed the wrongfil death claims of the Adams

plaintiffs, the plaintiffs appealed this decision to the Ninth Circuit. In 1985, the Ninth Circuit
attempted to certify the question to the Idaho Supreme Court regarding the condition precedent
rule. Waters v. Armstrong World Ind., k c . , 773 F.2d 248 (9th Cir. 1985). However, the Idaho
Supreme Court refused to address this question, even though the District of Idaho had dismissed
the wrongful death action based on the condition precedent rule.
In light of the District of Idaho's decision applying the condition precedent rule to
bar expired claims, the Idaho Supreme Court declined to address the questions, stating "its prior
decisions 'are sufficient to give guidance for the determination of the Idaho law involved in this
action ..."' Adams v. Armstrong Wbrld Iuad..,Inc., 664 F.Supp. 463,464 (D. Idaho 1987); Adunzs
I).

Arrrzstrong World I d . , Itzc., 847 F.2d 589, 590 (9th Cir. 1988) (same).
In other words, the Idaho Supreme Court had consistently applied the condition

precedent rule throughout a long line of cases. The District of Idaho had reviewed those cases,
and came to the conclusion that the claims were barred. Based on that background, it was
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unnecessary for the Idaho Supreme Court to explain that the District of Idaho was correct in
hllowing the Idaho Supreme Court's long line of condition precedent cases.
If the Idaho Supreme Court had felt that the District of Idaho decision was not
correct, it surely could have accepted the certified question and corrected the error. Instead, the
Idaho Supreme Court let the dismissal of the claims stand. The fact that the question was not

accepted by the Idaho Supreme Court stands as a strong endorsement of the District of Idaho
decision applying the condition precedent rule to bar expired claims
The Ninth Circuit understood that the Idaho Supreme Court's refusal to accept
certification of the question implicitly endorsed the District of Idaho decision. As a result, "[iln
an unpublished opinion filed on May 5 , 1986, the Ninth Circuit held that [the District of Idaho]
had properly ruled on the questions." Adams v. Armstrong Wbrld Ind., Inc., 664 F. Supp. 463,
464 (D. Idaho, 1987).
The bottom line of the Adarns decisions is that the Idaho condition precedent rule
bars expired claims. The District of Idaho came to this conclusion based on its in-depth review
of Idaho cases. The Idaho Supreme Court rehsed to disturb this conclusion, stating that this line
of cases provided the answer. In light of the Idaho Supreme Court's statement, the Ninth Circuit
affirmed that the District of Idaho's conclusion was correct. As a result, it is clear that the Idaho
condition precedent rule bars claims that have expired under the statute of limitations.
111.

OTHER STATES APPLY THE CONDITION PRECEDENT RULE TO BAR
EXPIRED CLAIMS.
The Court also failed to follow the decisions in many other states which have

applied the condition precedent rule to bar expired claims.
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A.

In States With Statutes Without the Condition Precedent Language, Tbe
Condition Precedent Rule Bars Expired Claims.
Other states have wrollgful death statutes similar to Idaho's statute, u~hichdoes

not expressly contain the condition precedent language. Courts in those states have held that the
wrongfill death statute does not allow claims that have expired under the statute of limitations.
1.

Utah Applies the Condition Precedent Rule to Expired Claims.

In Jensen v. IHC Hospitals, Inc., 944 P.2d 327 (Utah 1997), a mother and
husband of the decedent brought a wrongf~~l
death action against various health care providers.
,-

i(

The decedent allegedly received negligent health care in December 1988, and died as a result of
these injuries in May 1992. Her heirs filed a wrongful death suit in July 1992, The lower court

\

granted summary judgment to the providers because the suit was barred by the two-year statute
oflirnitations. On appeal, the Utah Supreme Court ruled that the wrongful death action could not
be separated from the time-barred injury claim:
The question here is whether we should separate the death from the
causative wrong sufficiently to permit a wrongful death action
where the decedent's personal injury cause of action had been
barred at the time of death. We decline to adopt such a rule
Jensen, 944 P.2d at 332. The Utah Supreme Court reasoned that the condition precedent rule
must bar time-expired claims, in order to defer to the decedent's decisions regarding the handling
of the claim:
As one of the foremost authorities on the law of torts has observed,
the rationale underlying the rule barring the heirs from bringing a
wrongful death suit after the injured patient has brought suit on the
underlying personal injury action is that "the injured individual is
not merely a conduit for the support of others, Ize is master of his
owrz claim arzd he may settle tlze case or win or lose a judgment
orz lzis own injury even tfzotiglz otlzers may be dependent upon
Izirn." W . Page Keeton et al., Prosser and Keeton on the Law of
Torts S; 127, at 955 (5th ed. 1984). The majority of states refuses to
allow a decedent's heirs to proceed with a wrongful death suit after
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the decedent has settled his or her persolla1 injury case or won or
lost a judgnnent before dying. Id. Given the underlying rationale,
arzd given that tlze core purpose of any statute of li~zitatiozts is to
compel exercise of a right witlzin a reasonable time to avoid stale
claims, loss of evidence, arzd faded nzemories, Horton v.
Goldoziner',~Daughter, 785 P.2d 1087, 1091 (Utah 1989), we see
tza reason to itnpose a dzyferent rule regarditzg the Izeirs'
t~aintenanceof a njrongful cteatlz suit wlzere an iniured ~ a t i e n t

Id. (emphasis added). Because the decedent's injury claims had expired at the time of death, the

heirs had no wrongful death cause of action.
2.

Washington Applies the Condition Precedent Rule to Expired Claims.

Like Idaho, Washington's wrongful death statute does not contain any condition
precedent language. However, the Supreme Court of Washington has held that even though a
wrongful death action is separate from the injury claim of the decedent, and even though the
wrongful death action accrues at death, the decedent must have had a cause of action at the time
of death:
The action for wrongful death, under Rem. Rev. Stat., § 183 [P.C.
S; 82591 is a distinct and separate action from the survival action,
under Id. S; 194 [P.C. S; 82751. [I In accord with the great weight of
authority, this court has held that the action accrues at the time of
death, and that the statute of limitations then begins to run. [I

The rule, however, is subject to a well recogrzized limitation,
rzamely, at tlze time of death tlzere must be a subsisting cause of
actiorz in tlze deceased.
C h n t v. Fisher Flouring Mills Co., 44 P.2d 193 (Wash. 1935) (emphasis added).
3.

The Condition Precedent Rule Bars Expired Claims Under the
Federal Employers Liability Act (FELA)

Courts have also interpreted several federal statutes to include the condition
precedent rule. For example, in the United States Supreme Court case of Flynn v. N. Y., N.H. &

N.R. Co., 283 U.S. 53 (193 I), a railroad employee suffered an injury in December 1923 and later
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allegedly died from those injuries in September 1928. The heirs brought an action under the

Federal Employer's Liability Act ("FELA") for wrongful death. The decedent's cause of action
for personal injuries expired before his death. In affirming the dismissal of the cause of action,
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, writing for the majority, stated:
Obviously Flynn's right of action was barred, but it is argued that
the right on behalf of the widow and children is distinct; that their
cause of action could not arise until Flynn's death, and that
therefore the two years did not begin to run until [the date of
death]. But the argument comes too late. It is established that tlze
yreserzt right, althorwh not strictly represerztative, is derir3ative
a~zdcteQetzdent upon tlze continuance o f a right in tlze iitjured
emplovee nt the tirne o f his deatlz. . . The r u n n i q oftlre two
yearsfrom tlze time wlzen Izis cuuse ofaction accrued
extirzguisltes [the cuz4se ofactiorz for wrorzgful death]
Flynn, 283 U.S. at 56 (emphasis added).
4.

The Condition Precedent Rule Bars Expired Claims Under the Jones
Act.

Likewise, the Jones Act, an act similar to and incorporating FELA, dealing with
maritime workers, has also been interpreted to contain the condition precedent language. Meth v.

A.H. Bull & Co., 2000 WL 1211149 (Del. Super. Ct. 2000), contains similar facts to the present
case. The decedent in that case was diagnosed with mesothelioma in November 1992. In
October 1993, he filed a lawsuit in California against various manufacturers of asbestos and
asbestos containing products. The decedent died in June 1996. In June 1999, his heirs filed a
wrongful death cause of action in Delaware against the decedent's former employers under the
Jones Act. The lower court granted summary judgment on the grounds that the wrongful death
action was barred by the condition precedent rule. The appellate court agreed and held:
Therefore, since Plaintiffs wrongful death claims under either the
Jones Act or under general maritime law are dependent upon the
continuance of a right in Mr. Meth at the time of his death, and
siizce Mr. Metlz 's persorzal injury claim had alreadv expired
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under either the Jones Act's thee-year stattlte of limitations and
the general maritime law's three-year statute of limitations.
Icl, at "4 (emphasis added).

B.
i

In States With Statutes With the Condition Precedent Language, the
Condition Precedent Language Bars Expired Claims.

i

\;;

Other states that have the condition precedent language expressly stated in their
wrongful death statutes also find that heirs are barred from a wrongful death action when a
decedent's cause of action has expired pursuant to the statute of limitations before death.
1.

Wyoming Applies the Condition Precedent Rule to Bar Expired
Claims.

In Edwards v. Fogavty, 962 P.2d 879 (Wyo. 1998), the decedent died from cancer
in 1993. In 1996, heirs of the decedent filed a wronghl death action against a physician for

failure to diagnose the decedent with cancer. The lower court granted summary judgment
against the wrongful death heirs because the decedent's cause of action for medical malpractice
expired before his death. On appeal, the Wyoming Supreme Court stated that "[tlhe clear
majority rule is that survivors are precluded from bringing a wrongful death action where the
deceased does not have a viable malpractice claim at the time of his death." Id.
In further support of its ruling, the Wyoming Supreme Court pointed to the policy
problem that would be created if wrongful death actions could revive expired claims:
Adopting the minority view by holding that a wrongful death
action is not derivative of the underlying negligence action would
undermine the purposes of statutes of limitation. I f a viable
ulzderlvi~zgclaim is not necessary, wrongful deat/z actions could
be brought several Vears, or even decades, after the negligent act
wlziclz caused the death, and possibly without regard to whether
the deceased lzad already sued and recovered damages during his
lifetint e.
Edwuvds, 962 P.2d at 882-883 (emphasis added).
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2.

Texas Applies the Condition Precedent Language to Bar Expired
Claims.

The Texas case of Russell v. Ingersoll-Rand Co., 841 S.W.2d 343 (Tex. 1992)
involved wrongful death claims arising out of silica dust exposure. The decedent's cause of
action was barred by the statute of limitations at the time of his death. The lower court granted
summary judgn~entto the defendants based on the condition precedent rule. On appeal, the
\

8

J

1,

i
l

l

\,

aY

'Texas Supreme Court held the wrongful death claim was subject to the same defenses that the
decedent's action would have been subject to:
We have never departed from this construction of our Wrongful
Death Statute. We have consistently held that the right of statutory
beneficiaries to maintain a wrongful death action is entirely
derivative of the decedent's right to have sued for his own injuries
immediately prior to his death, and is subject to tlze sarne deferzses
to whiclz tlze decederzt's action would have been subject. &
short, wrongficl deatlz action plaintiffs stand il;l tfze legal slzoes of
the decederzt.
Russell, 841 S.W.2d at 347 (emphasis added).
The wrongful death heirs argued that the condition precedent rule should not
apply because wrongful death was a completely separate action, and the cause of action should
accrue at the time of death. The Texas Supreme Court rejected this argument, stating that no
wrongful death action exists if the injury claim had already expired:

If a wrorzgficl deatlz action exists, it accrues, not wlzen tlze
decedent was injured, but at Izis deatlz, arzd tlze lirnitatiorzsperiod
on that actiotz begins to run at death. But i f a wrongful death
action does not exist becazcse the decedent could rzot rnairztain an
action in fzis own riglzt irnrnediatelv prior to his death, for
wlzatever reason, tlzen rzo wrongful death actiorz ever accrues.
Russell, 841 S.W.2d at 348 (emphasis added). The Texas Supreme Court also explained that the
condition precedent rule must apply to bar an expired claim, because the decedent controlled the
cause of action prior to the death.
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If a decedent's own cause of action were barred by g o v e m e n t a l
immunity, or statute, or release, or res judicata, or any other
affimative defense, there is no wrongful death action to accrue.
Thus, if a decedent settles his own cause of action for his injuries
and then dies, his statutory beneficiaries never have a wrongful
death cause of action. The action does not accrue at decedent's
death, despite section 16.003(b), because decedent already settled
his own cause of action. Similarly, if a decedent litigates his own
cause of action to a frnal judgmes~tand then dies, no wrongful
death action accrues, despite section 16.003(b), because decedent
would have been barred by res judicata from asserting any further
claims far his injuries immediately prior to his death. Section
16.003(b!)[the statute of limitations for wrongful death] does ~zot
create a cause ofaction, or resurrect orze tlzat lzas expired witlz
tlzlze decede~zt;it 0 1 2 JJJ dt?Jinex the period witlziiz which statutory
beneficiaries must sue ijthev have a claim.
Id. at 348 (emphasis added).

3.

Kansas Applies the Condition Precedent Language to Bar Expired
Claims.

In the Kansas case of Masor1 v. Gerin Cor-p., 647 P.2d 1340 (Kan. 1982), the
decedent was diagnosed with acute myelocytic leukemia in September 1977. The disease arose
out of the decedent's alleged exposure to benzene, which was manufactured by one of the
defendants. After diagnosis, the decedent failed to institute a suit against the defendants within
the statute of limitations period. and died in December 1979. After his death, his heirs filed a
wrongful death suit against the defendant manufacturer in July 1980. When the defendant
moved for summary judgment, the federal district court certified the condition precedent issue to
the Kansas Supreme Court.
The Kansas Supreme Court answered the question by holding that the condition
precedent rule bars expired claims:
We hold in construing our wrongful death statute, K.S.A. 60-1901,
that wlrere tlze injured party could riot have brought arz action for
his persorzal irziuries because tlze statute o f lirnitations had run
ugairzst Jzis clairn prior to his death, a wrongful death actiorz
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canrzot be ntaintaifted.The condition specified in the wrongful
death statute requiring that the injured party have the capacity to
maintair-r the action had he or she lived is not fulfilled.

&fason,647 P.2d at 1345 (emphasis added). The Kansas Supreme Court cited to the policy
concern that without the rule, the statute of limitations would be extended indefinitely:
The possibility that the injured person may diejive, terz or even
twenty years afier the irzjuries were sustained without having filed
suit or otherwise settling the case would force the party responsible
for the wrongful act or omission to defend acts long fargotten and
for which eviderzce and witnesses may no longer be available

Mason, 647 P.2d at 1345 (emphasis added). The Kaiisas Supreme Court also cited the policy
concern that the injured decedent must be allowed to make decisions regarding the claim, and
that such decisions should be respected:
The situation where a person fails to bring an action for his
personal injuries within the statute of limitations period and dies is
analogous to situations where the injured person settles his claim
for personal injuries and releases the defendant prior to the death
of the injured person, or where he pursues his personal injury claim
to trial and obtains a judgment against the wrongdoer.
Id, at 1344-1345 (citations omitted).
4.

Illinois Applies the Condition Precedent Language to Bar Expired
Claims.

In Lclrnbert v. Village ofSurnmit, 433 N.E.2d 1016 (1982), the decedent was
allegedly exposed to toxic chemicals in the 1950s. He died in 1975, allegedly from lung
problems arising out of his 1950s exposure. After his death, his heirs filed a wrongful death
action, and the defendant moved for summary judgment based on the statute of limitations and
the condition precedent rule. After citing to Illinois authority, the appellate court held that the
condition precedent rule barred the expired claim of the decedent:
On the authority of these cases, we conclude that there can be no
recovery under our Wrongful Death Act where the decedent once
had a cause of action, but was not entitled to maintain that action
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and recover dan~agcsat the time of his death. [] Wefurtlzer
coizclutle that since tlze decedeitt in tlze case at bar was not
entitled to ~taiiztaiitan action and recover damagesfor Izis i f g t t v
at tlte time of ltis death, becazcse the two-j~earpersonal ivjury
strrtcste of limitations Itad run, lzis administrator cannot now
maintain this action for w r ~ t ~ s death,
ft~l

Id. at

(citations omitted).

5.

Alabama Applies the Condition Precedent Language to Bar Expired
Claims,

The same result occurred in Curtis v. Qualily Floors, lizc., 653 So.2d 963 (Ala.
1995). In November 1989, the decedent slipped and fell in a supermarket. She and her husband

filed suit against several defendmts in 1991. In October 1992, the decedent died. In November
1993, decedent's husband attempted to amend the complaint to add the floor manufacturer and to

add a claim for wrongful death. The flooring manufacturer moved for summary judgment,
arguing that because the statute of limitations had expired before decedent died, her heirs had no
cause of action. The lower court granted the summary judgment for the defendant. On appeal,
the Alabama Supreme Court held that the condition precedent rule barred the expired claim:
When Clarence Curtis filed the amendment to state the wrongful
death claim, Clara Curtis, had she been living, could not have
amended her complaint to state a personal injury claim against
Quality Floors, had her death not occurred, because such a claim
would have been time-barred by the two-year statute of limitations.
$ 6-2-38(1), Ala. Code 1975. Our cases Izold that i f a decedent's
cazcse o f action is time-barred at his or her death, then tlze
decedent's personal representative cannot bring a wrorzgful
death action.
Id. at 964 (emphasis added).

C.

Other States Also Apply the Condition Precedent Rule to Bar Expired
Claims.
In addition, the following decisions from other states and jurisdictions have also

applied the condition precedent rule to bar claims for which the statute of limitations for the
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decedent's injury claim has expired. Aliller v. U.S., 932 F.2d 301 (4th Cir. 1991) (applying
Virginia law); Nelson If. US., 541 F.Supp. 816 (M.D. N.C. 1982) (North Carolina); Hicis. v.
~MissouriPac. I\",. R. Ca., 181 F. Supp. 648 (W.D. Ark. 1960) (Arkansas); Nelson v. Arrrericarl

Nnr 'I Red Cross, 26 F.3d 193 (D.G. Cir. 1994) (applying District of Columbia law); Drake v. St.
Francts Hosp., 560 A.2d 1059 (Del. 2965) (Delaware); Hance v. Haun, 391 S.W.2d 621 (Tenn.
1965) (Tennessee); AIyers v. City ojplattsburgh, 13 A.D.2d 866 (N.Y. App. Div. 1961) @-Jew

IV.

THE CI-IAPMAIV CASE DOES NOT ALLOW A WRONGFUL DEATH
PLAINTIFF TO RESURRECT AN EXPIRED CLAIM.
The Court and the plaintiffs have relied upon the Idaho Supreme Court's decision

in Chapman v. Cardiac Pacemakers, h e . , 105 Idaho 785,673 P.2d 385 (1983) in support of the
argument that there is no condition precedent rule for wrongful death actions in Idaho. Because
Gl~c~pmarz
does not involve an expired claim, it has no application here. As explained in Adams,
there are two separate legal questions dealing with the timing of wrongful death cases:
[Condition Precedent Rule] The deceased must have
1.
been, at the time of his death, within the statute of limitations as to
his particular cause of action;
[Accrual Rule] The wrongful death plaintiff must bring
2.
suit within the prescribed time for a wrongful death action.
Adanzs, 596 I;. Supp. at 1412. Because the Chapinan case did not involve an expired claim, it
does not contradict the rule that the condition precedent doctrine bars expired claims.
A.

In Adurns v. Armstrong World I~zd.,Inc., the District of Idaho Determined that
Chapman Does Not Apply to These Facts.
The Chapinan case was decided in 1983, one year before the District of Idaho

addressed the condition precedent rule in Adanzs v. Armstrong World Ind., Inc., 596 I;. Supp.
1407 (D. Idaho 1984). As a result, the District of Idaho carefully considered the Clzapman
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decision prior to ruling that the Idaho condition precedent rule bars expired claims. Adams, 596

F. Supp, at 1415. In Adams, the plaintiffs argued that Chapman oven-uled the condition
precedent rule. Allanzs, 596 F. Supp. at 1412.
The District of Idaho respolzded to plaintiffskgument regarding Chapman, by
explaining that the Clz~zpmanruling addressed the accrual of the wronghl death action, and nct
the condition precedent requirement:
Plaintiffs argue that the Idaho Supreme Court in Cl~apmun,supra,
either colnpletely or partially ovemled the condition precedent
defense in Idaho. In Chapman, the heirs of the deceased brought
suit alleging that death resulted from the placement and failure of a
defective cardiac pacemaker in the deceased. The question
certiJied to the Idaho Szzprerne Court by this Court was "whetlzer,
irz a wrortgful deatlz action, the statute of limitations begins to
run from the date ofdeatlz or the date ofthe injury from wlziclz
deatlz resulted." 673 P.2d at 386. The court held that the statute
began to run from the date of deatlz. TIzat rule is not itz dispzzte
in the present case.
Adams, 596 F. Supp. at 1412. The District of Idaho explained the critical difference between the
two fact situations:

In Clzapman, the deceased died within one month of the date of
his iniury and thus had a valid cause of action at the date of his
death, at least valid in regard to the statute of limitations, In
contrast, in the present case, the deceased died over five years after
his last exposure to asbestos and thus, at the time of his death, his
cause of action was time-barred.

-

Ackz'ilms, 596 F. Supp. at 1414 (emphasis added). This distinction was important enough that the

District of Idaho explained it twice:
In both Cizapman and the present case, the plaintiffs filed suit
within the required two years from the deceased's death. In the
present case, unlike Clzapman, however, the deceased was
barred by the statute of limitations at the time of his death.
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Adams, 596 F.Supp. at 1415 (emphasis added). The same distinction applies here. Although the
plaintiff filed the wrongful death action within two years of the decedent's death, the decedent's
*

cause of action was barred at the time of his death.
After carefully reviewing the ChapM2~~2
decision, the District of Idaho in Adurns
held that the conditio~~
precedent rule bars expired claims, and that "if faced with the question,
the Idaho court would apply the condition precedent rule to the statute of limitations situation, as
it has done in situations involving contributory or comparative negligence." Adams, 596 F

Supp. at 1414. The Ninth Circuit affirmed this ruling, and the Idaho Supreme Court declined to
reverse this ruling when it had the question certified to it.
B.

The Clzaprnan Case Did Not Address the Decedent's Rights at the Time of
Death.

Plaintiff has argued that the defendants in the Chapr?zan case made the same
arguments that Sterling is making in this case. That is not true. In Chapman, the defendants
argued that "the decedent could not have brought suit at tlze time this action was filed."
Chapman, 105 Idaho at 787, 673 P.2d at 387 (emphasis added). That is not the condition
precedent rule the Idaho Supreme Court has established, and is not the argument made by
Sterling. Instead, the condition precedent doctrine precludes the wrongful death action if the
decedent could not bring the cause of action at the time o f tlze decedent's death.
C.

Clzaprnan Repeated the Fundamental Rule, Which Bars This Claim.

In Chapman, the Idaho Supreme Court repeated and relied on the fundamental
"rule that heirs can bring an action only if the deceased could have." 105 Idalio at 787, 673 P.2d
at 387. In that action, the decedent could have brought the action as of the date of his death, tlius
meeting the requirement of the condition precedent rule. However, application of the same rule
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here bars the expired claim. In this case, Stoor, Frasure, and Branch could not have brouglit
personal injury action as of the date of their deaths.
Chapman applies to claims that were still valid at the time of the decedent's
death, and does not apply to expired claims. If Chlzpman is constmed more broadly than these
facts beftore it, that broader constmctio~iwould be dicta. Idaho courts are not bound by dicta.

"a"

See Peteiasen v. State, 87 Idaho 361, 393 P.2d 585 (1964); Long v. State Insurance Fzlnd, 60
Idaho 257,90 P.2d 973 (1939); Bashore v. AdoK 41 Idaho 84, 238 P. 534 (1925). The District
of Idaho has already determined that such a broader reading would be following dicta:

Though the issue was not before the Chapman court, it
nevertheless made some remarks to the effect that the condition
precedent rule would not apply to the situation presented there.
Because these remarks are clearly dicta, however, they are not
binding upon this or any other court. In Ghapnza~z,the deceased
died within one month of the date of his injury and thus had a valid
cause of action at the date of his death, at least valid in regard to
the statute of limitations. In contrast, in the present case, the
deceased died over five years after his last exposure to asbestos
and thus, at the time of his death, his cause of action was timebarred.
.4~lamsv. Armstrong World I~zd.,Inc., 596 F. Supp. at 1414. Chapnzan was decided under facts
where the condition precedent doctrine was not applicable. No ruling, holding, or analysis in the
Clzap~Pzancase is binding on the Court for the purposes of this motion.
D.

After Deciding Chapman, the Idaho Supreme Court Refused to Reverse the
District of Idaho's Ruling in Adarns.
The Idaho Supreme Court issued its decision in Chapman v. Cardiac Pacemakers,

Inc., 105 Idaho 785, 673 P.2d 385 (19831, in September 1983. In November 1984, the Districtof
Idalio considered the Chapman decision, and issued its decision that the condition precedent rule
bars expired claims. Adarns v. Armstrong WouldInd, Inc., 596 F. Supp. 1407 (D. Idaho 1984).
In October 1985, the Ninth Circuit attempted to certify the question to the Idaho Supreme Court
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regarding the condition precedent rule. [Vuters v. Ar~zstrongT.t%frldI d . , k c . , 773 F.2d 248 (9th
Cir. 1985).
The District of Idaho had ruled that Chapmaiz did not apply to expired claims, and
that the condition precedent rule barred expired claims. The Idaho Supreme Court certainly
rJ

'1

rb

understood this, but refused to reverse the District of Idaho's ruling. This can only mean that the
Idaho Supreme Court did not disagree with the District of Idaho's ruling. If the Idaho S~lpreme
Court had disagreed with the District of Idaho determination in Adains, it certainly could have
accepted certification of the question, but it declined to do so. Plaintiffs' argument fails because
it requires the assumption that the Idaho Supreme Court did not understand what it was doing
when it declined to address and reverse the condition precedent rule decided by A d ~ m s .
V.

SOUND POLICY REASONS REQUIRE APPLICATION OF THE CONDITION
PRECEDENT RULE TO EXPIRED CLAIMS.
The Court's decision also errs by failing to deal with the policy reasons that

support the application of the condition precedent rule in this situation.
A.

Without the Condition Precedent Rule, There Is No Statute of Limitations on
Expired Claims.
The application of the rule in this situation fulfills the purposes of statutes of

limitation. The Supreme Court of Oregon has stated:
The courts which hold that the statute creates a new cause of
action, dependent, however, upon the possession by the injured
party at the time of his death of a cause of action against the tort
feasor, point to the fact that both causes of action arise out of the
same tortious act. While they do not construe the statute as a
survival statute, they, nevertheless, believe that one of the purposes
of the act was to prevent the wrongdoer from escaping from the
payment of damages by the interposition of death. These courts
declare that during his lifetime the victim of a tort had the power to
make settlement for all of the wrong done by the tort feasor. They
point out that i f tlze new riglzt is not dependent upon the
possession bv tlze deceased o f a right at tlze time o f his deatlz
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Piukkula v. Pillsbury Fburing Co., 42 P.2d 921 (Or. 1935) (emphasis added).
This type of delay occwed in H o w a d v. Bell Telephone Co., 160 A. 6 13 (Pa.
p i

C

1932). In that case, heirs of a decedent who was injured in 1905 and allegedly died from those

\

injuries in 1926 brought a wrongful death action against various defmdants. The issue on the
appeal was the application of the condition precedent doc'crine. The court held:
We conclude, as did the learned court below, that where a man has
been injured though alleged negligence, and at the time of his
death his right of action had been extinguished by the statutory
limitation, his widow c m o t maintain a suit against the alleged
wrongdoer based on the same act of negligence.

To bold otherwise would be to say that a right ofaction which
was legally dead could 6e revived by the death ofthe injured
persort, so as to pass a right of action to his widow or heirs.

Howard, 160 A. at 6 15 (emphasis added).
B.

The Condition Precedent Rule Is Necessary to Enforce the Decedent's Choice
Regarding the Claim.
John Stoor, William Frasure, and Robert Branch were aware during their lifetimes

that they suffered from asbestos related diseases. They could have brought suit during their
lifetimes for those damages. They chose not to . Their expired claims were not revived by their
deaths.
Heirs of a decedent are not given any more rights than the decedent would have
had if the decedent had asserted the cause of action before death. As quoted above:
The situation where a person fails to bring arm action for his
personal injuries within the statute of limitations period and dies is
analogous to situations where the injured person settles his claim
for personal injuries and releases the defendant prior to the death
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of the injured person, or where he pursues his personal injury claini
to trial and obtains a judgment against the wrongdoer.
Mirson v. Cerin G r p , 647 P.2d 1340,1344-45 (Km. 1982). Stoor, Frasure, and Branch, decided
to let their causes of action expire during their lifetimes. The Court should not reverse the

consequences of those decisions by allowing their heirs to resunect those claims. The Court
should reconsider its ruling on the motion for summaw j u d p e n t .
CONCLUSlON
The Court's decision cannot be reconciled with the decisions of the Idaho
Supreme Court. For the reasons explained above, Sterling respecthlly requests that the Courtreconsider its prior ruling regarding the condition precedent rule, and grant summary judgment to
the defendants on the plaintiffs' wrongful death claims.

DATED this

4'

day ofFebruary, 2008.

Lee Radford - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendant,
Sterling Fluid Systems (USA), LLC
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and correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA)
LLC'S [IRIPROPERLY SUED AS S T E U I N C FLUID SYSTEMS ( P E E m E S S PUMPS)]
MOTION FOR RECONSIDEMTION to be served by the method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
James G. Arnold
PETERSEN,
PARKINSON
& ARNOLD,
PLLC
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Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1645
Facsimile: (208) 522-8547
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( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
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c-mail

Attonleys for Plaintiffs

G. Patterson Keahey
Courtney Sach
G. PATTERSON
WAI-IEY,P.C.
One lndependence Plaza, Suite 6 12
Birmingham, AL 35209
Facsimile: (205) 871 -0801

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
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e-mail

Attorneys for Plainllffs
Thomas 3. Lyons
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P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991
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( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
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( ) Overnight Mail

Jackson Schmidt
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PLLG
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Seattle, Washington 98 10 1
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( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered

( ) Overnight Mail
) e-mail

Attorneys for Defendants A. W: Cdiesterton
Goi~tparayand Shepard Niles, Ikc.

W. Marcus W. Nye
John A. Bailey, Jr.
RACINE
OLSONNYEBUDGE& BAILEY
CHARTERED
P.O. Box 1391
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) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
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) e-mail
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Gould Inc.
Gozald Pumps Trudirzg Corp.
John A. Bailey, Jr.
RACINE
OLSONNYEBUDGE& BAILEY
CHARTERED
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, ID 83204-1 39 1
Facsimile: (208) 232-6 109

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
, ( ) Overnigbt Mail

Attorneysfor Gould Incorporated and
Gould Pumps Trading Covp.

M. Jim Sorensen
BLASER
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& HANSEN
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P.O. Box 1047
Blackfoot, ID 83221
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( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

Attorney for Defendant Garlock Itzcovporated,
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A. Bruce Larson
Horizon Plaza, Suite 225
P.O. Box 6369
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Facsimile: (208) 478-7602
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) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
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A ttorneys for Defendants
ITT Indzistries, lizc.,
P & N Cranes (P&H Mining Equipmer~t,Inc.)
and Cleaver-Brooks

L. Charles Johnson 111
P.O. Box 1725
Pocatello, ID 83204
Facsimile: (208) 232-9161

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
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Gary L. Cooper
COOPER
& LARSEN
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 832059-4229
Facsimile: (208) 235- 1 182
Andrew Grade
M. Mattingly
Steven V. Rizzo
STEVEN
V. RIZZO,PC
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350
Portland, Oregon 97205
Facsimile: (503) 229-0630
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) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
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) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) e-mail
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C . Timothy Hopkins
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Steven I<, Brown
( ) Hand Delivered
I~OPKINS
RODENGROCKE~"L'
WANSEN & H ~ O P E S ( ) Overnight Mail
P.O. Box 512113
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1219
Facsimile: (208) 523-4474
ilttorneys for Deferzdiints Kelly Moore Paint
Conzpa ny
Alan G. Goodman
GOODMAN
LAWOFFICE
CHARTERED
P.O. Box D
Rupcst, ID 83350
Facsimile: (208) 436-4837

(
(
(
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) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

) e-mail

A tlovneys for Defendant Rupert Iron Works

Christopher C. Burke
SHOEMAKER
PA
GREENBANDUCCI
950 W. Bannock, Suite 900
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile: (208) 3 19-260

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

e-mail

Attorneys for Ingersolt-Ratzd Corporation,
and CBS'f/ka Viacorn, Ine. f/Wa
1.ifestinghoziseElectric Corpomtion
Do~laldF. Carey
Robert D. Williams
SMITH,LLP
QUANE
2325 West Broadway, Suite B
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-2948
Facsimile: (208) 529-0005

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

\b)

e-mail

Attorneys for Defendant Steel West, Inc.,
Bubhitt Steam Specialty Company
Reliance Electric Motor-s and Rockwell
Automation, Inc.
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Howard D. Brrmett
HALVLEY
TROXELLENNIS& WAWLEY LLP
333 South Main Street
P.O. Box f 00
Pocatello, Idaho 83204
Facsimile: (208) 233-1 304

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
) e-mail

Attor~eysfor Defendant Eaton Elecirieal ftzc.
f/k/a Gzdtler-Numnzer Inc.)
Donald 3. Farley
Dana Herberholz
Hall, Farley, Obenecht & Blanton, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Susite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83702
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) e-mail

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) e-mail

A trornqysfor NfBCO, JHC.,a/k/a Northern

I~ldictnnBrass
Brian D. Harper
Attorney-at-Law
1 6 1 5 th Avenue S
P.O. Box 2838
Twin Falls, ID 83303
Facsimile: (208) 734-4753
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Attorneys for Deferzd~zntGuard-Line, Inc.
Michael W. Moore
Steven R. Kraft
Moore, Baskin & Elia LLP
1001 W. Idaho, Suite 400
P.O. Box 6756
Boise, ID 83702
Facsimile: (208) 336-703 1

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail

e-mail

Attorneys for Defendant Hill Brothers Chemical
Conzpany
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Randall L. S c h i t z
PERKINS
COIELLP
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400
Boise, ID 83702-73 10
Facsimile: (208) 343-3232
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( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile
) Via e-mail

Attorneys for a n e y w e l l , Inc.
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Kevin J , f canlan
Dana Herberholz
OBERKECHT
& BL-ANTON,
P.A.
HALL,FARLEY,
P.O. Box 1273
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

Attorneys for Parker-HarznEfi~zCorporation, a
no??-party,sewed as "Parker-Hannzfin
Corporation@/a Sacornu-Sierra, Ofis. "

Lee Radford
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Christopl~erC. Burke, ISB No. 2098
Soo Y. Kang. ISB No. 6752
GREENER
BURKE
S H O E ~ ~ AP.A.
KER
450 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900
Boise, Idaho 83702
relephone: (208) 3 19-2600
Facsimile: (208) 3 19-260 1
Email: cburke@greenerlaw.co~n
skang@greenerlaw.com
Attorneys for CBS Coyoration, a Delaware
corporation, filda Viacom Inc., successor by merger
to CBS Corporation, a Pennsylvania corporation,
f/Ma Westinghouse Electric Corporation and
Ingersoll-Rand Corporation
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TEIE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
MII,DRED GASTORENA, Individually and as
Spouse and Personal Representative of the
Estate of TED CASTORENA; ALENE
STOOR, Individually and as Spouse and
Personal Representative of the Estate of JOHN
D. STOOR; STEPHANIE BRANCH,
Individually and as Personal Representative of
the Estate of ROBERT BRANCH, JR.;
ROBERT L. HRONEK; MARLENE KISLING,
Individually and as Personal Representative of
the Estate of WILLIAM D. F R A S U E ;
NORMAN L. DAY,
Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-2006-2474-PI
DEFENDANTS INGERSOLL-RAND
AND WESTINGHOUSE'S IMOTXON
FOR PERMISSIVE APPEAL
PURSUANT TO IDAHO
APPELLATE RULE 12(b)

GENERAL ELECTRIC, et al.,
Defendants.

Pursuant to I.A.R. 12(b), Defendants CBS Corporation, a Delaware corporations, f/lda
Viacom Inc., successor by merger to CBS Corporation, Pennsylvania corporation, filda
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Westinghouse

Electric

Corporation

("M~estinghouse") and Ingersoll-Raid

Corporation

("Inngersoll-Rand)(collectively "Moving Ilefendmts"), by and through their counsel of record,
Greener Burke Shoemaker, P.A., move this Court for permission to appeal this Court's
Memorandum, Decision, and Order denying the Moving Defe11dant.s' Motion for Summary
Judgment as against the Wrongful Death Plaintiffs, entered on January 25, 2008.

A

memorandum in support is filed concurrently herewith,
Oral Argument is Requested.

DATED this

day of February, 2008

GREENE~BURKE
SHOEMAKER
P.A.

g

Christopher C. Burke
Soo Y, Kang
Attorneys for CBS Corporation, a Delaware
corporation, f/Ma Viacom Inc., successor by merger
to CBS Corporation, a Pennsylvania corporation,
f/Ma Westinghouse Electric Corporation and
Ingersoll-Rand Corporation
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Goodman Law Office
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Attorney for R u ~ e r Iron
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Works. Inc.
Thomas J. Lyons
Merrill & ~ k r r i l l
109 N. Arthur, 5thFloor
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991
Attornev for Owens-Illinois Inc.
Jackson Schtnidt
Pepple Johnson Cantu & Schmidt, PLLC
1218 Third Avenue, Suite 1900
Seattle, WA 98 101-305 1
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W. Marcus Nye
Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Chtd,
201 E. Center
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Overnight Delivery
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John A. Bailey, Jr.
Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Ghtd.
201 E. Center
P.O. Box 1391
Pocatello, ID 83204- 138 1

(208) 232-6 109
Overnight Delivery

(208) 232-5 131
11114 E. Center
P.O. Box 4758
Pocatello. ID 83205-4758
Attorneys for A. W. Chesterton Company
Christopher P. Graham
Brassey Wetherell Crawford & Garrett, LLP
203 Main Street
P.O. Box 1009
Boise, ID 83702

n U.S. Mail
Facsimile
(208) 344-7077
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Email

/ Attorneys for Garlock Incorporated, Anchor Packing 1
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
(208) 785-7080
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Email

lackfoot, ID 83221
Attorneys for Steel West Inc.
L. Charles Johnson 111
Attorney at Law
419 W. Benton
P.O. Box 1725
Pocatello, ID 83204

0 U.S. Mail
Facsimile
(208) 232-9161
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Email

Attorneys for Crown Cork & Seal Company, Inc.
Howard D. Burnett
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
3 33 South Main Street
P.O. Box 100
Pocatello, ID 83204

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
(208) 233-1304
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Etnail

Attorneys for Eaton Electrical Inc. (f/k/a CutlerHammer Inc.).
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-Carp T. Dance and/or Lee Radford
and/or Benjamin C. Ritchie
Mofhtt, Thomas, Bmett, Rock & Fields Chtd.
412 West Center
P.O. Box 817
Pocatello, ID 83204

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
(208) 232-0 150
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
@ Email
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Attorneys for Defendants FMC Corporation, Hemy
Vogt Machine Go.. and Warren Pumps, Inc.
Donald F. Carey and/or Carole I. Wesenberg
Robert D. Willims
Quane Smith LLP
2325 West Broadway, Suite E3
Idaho Falls, ID 83402-29 13

a
U.S. Mail
(208) 529-0005
[ILJ Facsimile
0 Hand Delivery
a Overnight Delivery

I

Attorneys for Defendants Reliavlce Electric Company
and Rockwell Automation, Inc.
A. Bruce Larson
155 S. 2nd
P.O. Box 6369
Pocatello, ID 83205-6369
Attorneys for P & H Cranes, dMa Harnishcchfegor
Corporation, Cleaver-Brooks, a Division of AQUA
Chem, Inc.
Gary L. Cooper and/or M. Anthony Sasses
Cooper & Larsen, Chartered
151 North 3'%venue, Suite 2 10
P.O. Box 4229
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229
Attorneys for Defendants Paramount Supply Company,
Zurn Industries, Inc., and Bullough Abatement, Inc.
J. Kevin Murphy and/or Michael F. Skolnick
Kipp and Christian, P.C.
10 Exchange Place, 4thFloor
SLC, UT 841 11
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U.S. Mail
Facsimile
(208) 478-7602
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Email

U.S. Mail
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Hand Delivery
0 Overnight Delivery
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U.S. Mail
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Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
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Attorneys for Defendant Bullough Abatement, Inc.
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1J.S. Mail

Andrew C r d c and/or M ~ a t i n ~ l y
Steven V. Rizzo, PC
Lincoln Place, Suite 350
1620 SW Taylor Street
Portland, OR 97205

Facsimile
(503) 229-0630
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Ernail

1 Attorneys for Defendants Paramount Supply Company I
170 South Main Street, Suite 500
Salt Lake City, UT 84 101

(208) 395-8585
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701

(

Attorneys for Defendants NIBCO Inc. & ParkerHannifin
C. Timothy EIopkins and/or Steven K. Brown
Hopkins Roden Crocltett Hansen & Hoopes
P.O. Box 51219
428 Park Avenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83405- 1219

1
U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Email

Attorneys for Defendants Alaskan Copper Works and
Kelly-Moore Paint Company
Brian Harper
Attorney at Law
161 5thAvenue, Suite 202
P.O. Box 2838
Twin Falls, ID 83303

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Email

Attorneys for Defendant Guard-Line, Inc.
Michael W. Moore and/or Steven R. ISsafi
Moore & Baskin, LLP
1001 W. Idaho, Suite 400
P.O. Box 6756
Boise, ID 83707

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
(208) 336-703 1
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Email

Attorneys for Defendant Hill Brothers Chemical
Company
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Perkins Coie LLP
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400
Boise, ID 83702-73 10

/

I

Attorneys for Defendants Crane Company and

Kirkpatrick Lockhart Nicholson Graham 1,LP
Henry W. Oliver Building
535 Smithfield Street
Pittsburgh, PA 152 1 1-2312

a Overnight Delivery

1 Attorney for Defendant Crane Company

Christopher C. Burke
Soo Y. Kang
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